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1
Abstract
The central question to be addressed in this thesis is whether Active Network Management (ANM)
implemented through a Multi-Agent System (MAS) can offer a realistic basis for managing a
distribution network of the future. These networks will contain many more Distributed Energy
Resources (DER) than present networks resulting in a more regular occurrence of constraints being
violated because of the network’s increased usage.
A review of ANM schemes is presented in order to show their impact on the global and local op-
eration of distribution networks, the economic impacts and benefits they have, and the limitations
that arise from the centralisation of operations.
This thesis shows that a distributed MAS implementation of ANM could potentially remove lim-
itations associated with a centralised approach to ANM. However, present MAS ANM approaches
raise concerns with regards to their operation on realistic networks, the communication burden
they create, the safety and security of their operation and the economic considerations taken when
implementing decisions.
This thesis proposes a MAS ANM scheme with an agent allocated to every node of the network,
implementing a fully decentralised decision making algorithm. These agents are all peers and
use message propagation so voltage approximations can be calculated and DER corrective actions
shared without the need for a complete, central network model to exist.
Agents select a beneficial control action to satisfy voltage constraints in order to minimise cor-
rective costs associated with the DER actions. This is achieved by combining the cost of various
DER corrective actions and a cost allocated to voltage excursions outside the target control range.
This approach removes the need for a central moderator, avoiding potential single point failures
and reducing communication overheads of present MAS ANM schemes.
Furthermore to ensure this MAS ANM does not affect the present GB energy market operation,
the cost associated with DER corrective actions reflects the real revenue incurred by DER owners
and compensated by the MAS ANM scheme operator.
Finally to confirm that the MAS ANM meets the main aim of the thesis, it is shown to success-
fully operate upon many test distribution network configurations, rapidly bring voltage excursions
from load changes back within limits. The solutions found are comparable to an Optimal Power
Flow (OPF) supplied with a full network model and set of DER costs, confirming its ability to pro-
vide similar results to centralised ANM schemes with the benefits over the operational limitations
of proposed centrally moderated MAS ANM schemes.
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FIPA Foundations of Intelligent Physical Agents
FIPA-ACL Foundation of Intelligent Physical Agents-Agent Communication
Language
GADT Global Agent Description Table
GDUoS Generation Distribution use of System
GPS Global Position System
GUI Graphic User Interface
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HTTP Hypertext Transfer Protocol
HV High Voltage
HMI Human Machine Interface
I Current
I/O Input/Output
IEEE Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers
IIOP Internet-inter ORB Protocol
JADE Java Agent Development Framework
KQML Knowledge Query and Manipulation Language
kV Unit of Voltage
LADT Local Agent Description Table
LV Low Voltage
MHC Mechanical Hydraulic Controller
MTS Message Transport System
MAS Multi-Agent System
MVA Unit of Reacitve Power
MW Unit of Real Power
ODE Ordinary Differential Equation
OLTC On Line Tap Changer
OPF Optimal Power Flow
P Real Power
PI Proportional Integrator




SBP System Buy Price
SCADA Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition
STATCOM Static synchronous compensator
SSE Scottish and Southern Energy
SMTP Simple Mail Transfer Protocol
SO System Operator
SSP System Sell Price
TNO Transmission Network Operator
TCP/IP Transmission Contron Protocol/ Internet Protocol
UK United Kingdom
UKGDS The UK Generic Distribution System
UKWED UK Wind Energy Data
V Unit Of Voltage
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List Of Symbols





δi Voltage angle at bus i []
gi(x) Equality Constraints
hi(x) Inequality Constraints
Ii Net Current injected into bus i [A]
Pi Real Power at bus i [W]
P Demand Variable Represented as a Vector [W]
Qi Reactive Power at bus i [var]
U Control Variable Represented as a Vector
Vi Voltage at bus i [V]
x Variable
X State Variable Represented as a Vector
Yij Admittance Matrix between buses i and j
Synchronous Machine Operation Symbols
ω Angular Speed [rad/s]
ωr Rotor Speed [rad/s]
4ωr Change In Rotor Speed [rad/s]
f Frequency [Hz]
Pref Real Power Reference [W]
Qref Reactive Power Reference [var]
R Resistance[Ω]
Verr Synchronous Machine Output Voltage Error [V]
Vr Synchronous Machine Output Voltage Reference [V]
VR Excitation Controller Voltage Reference [V]
Vfd Excitation Field Voltage Reference [V]
X Reactance [Ω]
4Y Change in Synchronous Machine Steam Valve Output
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Inverter Operation Symbols
Ioq Current Output Quadrature Axis [A]
Ioqerr Output Quadrature Current Error w.r.t measured and required [A]
I∗oq Current Output Reference Quadrature Axis [A]
I∗oq Current Output Reference Quadrature Axis [A]
Iod Current Output Direct Axis [A]
Ioderr Output Direct Current Error w.r.t Measured and Required [A]
Iqd CurrentDirect-Quadrature Axis [A]
Ioa CurrentOutput Phase A [A]
Iob CurrentOutput Phase B [A]
Ioc CurrentOutput Phase C [A]
Ioabc Inverter Output Current [A]
Iiabc Inverter Input Current [A]
Icabc Capacitor Output Current [A]
I∗cref Capacitor Output Reference Current [A]
Voq Voltage Output Quadrature Axis [V]
Vod Voltage Output Direct Axis [V]
Vqd Voltage Direct-Quadrature Axis [V]
Voa Voltage Output Phase A [V]
Vob Voltage Output Phase B [V]
Voc Voltage Output Phase C [V]
Viabc Inverter Input Voltage [V]
V∗iabc Inverter Input Reference Voltage [V]
Voabc Inverter Output Voltage [V]
V∗oabc Inverter Output Reference Voltage [V]
Vcabc Capacitor Output Voltage [V]
V∗cabc Capacitor Output Reference Voltage [V]
Transmission Network Symbols
Pref Generator Power Reference [p.u.]
PGN Area Real Power Output [p.u]
QGN Area Reactive Power Output [p.u]
Sbase Network Base Power [VA]
Vref Generator Voltage Reference [p.u.]
VN Area Bus Voltage [p.u]
Vbase Network Base Voltage [V]
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Distribution Network Symbols
IN Current Flow into Node N [A]
Ip Direct Axis Current Flow into Node N [A]
Iq Quadrature Axis Current Flow into Node N [A]




VN Nodal Voltage [V]
VLDN Voltage Line Drop [V]
VN−1 Upstream Nodal Voltage [V]
4Vp Voltage Drop w.r.t Real Power Flow [V]
4Vq Voltage Drop w.r.tReactive Power Flow [V]
XN Line Reactance Between N and N-1 [Ω]
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Agent Operation Symbols
αi Discrete Output Power Variable of Generator i [W]
βi Discrete Power Consumption Variable of Generator i [W]
δVn
δPn
Nodal Voltage Real Power Sensitivity
δVn
δQn
Nodal Voltage Reactive Power Sensitivity
adj(vi) All Nodes Connected to vivia a Cable
CIiαi Resultant Carbon Emissions from Output of Generator i [CO2]
CV
New
N Artificial Voltage Cost Function at Node N [£/h]
CV
New
N Vector of Artificial Voltage Costs at Node N [£/h]
CVN−1 Vector of Voltage Costs of Upstream Nodal Voltages [£/h]
C
VN+1
BID Downstream Voltage Bid from N+1 [p.u.]
C4PN+1 Vector of Real Power Costs of Downstream Nodal Power Flows [p.u.]
C
4PN+1
Rec Vector of Real Power Costs of Received Downstream Nodal Power Flows [p.u.]
C4PN Vector of all Available Real Power Costs [p.u.]
C
4PN−1
BID Upstream Real Power Flow Bid From N-1 [p.u.]
C4QN+1 Vector of Reactive Power Cost Function of Downstream Nodal Power Flows [p.u.]
C
4QN−1
BID Upstream Reactive Power Flow Bid From N-1 [p.u.]
C
4PN−1GN
BID Upstream Bid From N-1 Referred to Real Power Output Generator at N [p.u.]
C
4PN+1GN
BID Upstream Bid From N+1 Referred to Real Power Output Generator at N [p.u.]
C
4QN−1GN
BID Upstream Bid From N-1 Referred to Reactive Power Output Generator at N [p.u.]
C
4QN+1GN
BID Upstream Bid From N+1 referred to Reactive Power Output Generator at N [p.u.]
CV
Old
N Nodal Cost Function at Node N of Upstream Costs [p.u.]
CPGNCC Corrective Cost Function with Respect to Real Generation [p.u.]
CPGNOP Opportunity Cost Function with Respect to Real Generation [p.u.]
C4PGNCC Corrective Cost Function with Respect to Real Generation Change at Node N [p.u.]
C4PLNCC Corrective Cost Function with Respect to Real Load Change at Node N [p.u.]
C4QGNCC Corrective Cost Function with Respect to Reactive Generation Change at Node N [p.u.]
C4QLNCC Corrective Cost Function with Respect to Reactive Load Change at Node N [p.u.]
C4PGNCC Vector of Corrective Costs with Respect to Real Generation Change at Node N [p.u.]
C4PLNCC Vector of Corrective Costs with Respect to Real Load Change at Node N [p.u.]
C4QGNCC Vector of Corrective Costs with Respect to Reactive Generation Change at Node N [p.u.]
C4QLNCC Vector of Corrective Costs with Respect to Reactive Load Change at Node N [p.u.]
fij Set of all Power Flows Along the Distribution Cables [W]
fiˆi Vector of Power Flow Element Between Child and Parent [W]
γ(fiˆi) Vector of Costs Of Power Flow Element Between Child And Parent [CO2/kWh]
flowCO Element Containing Power Flow Offers and Cost Between Child and Parent
G A Set of n Generators
gi Generator i
G(vi) The Set of Generators at vi
Ii Nodal Current [A]
L(vi) The Set of Loads at vi
L A Set of m Loads
li Load i
Mp Cost of Unit Power [£/MWh]
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OPCStateN−→N+1 OPCState Power Bid Message Sent from N to N+1
OPCState Element Containing Power Flow Bids from N to N+1
OVCStateN−→N−1 OVCState Voltage Bid Message Sent from N to N-1
PN Real Power Flow into Node N [p.u.]
PGN Real Power Generation at Node N [p.u.]
PGNmax Maximum Real Power Generation at Node N [p.u.]
4PN Vector of total Real Nodal Power Changes At Node N [p.u.]
4PGN Vector of Real Nodal Power Changes of Generator at Node N [p.u.]
4PLN Vector of Real Nodal Power Changes of Load at Node N [p.u.]
4PN+1 Vector Of Changes in Real Power Flow into Node N as Referenced
from Node N-1 [p.u.]
PowerCosti−→iˆ DYDOP PowerCost Message Sent from Child Node to Parent Node
PowerCostN−→N−1 PowerCost Message Sent from N Node to N-1 Node
PowerMessageN−→N−1 Power Message Sent from N Node to N-1 Node
QN Reactive Nodal Power [p.u.]
4QN Reactive Nodal Power Change At Node N [p.u.]
QGN Reactive Power Generation at Node N [p.u.]
QGNmax Maximum Reactive Power Generation at Node N [p.u.]
QN−1 Nodal Reactive Power Into N-1 [p.u.]
4QN Vector of Total Reactive Nodal Power Changes At Node N [p.u.]
4QGN Vector of Reactive Nodal Power Changes of Generator at Node N [p.u.]
4QLN Vector of Reactive Nodal Power Changes of Load at Node N [p.u.]
4QN+1 Vector of Reactive Nodal Power Changes At Node N+1 [p.u.]
SendPN+1 Element Containing Power Flow Offers and Costs into Node N
Referenced from Node N-1
SendVN−1 Element Containing Nodal Voltage and Costs at node N
Referenced from Node N+1
T A Set of Distribution Cables
tij Distribution Cable Between viand vj
tCij Maximum Capacity of Distribution Cable Between viand vj
V Set of k Nodes
vi Node i
Vo Origin Node Voltage [p.u.]
VN Nodal Voltage [p.u.]
VNewN Resultant Nodal Voltage from N-1 Voltage Changes & N+1 Power Changes [p.u.]
VNewN Vector of Nodal Voltages w.r.t N-1 Voltage Changes & N+1 power changes [p.u.]
VOldN Vector Of Nodal Voltage from N-1 Voltage Changes only [p.u.]
Vnom Nominal Nodal Voltage [p.u.]
VN+1 Downstream Voltage [p.u.]
VN−1 Upstream Voltage [p.u.]
VLDN Voltage Line Drop [p.u.]
VN−1 Vector Of Nodal Voltage Offers N as Referenced from Node N+1 [p.u.]
VoltageMessageN−→N+1 Voltage Message Sent from N Node to N+1 Node
VoltageCostN−→N+1 VoltageCost Message Sent from N Node to N+1 Node




The electrical network of Great Britain (GB) is changing. This is mainly due to an increase of
distributed renewable resources (DERs) [9], a decrease of centralised traditional generators (due
to European Union (EU) and United Kingdom (UK) emission targets [10] [11]) and an increase
in consumers taking a more active role in the management of their consumption. These changes,
as well as the benefits they may bring are also causing operational problems within distribution
networks that are becoming ever more difficult for distribution network operators (DNO) to solve
under present operational practices.
The GB transmission network is well developed and is fully controllable due to the relatively small
amount of nodes on a physically large system. This allows generators to be fully controlled and
coordinated by a transmission system operator (TSO) from a central point, such as the National
Grid Control Centre in Wokingham in the UK.
Network operation will be very different at distribution level. At present, the DNO uses a super-
visory control and data acquisition (SCADA) system to monitor the network only. By monitoring
the distribution network in this way, DNOs can determine present network operation, problems
that may be occurring and also the impact of faults. Through the data acquisition of operational
data the DNO can also plan for future development of the distribution network.
This was more than adequate when the direction of power flow was from large centralised gen-
eration sources at transmission level, to distributed load demands at distribution level. However,
because of the amount of distributed energy resources (DERs) being connected to the distribution
network, this is no longer the case. Due to this, a large-scale development of the distribution
networks, similar to that of the transmission network is necessary to maintain stable operation of
the network.
The following section presents a variety of operational problems that arise within distribution
networks today, and investigates how the present network set up is poorly equipped to integrate
the anticipated growth of DERs. Some proposals are made as to how the distribution network
can be controlled and coordinated to facilitate an improvement in its operation to allow for DER
growth to continue within the electrical network.
1.1 Challenges Facing GB Distribution Networks
The continued growth of DERs worldwide is prompting the power community to begin assessing
how to undertake the challenge of integration of DERs both technically and financially [12]. The
UK’s challenge specifically focuses on how to allow for the continuing integration of DERs, as set out
by the UK’s governmental guidelines [13]. Since DERs power capacities are small in comparison
to generators (such as gas turbines etc.) presently connected to the transmission network, this
electrical integration will take place at distribution level. It is therefore sensible to consider the
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impact on the DNO and identify the electrical problems that may occur from the perspective of
the DNO.
The DNO is granted a licence by the government regulator Ofgem to provide a safe and reliable
service to customers under the Electrical Safety, Quality and Continuity Regulations (ESQCR) [14].
If a DNO does not comply with this regulation it is fined, subject to restrictions and financial
penalties and and if it continually fails to meet this regulation it can have its licence removed. It is
therefore in a DNO’s best interest to meet it licence obligations. DERs connected to the network
are unregulated and export power determined by the availability of their energy source (wind, sun
etc.). Under this present operational status quo, the most pressing problems that a DNO faces
from DER integration are:
 Bidirectional power flow during periods where load levels are low and power from the DERs
is high, have caused an increase in voltage infringements [15]. One of the licence stipulations
is the need to maintain voltages within a certain range dependent on the nominal voltage of
the network [14]. If these infringements persist it can lead to cut off of the DER from the
network, resulting in lost “emission free” energy. The problem is especially relevant to rural
areas where larger DER sites may be present but the infrastructure is lacking in capacity.
 Power quality issues, due to the intermittency of some DERs, can appear as voltage swells
and sags as well as harmonic pollution due the operation of the equipment connected [16].
These power issues over time can affect customers and are therefore seen as an undesirable
outcome and preferably avoided.
 As the capacity of DERs increase, they start to impact the frequency response because their
power dispatch to the network cannot be fully guaranteed, therefore this power resource
could be more of an issue than a solution to the problem of power balancing [17]
From the above points, it is clear that the DERs under the operational status quo, may cause
problems to the operation of the electrical network. Therefore controlling and coordinating these
DER assets in a more intelligent way, would not entirely neutralise these problems, but possibly
achieve an overall improvement of the operation of the network. The following points highlight
how this can be achieved:
 Regulation as mentioned previously, presently suffers due the uncontrolled nature of the
DERs power dispatch. The introduction of power electronics could allow for more control
over this power dispatch and potentially allow for the voltage to be regulated more thoroughly.
 Since the physical location of a DER is near the load, it seems sensible to use that power
locally. This would result in little power being lost during transmission.
 The use of reactive resources that may be available from DERs could provide voltage support.
 Some DER devices permit storage of energy, therefore under the right controls this energy
could be used when there is an unscheduled load or generation change.
If expensive network reinforcement is to be avoided and DER integration within the network to be
uninhibited without the need for large connection costs, then an alternative operational paradigm






















Figure 1.1: An Active Network Management System [1]
1.2 Active Network Management
With more DERs connecting to the distribution networks, the connection costs DNOs must charge
(to cover the cost of operational problems) or the reinforcement cost DNOs must pay to support
their integration may hinder DER growth. This may prevent broader governmental objectives of
decreasing carbon emissions being met section 1.1.
Active Network Management (ANM) implements intelligent metering, greater communications
and bespoke control schemes within the network. The aim of which is to safely run and manage
the network [18]. If problems arise in the network ANM schemes can make decisions upon the
electrical assets to improve network operation. Such as making decisions on DER operations, to
mitigate their operational problems. This could allow for the increase in DERs to continue within
distribution networks, without the need for costly reinforcement as well as reducing connection
costs.
Shown in Fig. 1.1 is a simple centralised ANM control scheme designed in [1]. It consists of an
ANM, based at a 33kV/11kV substation. It allows for autonomous determination of the network
state during normal and contingency operation via measurement and control actions. By taking
critical measurements (shown in green in Fig. 1.1) and implementing control instructions (shown in
red in Fig. 1.1) to electrical asset. The ANM is able to coordinate a variety of network operations
such as:
 Power Flow Management: Connected DER generation in the distribution network could
cause overloading of lines. Therefore controlling the power output of generators connected
within the network could protect cables. One such scheme developed in [19] optimises local
power flows to ensure thermal limits are met.
 Voltage Regulation: Traditionally, careful selection of cables in the planning stages would
allow for voltage problems to be avoided. Since DNO’s wish to avoid reinforcement, an
alternative to replacing the presently installed cables is required. One alternative is through
improved management of the network to mitigate the effects of voltage rise/drop, such as
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ANM. ANM schemes have to control the voltage appropriately to enable the operator to meet
all its operational requirements as well an ensure a safe and reliable practice. Through the
coordination of On Load Tap Changer (OLTC) transformers in the distribution network as
well as reactive compensator such as a STATCOM, voltages could be regulated. An example
of a ANM scheme controlling a generators real and reactive power to achieve safe network
voltage regulation is presented by in [18].
 Power Quality Management: Power quality issues such as voltage perturbations, phase im-
balance, harmonics and transient disturbances. As well as meeting the safety requirements to
allow the network to operate, consumers demand ever higher levels of power quality. Using a
ANM scheme for controlling Distributed Generators (DG) outputs shown in Fig. 1.1 should
be able to to ensure network power quality is maintained, such as the voltage statutory limits
determined in section 1.1. An implementation of an ANM scheme undertaking this specific
operation is presented in [20].
 Load Management/ Demand side Management: An implementation in [21] shows that con-
trolling a load’s power flow demand can act as an alternative to altering a generators output
power flows to solve operational problems. This could be incorporated into an ANM scheme
provided the system can maintain the system safety and security.
 Fault level: If a ANM scheme can detect a network is approaching fault level it can take
evasive actions upon the electrical assets shown in Fig.1.1 before a circuit breaker was to
switch. This may allow for the avoidance of connected customers to be removed from supply
or minimise the amount of customers that are removed to ensure security of the network.
 ANM Failure: To operate the distribution system safely, any ANM scheme would need to
determine contingency operation in case of failure of its own control and communications
system. This must also be considered when constructing an ANM scheme to ensure it fail to
a safe network operation.
Through determining specific operational objectives ANM schemes are able to offer improvements
on the network operation due to the problems caused by various developments within the distribu-
tion network such as DER integration. Further ANM developments have allowed for ANM schemes
to start managing all operational issues rather than specific operational issues, as presented in the
the Aura-NMS scheme [22] or via the use of an ANM implementing an OPF solution [23]. The
total management of operational problems provided by these systems have their benefits in regards
to the safe operation of distribution networks whilst maintaining DER integration.
1.2.1 Benefits of Implementing an Active Network Management on a
Distribution Network
The main benefit a ANM scheme achieves is to allow for the increase in DER capacity within
distribution networks, allowing for an increase of “emission free” energy into the system without
the need for DNOs to pay for costly network reinforcement or implement large connection charges.
From the areas of operational management discussed in the previous section ANM schemes can
be used to maintain the voltage constraints, thermal constraints and power quality issues through
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control and coordination of operational set points of assets such as DERs, tap changers, loads. As
long as an ANM scheme can achieve this operational improvement in a safe and secure manner,
then it can enable the continuation of DER integration (with the benefits these energy resources
bring into the network) by providing a cheaper alternative to network reinforcement whilst lowering
connection costs.
In the previous example ANM implementations[19, 18, 20, 21, 22, 23] have been shown to provide
operational benefits safely and securely and can be considered an implementable alternative to
network reinforcement. However these implementations are still in development and have their
limitations.
1.2.2 Limitations of present Active Network Management Schemes
In the section 1.2 ANM schemes are shown to be successful in maintaining network operation
without resorting to costly network reinforcement. However, there are still limitations which can
be split into three areas:
 Single point failures: Some ANM systems are heavily centralised, with the need to calculate
the operational set points of the network to ensure the ANM scheme’s objective via some
central based solver, in this case the ANM will require knowledge about the system. This
information will return to a centralised point which could result in problematic operational
outcomes if its operation fails. [24]. The ANM must be able to handle these failures, or
implement a contingency to ensure safe operation.
 Communication overheads: The amount of required data for the ANM system to calculate
the correct operation of the network can be high. Also the variety of information sources
providing these data streams can also be high. Therefore in order for an ANM system to
operate successfully, data streams would have to operate with a highly reliable communication
system which may be costly as shown in [25]. Since the implementation of an ANM is to
avoid costs associated with reinforcement of the electrical network, communication network
cost should also be sought to be reduced to keep the ANM scheme an appealing alternative
to reinforcement.
 Complexity of solutions: An ANM scheme will use a centralised computational formulation
of the network to determine the operational solution to achieve its objective. This can be
achieved via a logic based solver as in [19, 18] or non-liner solver as in [23, 22]. These
formulations are complex and also grow in complexity as networks increased as explained in
[26] resulting in a growth of computational cost. Similar to communication overheads this
cost must be checked to ensure it growth does not inhibited its adoption by DNOs.
Even though ANM schemes have their limitations a well designed system could reduce their impact
whilst providing the benefits established in section 1.2.1. One such good example is the ANM they
have deployed in the Orkney Islands ANM operated by Scottish and Southern Energy (SSE) [27].
1.3 The Orkney Islands
On the electrical network of the Orkney Islands a fully functioning ANM scheme is currently
operating. The scheme has been developed over many years, from its inception in various University
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of Strathclyde projects [28, 1] through feasibility studies [29, 22] and finally to its deployment which
is outlined here.
Shown in Fig 1.2 is the three phase 33kV (green) and 11kV (red) electrical network of the Orkney
Islands, connected to one another through 11kV/33kV substations. One of the main sources of
energy available to the Orkney Islands network is wind, the UK Wind Energy Database (UKWED)
shows the extent of wind availability [30]. This has lead to a large increase of DERs in the form of
wind turbines on the island [27], the extent of which is shown in the electrical diagram Fig. 1.2.
This increase has lead to the thermal constraint limits of the network to be violated to the extent
where the safe operation of the network could not be guaranteed without substantial constraint,
implemented by local controllers, over the power being implemented.
As defined in the previous section an ANM can offer safe operation and management of electrical
network, that could allow for a more intelligent approach to the control of the electrical network.
Scottish and Southern Energy (SSE) determined that based on the research [28, 19, 29, 22] an
ANM scheme should be implemented on the Orkney Islands as an alternative to reinforcement
measures. Therefore it is a sensible case study to use for this thesis to show the challenges ANM
systems face, as it operates in real time on a live network. It also shows how and ANM objective
can be determined for a particular desirable outcome of the network operation, for the Orkney
Islands this is the continued growth of DERs (wind power) in the network.
1.3.1 Orkney ANM for maintaining thermal constraints
The Orkney Islands are the most northerly point on the GB grid which they are connect to via a
Extra High Voltage (EHV) transformer at Thurso on the Scottish mainland by two 33kV submarine
cables (dash green line in Fig 1.2). Due to the Orkney Islands’ vast wind resources and distance to
the EHV transformer, its export of power through the cables between Orkney and the mainland
and the Orkney network itself suffers from infringing thermal constraints. The infringements has
driven up the connection cost of DERs (wind turbines), and resulting in constraining existing
DERs, meaning the use of thermal generation, instead of emission free generation being used to
meet demands in order to satisfy thermal constraints. Infringements still occurred [27] even after
costly network reinforcement of the network through the introduction of reactive compensators at
the grid connection point. To fully exploit the available DER power and avoid further reinforcement
to allow future DER connections, whilst achieving safe operation of the electrical network, a ANM
scheme was implemented.
To determine the boundary the ANM scheme would operate on, the electrical network of Orkney
was reviewed and is shown in Fig 1.2. A natural boundary of operation was determined at the
connection point to the mainland inter-connector and lower networks 33kV and 11kV transformers
as shown in Fig 1.2.
The distribution network owner takes, in this case SSE, takes responsibility for operating the
scheme. This is one of the biggest shifts in the operational status quo, the idea of the distribution
network owner taking responsibility for system operation. The ANM scheme gives priority to
those generator owners who invested in the ANMs development, by placing them in a list known
as a stack. Wind generator owners paid a price in order to set up the ANM scheme and are
subsequently rewarded by being selected last in the stack to curtail their export of power to the
island and to the grid. Allowing operating generators to make money in the energy market. This
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Figure 1.2: The Orkney Case Study Electrical Network [2]
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forms the objective of the ANM, to ensure thermal constraints are met whilst minimising the cost
of curtailment of the generators. The cost being based on the stack, with highest curtailment costs
assigned those generators that are higher up the stack.
How this ANM scheme is implemented on the electrical network is via a control and coordination
system based upon the work in [19] using the ANM scheme discussed in section 1.2, that takes
measurements from the system and uses that information to determine the networks set points in
line with its aforementioned system operational objective.
1.3.2 The Orkney ANM Scheme Implementation
The Orkney’s ANM high level electrical and communication schematic is shown in Fig. 1.3, each
part of the ANM scheme will be discussed to show its importance in satisfying the network objective
of maintaining thermal constraint whilst minimising curtailment costs. Shown on the electrical
network in Fig. 1.2 is Kirkwall. It is the operational base at the center of the main island and it is
from here that the electrical operation is monitored and controlled via an active SCADA system
Fig. 1.3.
 Measurements: Around the electrical network and at generators Fig. 1.3 there are measure-
ment devices taking current and voltage measurements and relaying them back to the central
controller in Kirkwall.
 Communication: The measurements are sent over a private wire, which is a dedicated com-
munication network provided by BT, although it is a public network as in SSE do not own
the communication network they pay a fee that gives their information priority over the
network. The information from the measurements Fig. 1.3 are sent to the central controller
Fig. 1.3 over the link shown in blue, once decisions are made at the central controller they
will be sent from the central controller to the local control shown in Fig. 1.3.
 Central Controller and Distribution Management System: Once the central controller has
received the measurement it will use the Distribution Management System, which implements
a logic based solver developed in [19], to determine the state of the network that ensures all
thermal constraints are met for the minimum cost of the generation curtailment in the stack.
This will ensure the generator owners who invested the most into the ANM are outputting
their power to the island and the grid to ensure they are rewarded in the energy market.
Once this network state that achieves the ANM objective is determined it sends out set points
to the generators. The ANM scheme, although the operation is autonomous it does have a
Human Machine Interface (HMI) in order to implement changes on the network outside the
operational objectives of the ANM. As well as using generator dispatch as a tool of regulation,
local control of power electronics devices such as a Static Var Compensators (DVAR [31]),
are used at the connection point to the grid to reinforce the network and provide reactive
power support.
 Data Historian: The data historian allows SSE to analyse the network operation in order to
allow for future planning of the network or show through empirical evidence the success of
the ANM operation to its investors.
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Figure 1.3: The Orkney Case Study Active Network Management Scheme [2]
Finally how the ANM scheme handles failure need to be addressed. In order to implement ANM
safely a contingency has to be put in place to ensure it fails safe. The Orkney ANM scheme
has a very conservative failure procedure. If communications between the centre and controlled
generators is lost the generators will move their set points to output zero power. If the ANM
itself fails the network will fall back to local controls such as AVR schemes governed by protection
schemes, this could result in generators not outputting in their most economically beneficial set
point, but the safety margin is paramount to enable an ANM scheme to be implemented as DNOs
must ensure safe, secure and reliable operation above all else. This completes the Orkney ANM
scheme operation.
1.3.3 The Outcomes of Implementing an ANM scheme in the Orkney Islands
The ANM scheme has been found to be highly successful in controlling and coordinating the
network. In a conference on the ANM scheme in 2013 [2], the steps for implementing ANM to
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achieve a successful operation were determined
 Objectives: The ANM scheme that was implemented in the Orkney Island was undertaken
in order to increase the potential of DER power within the network operation in the Orkney
Islands. The network was suffering from thermal constraint violation due to the growth of
DERs (wind power). This was causing power exports form these emission free sources to
be stunted. Therefore in order to exploit more of this power and enable further growth of
DER in the network, without the need for costly reinforcement or large connection cost an
ANM was implemented. The ANM objective was to maintain safe operation and to satisfy
the thermal network constraints whilst minimising the cost of curtailing generation in the
network, determined by a stack which gave participants a weighting on the cost of their
generation determined by their investment in the scheme.
 Planning: When determining the system operational objective of the ANM (thermal con-
straint management) , the DNO identified an area of the electrical network that was suffering
from operational problems. This was determined by the natural boundary set by the island
based electrical network and its grid supply point. This showed the importance of determin-
ing how an ANM scheme can be decoupled from the regular DNOs SCADA monitoring only
operations. Once this is achieved what the SCADA based ANM will measure and control to
satisfy the system operational objective can be determined.
 Economic: There are two economic issues involved in implementing an ANM. The economic
issues surrounding the construction of an ANM and the operators costs of managing an ANM
scheme. The economic incentive to implement an ANM, in regards to the DNO came in the
form of its ability to solve the technical problems being caused by the wind power integration
without the need to reinforce the network. The economic incentive for the generator owner to
invest since it would allow for more generation to connect as well as enable their generators
to operate in the energy market for longer (since they would be less generation constraint).
This construction of the ANM in terms of these two economic incentives directly influenced
the systems operational objective and the economic operation. The economic incentive for
the DNO was to curb the cost associated through reinforcement. The ANM scheme was the
implemented to ensure the systems operational objective was achieved with DNO becoming
the system operator in this case SSE. The generator owners who invested in the set up of
the ANM were then rewarded as part of the ANM operation, since the DNOs ensure ANM
favours the generators who invested heavily when achieving the system operational objective,
allowing the generators to make more money in the energy market.
 System Operation: The SCADA based ANM, operating autonomously, achieves its system
operational objective, through the use of distributed management system, developed in[19],
and shown as a high level schematic in Fig. 1.3. The system operational objective is to satisfy
thermal constraints whilst minimising generation curtailment costs (based upon generator
owner investment in the system set up). The distributed management system uses the mea-
surements from the network to implement a logic based solution to determine the generator
operation that achieves the system operational objective. The distributed management sys-
tem then issues control instructions curtailing generators in order to achieve this solution.
As well as satisfying the networks operational objectives the ANM also has a contingency
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for failure which is important in any system design. The first contingency focuses on single
point failure, since the system determines the ANM operation from a central processor. The
ANM is able to deal with this problem through redundancy, doubling the systems physical
unit in case of failure. Catastrophic failure of the ANM is handled by reverting back to local
controllers which focus on protection, thus given the ANM a satisfactory operational safety
margin for the DNO to implement.
 Communication. The communication system used was fully centralised, with everything
returning to the source. This was achieved through a BT private line guaranteeing usage
through paying a premium. However, in this case study it was determined this was only
96% reliable [2]. Improvement was achieve by using an additional Cable and Wireless GPS
system, doubling the communication network used. This was deemed worth the extra cost
since when communication fail the fall back operation alters the generators set point to zero
output which results in large amounts of generators potentially unable to operate in the
energy market.
 Calculation time: Since the operation of the system is dynamic, the calculations must be
simple and accurate in order to determine the correct network operation and deploy the
solution speedily enough implement the most beneficial network operation. The calculation
uses a logic solution developed in [19] This is a centralised based scheme and provide a system
operation result for maintaining thermal constraint whilst minimising curtailment cost within
6 second of receiving all information.
The implementation of an ANM scheme in Orkney has been successful, since it has allowed the
wind power available on the island to be used in a more beneficial way to the owners of the
generators. The scheme is able to do this whilst maintaining thermal constraints, allowing for an
increase in DER connection with minimal cost to reinforcement and allowing connection costs to
be reasonable.
The Orkney Island case study shows how ANM schemes can be constructed and operated au-
tonomously and how the important objectives under which the system will operate are determined,
such as a DNO taking responsibility for the operation of an ANM scheme. It was also highlighted
that an all encompassing solution is not necessarily needed for all possible operational problems.
A system objective therefore can be defined by the problems that exist on the network. Operating
a scheme in such a way reduces the calculation burden determining the correct system operation
as the ANM does not have to concern itself with a full global optimal dispatch solution which tries
to find a solution for all operational problems. The success of the Orkney ANM allowing improved
network operations by focusing on a specific system objective, provides the conclusion needed that
an ANM scheme is a desirable solution to achieve the specific system objective of maintaining
voltage constraints for a minimum curtailment cost which is important to the research objectives
of this thesis.
There are however limitations to the Orkney ANM solution. The outcomes in the previous
sections offer benefits however these can be improved upon.
The Orkney ANM solution is still heavily centralised, which can lead to single point failures
unless the system has redundancy. As the complexity of the network increases so does the solution



















Figure 1.4: DER integration in the UK network
cation link provided by BT in the case of the Orkney’s offers a developed communication system,
but one not necessarily reliable as shown in section 1.3. This results in a conservative failure
implementation of setting the generators to zero. A decentralised technique could determine a
less conservative approach by allow for local decision to be made during local failures. Finally,
the economic approach of the Orkney ANM allow for more wind power to be used, however the
usage of this wind power was based on investment prior to operation and might not be the most
optimal practice for maintaining constraints or other objectives. The decentralising of the solution
as well as an alternative economic operation will now be investigated, starting with the economic
operation.
1.4 Economic Operation
When setting up the Orkney ANM scheme, the curtailment cost used by the scheme to achieve
the system objective (maintaining the thermal limits), was determined by weighting a generators
power output costs against the investment made by generator owner. Generator owners who
invested more in the ANM scheme construction had increased costs associated with reducing the
generators output power, resulting in them being curtailed last by the ANM scheme. This may
not be the best solution in all cases, especially for the system objective of maintaining voltage
constraints.
Since the system proposed in this thesis has an objective to use DERs to solve the voltage prob-
lems they cause, it is important to determine how best to economically alter the DERs electrical
power dispatch in order to improve operation of the system.
The example system of Fig 1.4 shows DERs connected to the LV network and these would be
small sources such as roof-top photovoltaic panels. At present, they would be paid a feed-in tariff
(Mp) for their energy’ in future they might participate in an energy market. In either case, as zero-
marginal cost generation, they would expect to produce at their full technical capability (PGmax)
at all times (subject only to source limits such as light intensity) represented as opportunity costs
(CPGOP) shown in Eq. (1.1). If they are to do anything else, they will expect to recover their
opportunity costs, that is, in order to reduce production to aid an over-voltage condition, this will
need to be paid as if they had produced the energy. As suggested in [32], the cost of correcting
these DERs is the price they would have gained for their output. It is reasonable then to show
the cost (£/h) of correcting DER dispatch (PG) as a linear function of this altered power (MW)
multiplied by the market price (£/MWh), or the feed-in tariff as appropriate, this corrective cost
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function (CPGcc ) is represented in Eq. (1.2), where the cost recovered is the cost of correcting its
output.
CPGOP(PG) = Mp(PG) (1.1)
CPGCC(PG) = −Mp(PG − PGmax) (1.2)
This will form a generic cost solution associated with correcting the generation or loads in the
network, which can be used by any ANM solution that will modify these outputs for an overall
system objective such as changing a DER set point for constraint management. Now that a generic
cost function has been developed in (1.2) it can be used to improve upon the Orkney ANM.
In the next section how a distributed ANM can provide operational benefits in regards to the
Orkney ANM.
1.5 Distributed Agent Systems for ANM
The use of agent systems is becoming quite prevalent in power engineering in order to solve a
host of problems [33, 34]. One of these areas is in the improvement of ANM through the use of
a Multi-Agent System. Such systems are being used to reduce the communication overhead by
reducing the amount of data streams used on increased communication network implemented in an
ANM. MAS can also reduce the computational burden of the central processor of a optimal solution
by distributing the complex calculation problem, or provide optimal solutions for specific system
operation objectives for the same computational burden as a SCADA based ANM implementing
a logic solution.
Improvements of SCADA based ANM has been achieved, via a MAS based ANM by breaking the
problems down for power regulation [35, 36] or voltage regulation into local area problems [3, 37].
The schemes presented in [35, 36, 3, 37] determines that the effect each feeder in a distribution
network has on each other is negligible at the distribution substation 33kV/11kV connection point
as shown in Fig. 1.5. This allows for the constraint problems to be decoupled down to the local
feeder level and controlled from a moderator at a distribution substation as shown in Fig. 1.5.
This electrical network architecture is far more distributed than that of the generic ANM pre-
sented by in [1] and shown in Fig. 1.1, the network in Fig. 1.5 also includes inverter interface DERs.
The system is decentralised by decoupling the problem into a cell based hierarchy as defined in [38]
and shown by the dashed lines in Fig. 1.1. Placing agents at the nodes (shown in blue) within each
cell that can communicate control instructions over a communication network (shown in red). By
decentralising the operation of ANM so that MAS make local measurements and take local actions
Fig. 1.5 within a cell, rather than sending all information back to a central location Fig. 1.1, the
systems are able to reduce the communication overhead (due to reducing information returning to
the primary substation) and distribute the complex calculation that is required to determine the
network operation (due to parts of the calculation being distributed amongst the agents).
A scheme that goes further in articulating the problem is a decentralised optimal dispatch
presented in [5]. The work uses a communication technique that allows agents to only talk to their













Figure 1.5: An ANM implementation with MAS [3]
still allowing the system to converge on a solution in a decentralised manner through message
propagation over time.
These implementations still have their own limitations, since some schemes operate on simplified
electrical network representations or they use a moderator to determine the generator dispatch.
This implies that a central moderator is still needed in the system to make decisions. The work of
this thesis is aimed at creating a fully distributed agent system, that uses a decentralised decision
making technique to mitigate all the major problems of existing ANM schemes.
1.6 Statement of Research Problem
The central question to be addressed in this thesis is whether a MAS can offer a realistic basis
for managing a distribution network of the future. This will ultimately allow for DER growth in
electrical networks without costly reinforcement or connection costs.
A key feature of any ANM solution is that it should comply with the un-bundelled nature of
European electricity systems, such as BETTA in the UK. A distribution network operator should
not be concerned with the energy market but must make interventions after the market is closed
in order to relieve constraints and ensure safe operation.
In order to construct an ANM scheme that can solve the central question, a number of additional
questions must be answered in order to find the most suitable solution. These are as follows:
 How is the problem of maintaining voltage constraints in distribution networks connected to
agent determination of local actions having predominantly local affects?
 How can the present operation of electrical networks governed by BETTA be minimally
affected by ANM implementation in terms of electrical, communication and economic oper-
ations?
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 How centralised or decentralised should the solution be?
 What algorithms should agents employ to choose their interventions to maintain constraints?
 In a system of many local agents taking locally optimal actions, how close does it come to a
central optimal solution that considers full network information and costs?
 Can decentralised agent solutions respond to changes in network topology (such as caused
by post-fault restoration)?
 How robust is a MAS solution to the transient operation of a dynamic system and the mal-
operation of the communication system?
In order to verify proposed Multi-Agent systems, a test environment is needed and the expectation
is that the test environment is realistic in terms of using real-time operation of the agents with
communication to real or emulated distribution network elements. This will be created in the thesis
and the developed MAS system will be implemented upon it. From the work in the subsequent
chapters of the thesis the contribution to grow scientific knowledge base of the area was achieved.
1.7 Publications and Outputs
From the work under taken in this thesis a paper was published [39] of a test environment using
real source data was created to emulate a dynamic 3 phase electrical network. This was made
up from impedance values derived from published sources, connecting mathematically accurate
synchronous machines and inverter interfaced DERs models operated by developed controllers to
provide realistic dynamic response to perturbations within the network. A MAS was developed
in order to control and coordinate (through a TCP protocol enabling it to measure and control)
a host of emulated and live electrical networks. The work successfully showed a MAS system
coordinating the electrical network to improve the operational benefits of the network in regards
to frequency response in [39]. The model was also used by Imperial and Strathclyde in other
projects and PhD’s [40].
The development of the model allowed for more complex operational implementations of MAS to
be achieved, such as the fully decentralised control and coordination of distribution networks [41],
which allows ANMs schemes to be implemented without the limitations of centralised operation.
Both these works formed the fundamental ideas behind the thesis. The full thesis presented here
explains how these ideas were developed and concludes with how the development and implemen-
tation of the ideas will benefit the engineering community on the strength of the aforementioned
publications and the future work that can be derived from them.
1.8 Outline Of the Thesis
This thesis describes the work conducted to achieve the research objectives of this thesis which
were determined in section 1.6. The structure of the work in the thesis is presented in the following
order.
Chapter 2: A literature survey is undertaken to introduce the present operation of the electrical
network determining how an ANM can offer improved operation for a sensible economic
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model due to the issues facing the present system operation. MAS and their ability to
perform ANM are also discussed determining their benefit and limitations. Finally how
these agent systems can be improved further to fully achieve the thesis objectives, through
development of present fully decentralised control and coordination schemes to incorporate
voltage constraints management.
Chapter 3: A realistic transmission network and distributed network will be developed in order
to fairly represent electrical characteristic both statically in terms of power flow analysis and
dynamically in terms of ODE solutions. It is discussed is how the operation of these networks
mimic present operation of the GB network both electrically and economically. The DERs
within the network construction are controllable by a MAS to test whether any developed
ANM scheme can provide fit for purpose results that will allow the resolution of the research
questions.
Chapter 4: A Multi-Agent System is constructed focusing on a design methodology to enable a
agent architecture to allow the agents to communicate with each other in a fully decentralised
manner. What toolkit should be used to enable the construction of the MAS in a software
based environment is determined, as well as communication protocols to enable successful
interaction with the emulated electrical network in order to control and coordinate.
Chapter 5: This section will realise how the ANM will achieve the system objective via decen-
tralised control and coordination implementing a decentralised decision making technique.
An algorithm is developed to enable the technique. This technique is then built into the
Multi-Agent System. The system is then implemented on the developed electrical network
for the objective of minimising curtailment costs.
Chapter 6 A steady state analysis was undertaken to test the operation of the MAS. The electrical
states of the economic dispatch, optimal power flow and MAS are compared to determine the
success of the schemes in maintaining voltage constraints whilst minimising corrective costs.
Chapter 7: The MAS is operated upon a dynamic implementation of the electrical network to
assess the problems that may occur when using the system on a live electrical network.
Problems discussed include possible agent failure, communications failure, system reconfigu-
rations and sequencing of decision making, and the analysis determines the MAS ability to
run on a live electrical network.
Chapter 8: The final chapter draws together the work from the thesis and discuss the research
objectives and the conclusions the work has arrived at and underlining the contributions the
thesis brings to the research area. The final chapter will also determine the direction of the
future work such as live experimental exploration to validate emulated real time results and
test real-world robustness of the solutions.
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2 Literature Survey of Active Network
Management via a Multi-Agent System
In this chapter a literature survey is undertaken to further investigate the outstanding research
areas identified in Chapter 1.
The first section determines the operation of present ANM schemes in distribution networks,
investigating how their operational objectives are implemented using the SCADA-based architec-
ture defined by [1, 18], highlighting the benefits of present ANM schemes and discussing their
limitations in regards to their operation upon electrical networks.
How the present SCADA based ANM schemes are able to be improved through the use of MAS
is then discussed with regards to how the operational system objective can be made more specific,
such as only considering constraint management, to improve upon the operational limitations of
the SCADA based ANM scheme.
An investigation of these new ANM approaches implemented by MAS is undertaken to determine
which MAS ANM proposals provide greater benefits than others. One such implementation of a
MAS ANM is presented in [5], this ANM MAS implements a decentralised control and coordination
technique to achieve its operational objective. This technique is discussed to show its benefits in
regards to other MAS ANM scheme but also discussed is how the technique can be developed
further in order to answer the specific research question proposed in this thesis.
In the final section how DERs operating in the UK system are presently considered by system
operators and what electrical and economic issues need to be resolved if they are to become
controllable units as part of an ANM scheme. This evaluation allows for the determination of how
DER integration can minimally impact the status quo of system operation in the UK network,
whilst enabling for DERs to grow within the electrical network.
2.1 Active Network Management
The operational objective of an ANM scheme is to allow for the safe operation and management
of electrical networks. Implementing an ANM scheme enables an alternative solution to network
reinforcement which can be expensive to implement [42], these costs can make DERs unattractive
to network operators which can impede DER growth. This is counter productive in regards to the
governments target to reduce emissions [13]. Implementation of ANM could allow DER growth to
continue unimpeded as discussed in section 1.2.
Shown in Fig.2.1 is a high-level diagram of the implementation hierarchy of an ANM scheme.
The ANM scheme (at the top of the hierarchy) is used to solve a variety of operational objectives
using different types of solutions, such as logic solutions or optimal solutions (this is shown as the
next level in the hierarchy), which use a variety of techniques to achieve these solutions (which
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Figure 2.1: ANM Scheme Implementations via a SCADA Architecture
architectures providing the operational platform of the ANM schemes (which encompasses all parts
of the ANM implementation hierarchy).
2.1.1 Active Network management using Logic solutions
In this section an ANM scheme is presented. The ANM scheme uses a logic solution in order to
achieve a system operational objective. The ANM receives all measurement information about the
system to a central point and then makes a decision on the information to improve a certain aspect
of the network, for example the thermal constraints or the voltage constraints.
A simple ANM scheme example is presented in Fig. 2.2a. The system objective of the ANM,
designed in [19], is to protect the cables exporting power to the higher network.
In Fig. 2.2a a SCADA based ANM is operating, similar to the Orkney’s Islands ANM presented
in section 1.3.3. The information about the system measurements is relayed over a communication
network back to the distribution substation where the ANM scheme’s logic solution at the central
processor operates. The logic solution is shown in Fig. 2.2b, it is split into two functions, trim
RNFG and trip RNFG where RNFG refers to regulated-non-firm-generation (which could be a
DER) represented as the generator in Fig. 2.2a. In the first function trim RNFG the export
power flow is measured at the distribution cable connecting into the secondary of the 33/11 kV
transformers. The logic solution then determines whether there is a thermal constraint problem,
then the ANM implements a contingency operation, first by trimming the DER generation under
control in the network’s set points in discrete blocks. If a violation is still present the DER
generation is tripped (as shown in the second function trip RNFG in Fig 2.2b), the system operation
objective of maintaining the thermal constraints is then assumed to have been achieved. There
are other implementations of ANM schemes for other system operation objectives such voltage
regulation, that also uses a logic based solver as implemented in [18].
These ANM schemes in Fig. 2.2a shows how logical solutions provide a relatively simple technique
for a single system operational objective, (such as maintaining thermal constraints). The benefits
logic based solutions introduce are simple calculations to achieve a viable solution, requiring a lower
computational complexity reducing central processor requirements. However this benefit may be
outweighed by the sub-optimal solution they produce, since they do not consider all the electrical
operational considerations in regards to an optimal solution to the ANM schemes operational
objective. Finally ANMs using logic based solvers economic considerations are very simple as
shown in the Orkney Islands example in section 1.3.3, and may not result best operation for the
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(b) Simple Logic Procedure of ANM maintaining thermal limits
[19]
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the full electrical problem and produce an optimal solution for the ANM’s schemes operational
objective. ANM schemes have been developed to consider a variety of operational objectives which
provides an optimal solution using techniques that minimise objective functions such as economic
costs.
2.1.2 Active Network Management using Optimal Solvers
Network operational objectives can be achieved through implementation of an optimal solution
as part of the ANM scheme. Unlike the logic based solutions which make adjustments on the
system variables until a single operational objective is met, the optimal solution can be used by
an ANM scheme to minimise an objective function. An example being minimising generation
costs subject to a set of constraints such as thermal constraints or voltages. Thus solving the full
electrical problem for the minimal cost. How this can be achieved as part of an ANM scheme is
now discussed.





gi(x) = 0,i = 1, ...,m (2.2)
hi(x)≤ 0,i = 1, ...,p (2.3)
Where F :Rn −→ R is the objective function to be minimized over the variable x. gi(x) = 0 are
the equality constraints, and hi(x) ≤ 0 are called inequality constraints. The optimal solver can
then be fashioned to be representative of the electrical network problem. Once the optimisation
problem is formulated it can be solved via the Lagrangian function. The optimality conditions for
(2.1, 2.2, 2.3) can be derived by formulating the Lagrange function (L):
L = F(x) + λTg(x) + µTh(x)
The Kuhn-Tucker theorem says that if xˆ is the relative extremum of F(x) which satisfies at








F(x) + λTg(x) + µTh(x)
)
|xˆ,λˆ,µˆ = 0 (2.4)
∂L
∂λ
= g(x)|xˆ, = 0 (2.5)
diag{µ}∂L
∂µ
= diag{µ}h(x)|xˆ,µˆ = 0 (2.6)
µˆ ≥ 0 (2.7)
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The third constraint shown in Eq. (2.3) set together with the last set, Eq. (2.6) means that
an inequality constraint is only active when µi > 0. This analysis implies the formulation of an
optimal solution can be achieved and it can be solved to find a global optimal solution.
How the generalised optimal solution can be used in ANM scheme to achieve its operational
objectives can be determined through implementing a optimal power flow technique.
2.1.3 Implementation of a Optimal Power Flow Solution of an Electrical
Network
An optimal solution can be used to determine the optimal state of an electrical network for an
objective function and a set of equality and inequality constraints. The optimal solution is achieved
in the form an optimal power flow (OPF) technique, which can be used to determine the adjustment
of the generated powers, according to a criteria such as minimum generation cost [43]. This solution
can be used as part of an ANM scheme, similar to how a logic solution is deployed in the previous
section, and will be discussed in the subsequent sections. Now, how an OPF solution provides the
optimal state of the electrical network at a certain snap shot in time is discussed.
This OPF technique considers inequality constraints, representing defined operation limits by the
system operator, and the equality constraints representing the power balance, as well as minimising
a given objective function (e.g. network loses or generation cost). An OPF is formulated in order
to minimise the DER corrective costs that will limit the impact over the system operation. This
can be achieved using an objective function to minimise corrective cost of DERs as defined in
section 1.4. The formulation of the OPF technique is now explained.
2.1.4 Formulation of OPF Constraints Variable Classification
An OPF technique formulation of the electrical network can be explained by defining the important
variables required to implement an optimal solution on an electrical network. These important
variables are evaluated by firstly determining the ordinary power flow problem for an electrical
network.
The ordinary power flow problem (load flow problem) can be determined by specifying the system
loads which are to be supplied by generator at certain nodes of an electrical network [43]. The
nodes are connected via a set of admittances, which can be described by the admittance matrix of
which the typical element Yij is:
Yij = |Yij|∠θij = |Yij|cosθij + j|Yij|sinθij (2.8)
The voltage V at a typical bus i of the system is given by:
Vi = |Vi|∠δi = |Vi|(cosδi + jsinδi) (2.9)
The voltage at another bus j is written by changing the subscript of Eq. (2.9) from i to j. The
net current injected into the network at bus i in terms of the element Yijis given by the summation.





To calculate real and reactive powers, let Piand Qi denoted the real and reactive power entering
the network at bus i. Then the complex conjugate of the powers injected at bus i is Eq. (2.11).














|YinViVn|sin(θin + δn − δi) (2.13)
With the electrical network now formally described by the equation in this section, using an
iterative technique such as the Newton-Rhapson method in [44], sensible predictive guesses can be
made about the electrical network due to the load demand and generation available, the guesses
over time iterate to the actual state of the electrical network.
The results of the power flow problem tell the operator or planner in which way the lines in the
system are loaded, what the voltages are at the buses, what the losses are and where limits are
exceeded. They are classified into several categories and can be used as part of the general optimal
solution in section 2.1.2:
 Demand Variables: Represented as vector P variables representing constant values (e.g.
Active/Reactive Power at a node PL.)
 Control Variables: All real world quantities which can be modified to satisfy the load. Vector
U (e.g. Active/Reactive power of a generator PG)
 State variables: All variables which can describe any unique state of the power system Vector
X (e.g. voltage magnitude/angle at all nodes represented as Eq. (2.9))
 Output Variables: All other variables they must be expressed as non-linear functions of the
control and state variables (e.g. voltage magnitude at PQ and PV node, power flow from i
to j represented by Eq. (2.12) and Eq. (2.13)).
The discrete variables are assumed to be set to the nearest discrete value meaning that if that
calculation of the variable results in an output that is between the discrete boundary, its closest
discrete value will be selected, which does not guarantee optimality however this leads to a practi-
cally acceptable solution. Equality constraints are the power flow equations and demand variables.
They are formed of the equations for those equality constraints which have to be satisfied uncon-
ditionally can be summarised by expanding in the general form in section 2.1.2.
gi(X,U,P) = 0 (2.14)
Values such as thermal limits must be limited in the real power system. The OPF problem is
then split into two parts: The equality constraints representing the power flow equations and the
demand variables, and the inequality constraints representing all the operational constraints. The
general mathematical expression of the inequality constraints is
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hi(X,U) ≤ 0 (2.15)
Every OPF must satisfy Eq. (2.14) and Eq. (2.15), only then will it produce practically useful
results.
2.1.5 The Objective Function of the Optimal Power Flow (OPF)
These mathematical constraints, however do not specify one unique network state. A large number
of states can be found from this as in the ordinary power flow. Thus a choice of an objective to
simulate special states follows naturally. In the generic optimal solution this is a function F(x) that
is to be minimised expressed fully in Eq. (2.1). For the OPF the function to be minimised is the
minimisation of the cost of the generated power. Now the power flow is solved whilst minimising
the generation cost function (Fcosti(Pi)) given by the relationship between the generated power







Where N is the number of network nodes, m = N− l denoted number of generating units to
be optimised and l denotes the number of fixed load PQ-nodes. It is assumed that in many
algorithms the cost curves Fcosti are to be quadratic or piecewise quadratic. Where Fcostin £/h is
the operational cost of generation at a node Pi in MW. If the cost function Fcost is minimised and
satisfies the inequality and equality constraint the objective function can be achieved resulting in
the optimal system state. If the cost here is the cost of correcting the generators using the equations
in section 1.4 it can be said that this result can be used to determine the optimal electrical state
by determining the optimality condition for a snap shot in time. The optimality condition can be
derived from using an optimisation algorithm.
As explained in the general optimal solution, using Lagrange multiplier as explained in sec-
tion 2.1.2 is a strategy for finding the local maxima and minima of a function subject to equality
constraints or the alternative interior point method.
It is the goal of the OPF technique is to find a solution point xˆ and corresponding vector
µˆ,λˆ which satisfy the cost function in (2.16), the equality constraints in (2.14), and the inequality
constraint in (2.15). If this solution is found there is no guarantee that the global optimum is found.
The Kuhn-Tucker conditions guarantee a local or relative optimum only. However, although no
formal proof is possible, usually only one optimum (i.e. the global optimum) exists for practical
OPF technique formulations.
The Lagrange method can be used to find the relative extremum (maximum or minimum) of
Fcosti(Pi) which satisfies all the constraints. When a solution is found it can be said that this is
the optimal state for the system, which is how the system is optimised for an objective function,
minimising corrective costs of the DERs. This will be the OPF technique used to find an optimal
solution for the ANM scheme achieving its operational objective, which is true for a snapshot in
time. Now how an OPF technique has been used in the aforementioned manner as part of an ANM
scheme will be discussed.
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2.1.6 Active Network Management with Optimal Power Flow
In [23] and ANM scheme has been implemented and an OPF technique is shown to find an
optimal solution. How the ANM scheme is implemented is once more through using the SCADA
architecture shown in Fig.2.2a. This ANM scheme uses the measured information to form the
OPF in the previous section. The solution of which is then implemented by the DGs in the
network shown in Fig.2.2b, to improve the network operation, since the optimal solution must
satisfy constraints whilst minimising corrective curtailment costs.
The problems with achieving this ANM scheme is the centralised architecture of the scheme.
 Calculation Complexity: The ANM scheme using an OPF technique presented in the previous
sections and implemented in [23] is quite a computationally intensive one, it provides the
optimal solution specifically for an electrical network but in order to do so must iteratively
solve the entire network requiring full knowledge of the system. For simple networks this
could be achieved relatively quickly but as networks scale this complexity could impact on
solution timing.
 Information Demand: Since the OPF technique and implementation in [23] is reliant on full
system knowledge it must be gathered, sent to a single point, processed by a central processor
then the generation set points distributed. This may require a large amount of information
about the electrical network to be sent around a communication network, creating a large
communication overhead. If this information could be reduced, or the need to send all
this information to a central point removed, the overhead introduced by this sharing of
information could be reduced.
 Communication Timing: The centralised implementation of an OPF in [23] assumes a reliable
communications system exists and that it can receive and distribute this information in a
timely fashion. The more information sent and the further the information has to travel the
more likely the system is to suffer from communication congestion problems, data dropping
and data loss. If this could be limited these communication problems would become less
prevalent.
 Single Point Failure: The centralised implementation of an OPF [23] is also a single point
on the network with a chance of failing and resulting in the voltage scheme being unable to
function. Although this could be resolved by redundancy, it could also be resolved by the
distributing of the problem so it becomes less reliant on a single moderator.
The ANM scheme implementing an OPF technique minimises the economic costs, associated with
generation to satisfy an operational objective, such as satisfying nodal voltages constraints and
thermal constraints. This provides the optimal solution for finding the optimal operational state
of the electrical network, However, achieving this solution comes at a heavy computational burden
from the central processor.
2.1.7 Active Network Management Summary
Both, the ANM scheme implementing a logic solution, and the ANM scheme implementing an
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Figure 2.2: Implementation of an ANM via a MAS architecture
network in a safe and reliable manner, bringing an improvement upon the distribution network
suffering from operational problems. However both have their limitations. ANM schemes that use
logic solutions have reduced computational complexity as well as a low communication overhead,
their solutions however are not optimal and this could result in needless expense for the DNO
whose reason for implement an alternative solution is to allow DER growth without the cost
of reinforcement, so minimising cost is important. Whereas an ANM scheme using an optimal
solution such as an OPF technique has a large computational burden but does deliver an optimal
solutions and the DNO will not want to spend the money it saves on an network reinforcement on
a costly central processing computer system that could result in no overall economic benefit and
could possibly impede an ANM scheme being implemented.
Therefore it would be desirable to construct an ANM scheme that could deliver the economic
benefits provided by the optimality of an ANM OPF solution with a computation complexity
similar to that of an ANM logic solutions. How this can be achieved is discussed.
2.2 Active Network Management with MAS
In the previous section ANM was implemented through a SCADA based architecture. The draw
back of this architecture is that it is very centralised and might not be the best solution when
providing a distributed solution for and ANM scheme, especially when aiming at reducing the
calculation complexity. Therefore an alternative operational platform known as a Multi-Agent
System (MAS) is explored in order to implement ANM. The MAS operational platform architecture
can implement ANM as shown in Fig. 2.2. The use of MAS to implement ANM may allow for the
economic benefits of optimal solutions to be achieved with a similar computational burden and
communication overhead as ANMs implementing logical solutions. This is shown as distributed
techniques in the updated implementation hierarchy in Fig. 2.2
In order to achieve an ANM via an MAS architecture is now discussed. The research on MAS and
more specifically their use in electrical networks has been developing over the last ten years [4, 45,
46, 47, 3]. During this time it has become apparent that many of these MAS schemes share certain







These characteristics will be investigated to determine the best construction of a MAS to implement
an ANM scheme.
2.2.1 Agent Definition
There has been much debate in recent years as to what a software agent actually is (as discussed
in [4]) and what separates it from a program (as discussed in [48]). A popular definition that has
emerged describes the agent as a software process that exhibits the properties listed:
 Autonomy: agents operate without the direct intervention of humans or others, and have
some kind of control over their actions and internal state.
 Social ability: agents interact and communicate with other agents (and possibly humans)
 Reactivity: agents perceive their environment, which may be the physical world, a user via
a graphical user interface (GUI), a collection of other agents, the Internet, or perhaps all of
these combined, and respond in a timely fashion to changes that occur in it;
 Pro-activeness: agents are capable of exhibiting flexible problem-solving behaviour in pursuit
of their design objectives-being both reactive (able to respond in a timely fashion to changes
that occur in their environment) and proactive (able to opportunistically adopt goals and
take the initiative)
A more detailed look into agents can be found in [46]. An agent is rarely used as a single entity
but rather in a conglomerate and as such Multi-Agent system (MAS) contains a number of agents
which interact with one another through communication acts. The typical structure as developed








Figure 2.3: Diagram of a MAS[4]
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As illustrated in Fig. 2.3 the MAS contains multiple agents that can communicate with one an-
other and act on the environment. How this interaction between one another and the environment
is achieved in terms of software is known as the design methodology and will be the focus of the
next section.
2.2.2 The Agent Design Methodology
The design methodology exists to determine the roles of the agents and the interactions between
them. An Agent Communication Language (ACL) provides agents with a means to exchange
information between each other. A trait of agency is described as the ability to exchange knowledge
using an ACL in [50]. What defines an ACL then is its abilities, which according to [51] are:
 An ACL handles propositions, rules, and actions instead of simple objects with no semantics
associated with them
 An ACL message describes a desired state in a declarative language, rather than a procedure
or method
The ACL defines the messages agents can send to one another in order for the agents to understand
each other. There has been much work on the definition and verification of ACLs in [52, 53], which
has led to the development of implementable ACLs in a software environment [54]. Existing
ACLs used between agents come in many dialects and variants, but can be split into knowledge,
query and manipulation language (KQML) and foundations for intelligent physical agents agent
communication language (FIPA-ACL) [55].
Agents transport messages using protocols such as simple mail transfer protocol (SMTP), trans-
mission control protocol and Internet protocol (TCP/IP), Internet inter-ORB protocol (IIOP) or
hypertext transfer protocol (HTTP) [55]. The Multi-Agent System used should employ a message
protocol in order for this communication to be executable on communication networks already
integrated on electrical networks, allowing for ACLs to operate. The selection of a suitable ACL
is therefore required.
It can then be concluded that the implementation of ANM through the use of a Multi-Agent
System can be achieved if this design methodology of creating a conglomerate of agents who can
interact with their environment as well as communicate with each other is provided.
2.2.3 Agent Platforms
The design methodologies need a platform to operate in a practical setting. Toolkits have been de-
veloped for the practical implementation of design methodologies and analysed extensively in [56].
These toolkits offer a range of abilities in areas such as synchronous and asynchronous communi-
cation, message protocols, cost, scalability, security and GUI tools.
From the analysis, the candidate which stands out is in the form of Java Agent Development
Environment (JADE) [8] due to its construction being achievable via a GUI, communication sim-
plicity in the form of FIPA-ACL, ease of programming due to its Java interface, security capabilities
and finally its components are open source. Therefore it is used as the platform for this thesis.
Now the operational platform of the MAS has been established like any structure there needs to













Figure 2.4: An ANM implementation with MAS [3]
2.2.4 MAS Architecture
The distributed MAS operational architecture can now be applied to the network in the place of
SCADA, the resultant network is shown in Fig. 2.4.
This forms the basic MAS operational architecture, however, there are many hierarchical struc-
tures that can possibly form the architecture of a MAS. In the review paper in [34], it states that
a high volume of MAS research papers in the area of power engineering show a basic structure
composed of two or three hierarchical structures as presented in [57, 58] and shown graphically
in Fig. 2.5a. However it can be concluded that this view is not complete and as well as the hi-
erarchical architecture being important, the communication flow and the determination of who
makes decisions to achieve the systems operational objective is just as important in determining
the overall MAS architecture. Therefore Roche’s conclusion is extended to include two types of
such architectures:
 Centralised control and coordination with a centralised decision making technique as pre-
sented in [35, 59, 60, 61] and in Fig. 2.5a.
 Decentralised control and coordination with a centralised decision making technique as pre-
sented in [62, 5] and in Fig. 2.5b
The MAS architecture of centralised control and coordination with a centralised technique is shown
in Fig. 2.5a. This takes all the information back to a central point (moderator agent) and then
determines the decision that should be made to satisfy the system operational objective, be it
economical, based on constraints or other. The moderator agent then broadcasts the decision to
all the agents who then implement the decision. Since this architecture takes all the information to
a single point there are two major downsides: communication overheads and single point failures.
The second case, Fig. 2.5b is decentralised control and coordination with a centralised decision
making technique. Although this lessens the communication overheads and does not require all
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the information to return to a central point, at each level it selects a central agent to determine
decisions. During this time, it is still vulnerable to single point failures and could not act if this
agent was to fail in any way. This architecture can reduce computational burdens, although the
operational decisions are centralised the calculation of the network operation could be distributed
to the agents in this architecture.
A third architecture is proposed in Fig. 2.5c. The architecture would employ a decentralised
decision making technique while using decentralised control and coordination, meaning decisions
could be made without the need of a central moderator reducing the chance of single point failure
while reducing communications overhead since their is less information returning to the a central
moderator. Also by making decisions locally the MAS can reduce the computational burden. Since
the network state calculation is already distributed removing the central moderator as well could
result in a further reduction of centralised processing.
The difficulty in achieving this architecture is that a message propagation technique is required,
where agents can pass information around the network without a central moderator must be
developed to allow this architecture to be implemented. Once again in this thesis an architecture
must be chosen in order to achieve an ANM implemented by a MAS in order to improve upon
present SCADA based ANM schemes, which of the three MAS architectures offer the best solution
to achieve this determine by highlighting present gaps in the present research.
The basics of what agents are and how they communicate with each other has been estab-
lished,and the operational architecture of an MAS that implement ANM in a distributed manner.
This architecture can reduce communication overhead, reduce single point failure and possible
reduce computational complexity. If the network can be described in terms of agents and use
agent communication protocols to interact each other to achieve system objective, they may be
able to successfully solve provide ANM solution that improve upon previous SCADA based ANM
schemes. This conclusion is strengthened further by analysing MAS presently deployed as solution
to electrical engineering problems.
2.2.5 Proposed ANM schemes with a MAS architecture
One of the original ideas for using a autonomous agents to control electrical networks with was
conceived by Jennings with his ARCHON system [4]. A more defined approach was undertaken
in [28] who tried to set down the areas of consideration when setting up an autonomous agent
system on a distributed network. In this work the inadequacies of the existing distribution net-
work operation to manage distributed generation (DG) requirements is described. This work [28]
explains that SCADA systems are not robust enough to handle the escalating problems of DER
growth. The work [28] proposes improved network management implemented by a MAS as a solu-
tion due to its features of inherent distribution, inter operation, intelligent components, flexibility
and integration. This was the beginning of ANM implemented by MAS for control and coordi-
nation of electrical power networks in 2003. In ten years the work has advanced significantly and
what has emerged are four distinct types of network management operations covering a multitude
of objectives in order to form a full ANM scheme.
Theses areas of network management were determined by a comprehensive paper written on
Multi-Agent systems for power engineering was composed by the IEEE Power Engineering Society’s




















































































(c) Decentralised Control and Coordination w/a Decentralised Decision Making Technique
Figure 2.5: Possible Agent Architectures
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group they formed examined the potential value of MAS technology to the power industry, in terms
of contribution, fundamental concept and approaches. A lot of their research highlighted what the
main problems in power engineering MAS can be used to solve forming parts of ANM schemes.
1. Monitoring and Diagnostics, using agents to undertake these tasks has become very
useful due to the large amount of data involved with improvements in electrical network
measurements. The agent systems have been used on an array of schemes such as fault
diagnosis of full networks [63], single asset transformers [64], or power plant management [65].
These systems allow for operators to make decisions on the operational limits of their devices
or probability of asset failure to determine the need for replacement.
2. Protection Schemes are being undertaken to determine how an agent system can be used
to automate electrical networks by determining undesirable conditions which could lead to
a fault [66, 67]. In addition, once a fault has occurred how the system can determine the
location of the fault and how to best reorganise a network to resupply demand after a
fault [68, 69].
3. Modelling and Simulation using agents to help break down mathematical computations
which maybe too complicated to model using conventional means. One of the areas is state
estimation, using distributed algorithms to improve the convergence of complex mathemat-
ical problems [70, 71]. Another area can be the modelling the UK market in electricity
generation [72] in order to determine the economic benefits of the present system and offer
improvements through alternative market operation approaches. Or provide a simulation of
the present economic system to show how due to the nature of how people act within it to
determine whether it is sensible to continue its operation in its present state [73]. Using
agents to undertake these complex scenarios allows network operators to better understand
their networks and plan for the future direction they may evolve in.
4. Distributed Control undertakes a full implementation of ANM using a MAS in order to
monitor the network, make decisions on this monitoring in terms of network restoration,
dispatch of generation and loads and network reconfiguration, depending on a set global
objectives. As well as achieving this the control can be implemented locally as an alternative
to centralised ANM schemes. This operation addresses the problems associated with the
centralised ANM schemes presented in section 2.1.
This thesis will primarily focus on implementing of ANM scheme that incorporates parts of the
first three aforementioned sections to implement distributed control of the distribution networks
discussed in the fourth section. How this ANM scheme implemented by a MAS architecture is
achieved can be determined by reviewing the present work in this area and determining a gap in
the research that could improve upon the ANM schemes implemented by MAS.
2.2.6 Proposed ANM schemes with a MAS architecture implementing an
optimal solution
As mentioned in the previous section ANM, brings together intelligent metering, greater commu-
nications and bespoke control schemes within the network. The aim of which is to safely run
and manage the network. In order to for the ANM to achieve this aim it must satisfy a set a
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operational objectives. This can be achieved by solving the electrical problems through a logical
solution or a optimal solution. It was found in SCADA based ANM that logic based solution can
fall short economically which is important to enabling DER penetration to increase, therefore only
optimal solutions are considered here. Therefore the operational objectives for the MAS systems
implementing ANM can be split into three categories of system operational objectives.
2.2.6.1 Minimising an Objective Function whilst maintaining Equality Constraints
The first system operational objective is to maintain equality constraints whilst minimising an
objective function. This is achieved via an optimal solution using a distributed technique. Although
the technique is distributed there is still a central based moderator that ultimately implements
any decision as part of the optimal solution. One objective function is to minimise the carbon
output of generation, and the scheme proposed in [5] uses a decentralised optimisation technique
to determine how to dispatch generators solve the equality constraints for the lowest carbon output.
For the objective function of maximising generators profit, the use of cooperative agents summed
together as part of a virtual power plant [74] or using a cooperative of electric vehicles (EVs) [75, 47]
is implemented to enter a power market and maximise profit [76, 74, 39].
For the objective function of minimum generation cost for the operators, the problem is solved in
cases where fuel is burned and therefore can result in a cheaper solution being available [36, 77, 22].
These solutions offer operational benefits such as the re-dispatch of power in order to profit
from solving the equality constraint problem [76, 74, 75, 47, 39], and the decentralising of control
and coordination [5]. The inequality constraints in these cases are assumed to be managed at a
local level, using such schemes as on-load tap changers (OLTC), which are normally controlled
with only local measurements [78]. In all the aforementioned situations, the only objectives are
market operations and satisfying equality constraints, which could have unforeseen impacts on
the inequality constraints in electrical networks due to their implementation. Also since some of
these systems tackle the power flow management [36, 77], they would require the development and
implementation of a reorganised power market to operate, which would alter the present BETTA
operation dramatically and may therefore be undesirable in answering the research question on
minimal impact of present network operations.
2.2.6.2 Minimising an Objective Function whilst maintaining Inequality Constraints
The second system operational objective is to maintain inequality constraints whilst minimising an
objective function. Once more by implementing a distributed optimal solution with a centralised
decision making technique. The objective function in each of these cases is to minimise generation
costs for the operator. In work undertaken in [79] local constraint problems are managed by the
MAS. Once it has been centrally determined that power routing effects won’t electrically impede
the higher network, it undertakes reactive dispatch methods in order to satisfy the inequality con-
straints. Another approach by [80] re-dispatches power in a feeder altering the equality constraints
of power in the local area to solve the inequality constraint of voltage in a feeder. Although these
methods are successful, it requires a centralised decision making technique to dispatch the gener-
ators which may open itself up to single point failure problems, increase the complexity of agent
calculations or in the case of [80] interfere with the higher network operation an its effects there-
fore would need to be considered in this thesis to minimally impact the present electrical network
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operation, which is required to be considered in this thesis. Other work which has looked at power
routing includes a solution in [81], which maintains thermal constraints. The work presented in
[81] does not consider the voltage problems this may cause, however the work does try to tackle the
market problem and how agents participating in routing solutions are rewarded. This is important
when determining how agents will determine the cost of their decision, and will be considered in
this work.
2.2.6.3 Minimising an Objective Function whilst maintaining Equality and
Inequality Constraints
The third system operational objective is to satisfy equality and inequality constraints, whilst
minimising an objective function. This is a hybrid solution of both power balancing (equality
constraints) and power routing (inequality constraints), with a centralised decision making tech-
nique is proposed in [82, 83, 84]. The objective function in these cases is to maximise the profit
of the agents. Tackling both the problem of power balancing and routing provides a way for all
participants to enter a reorganised power market and tries to introduce the inequality constraints
solution into the overall economic optimisation. However these techniques are based upon a cen-
tralised decision making technique which dispatches its generators, as this solution without the
need of a central network model presented in [37].
This technique uses the assumptions of the decoupled Jacobian sensitivity calculation solution
on a radial feeder. Using this method, agents are able to calculate and distribute their sensitivities
to other agents to determine the resulting impact their decision will have on the overall network
nodal voltages. This however is not a fully decentralised scheme as there is always a centralised
decision on the generator’s dispatch because the actions of the generators dispatch are taken by
the agent at the top of the hierarchy, as shown in the results presented in [3]. Similar inequality
constraint solutions using this technique can also be seen in works such as in [85] and [86].
An alternative solution in a recent work [62] is to use this hybrid solution to manage equality and
inequality constraints with a decentralised decision making solution employing the architecture of
Fig. 2.5c . The DG control agents use a technique presented in [87] to determine the nodal voltage
effects and make decentralised decisions without using a centralised decision making technique.
However from the communication set up, it receives all the information it needs from other nodes
in the area to estimate the voltages at adjacent nodes. Thus although it can make decentralised
decisions, it can only determine how the voltage will impacts on other nodes in the network nodal
voltages by receiving information directly from all other nodes in the network area. This, when
combined with the fact that the systems uses the same communication as part of its technique as
proposed in [37], means that the communication overhead and network computational calculation
is quite significant and increases non-linearly as the network grows. Therefore an ideal solution to
be achieved in this thesis would be the same architecture without the increase in computational
calculation and reduction in communication overhead.
2.2.7 ANM implemented with MAS Summary
Through the use of ACLs design methodology in section 2.2.2 a MAS architecture is able to be
constructed and realised in software allowing the MAS to function as a distributed alternative for
implementing ANM compared to a centralised based SCADA architecture implementation. The
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operational ease or using JADE as an agent platform in section 2.2.3 makes it the appropriate
toolkit to use in constructing the MAS since it also provides an ACL in the form FIPA-ACL,
which can be used on present communication networks. With the agent platform selected the
MAS architecture is now discussed since each has a benefit when implementing an ANM.
Since its ARCHON origins MAS architecture shown in Fig. 2.5a has now been developed into a
distributed MAS solution. This has resulted in most proposed ANM MAS scheme on distribution
networks being based around the architecture of Fig. 2.5b, and although this is an improvement
on the architecture shown in Fig. 2.5a it still has problems such as the use of centralised decision
making and the problems that failure of this agent will cause, as well as the large amount of data
and communication overheads associated with this architectures implementation.
Recent research however is starting to move to a more fully distributed architecture Fig. 2.5c as it
is suggested by the work undertaken in [62] and in [5], which would reduce the data communication
overhead and could enable the removal of a central moderator within their solutions. This approach
to MAS based solutions in power systems is becoming more appealing as highlighted in [88].
The MAS dynamic programming decentralised optimal dispatch solution (DYDOP) could possibly
bridge the gap in enabling an optimal solution with reduced computational burden, communication
overhead and removal of single point failure in a distributed fashion. Answering many of the
research questions posed in chapter 1. Therefore DYDOP scheme is investigated to further.
2.3 Dynamic Programming Decentralised Optimal Dispatch
(DYDOP)
Dynamic programming decentralised optimal dispatch (DYDOP) described here is a technique that
implements a decentralised control and coordination of the electrical network satisfying equality
constraints whilst minimising carbon emissions. With the aim to provide the benefits of an optimal
solution in section 2.1.2 with the reduced complexity of a logic solution in section 2.1.1. DYDOP
is an extension of decentralised constraint optimisation technique (DCOP), which in a full analysis
in [5]. It shows the benefits of implementing DYDOP rather than a DCOP, due to its operational
superiority, therefore the DYDOP only is explained in this section to show the benefits it can
provide to the objectives in this thesis.
Each node in the network is represented by an agent which undertakes some of the computation
to solve the optimal dispatch problem such that the demands of the network are satisfied. This
was achieved in three stages, first expressing the electrical network as a set of generators, loads
and lines, and secondly by determining how this expression can be used to determine the optimal
dispatch. Finally how a dynamic programming approach should be implemented to allow for this
solution to be achieved.
2.3.1 Electricity Network Model
The electrical network, shown in Fig. 2.6, can be described as a set of n generators G= {g0, ..., gn}
and a set of m loads L= {l0, ..., lm} connected to nodes.
The nodes can be defined as a set of k nodes denoted as V= {v0, ..., vk} which are connected
to one another via a line. It can be said that T is the set of s distribution cables within the






























Figure 2.6: Electrical Network Representing Distribution Network
has a certain discrete output variable αi R+kW, with ei = CIiαi denoting the CO2 emissions that
are produced when gi with a carbon intensity of CIiR+ kgCO2/kWh outputs αi. Each load li has
a certain discrete power consumption βiR− kW.
A node will relay power to other nodes but can also contain a combination of generators and
loads. Let adj(vi) denote all nodes that are connected to vi via a cable, let L(vi) be the set of loads
at vi and G(vi)be the set of generators at vi. Each distribution cable has an associated thermal
capacity tcijR+ kW, which is the maximum power a cable can safely carry where F is the set of
all power flows fijR kW, along the distribution cables in the network.
The electrical network in Fig. 2.6 described can be described as a finite undirected graph in
Fig. 2.7. describing a network of nodes and distribution cables denoted by W(V,T). With the
electrical network described in this manner an optimal dispatch formulation can be undertaken.
2.3.2 The Optimal Dispatch Problem
In the second stage, given the above definitions, the optimal dispatch problem is set up using the
generic optimal formalization discussed in section 2.1.2, of finding an allocation of power outputs






This forms the objective function F(x), subject to the following constraints:
1. The flow along the distribution cable cannot exceed a capacity that determines the inequality
constraints hi(x):
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|fij| ≤ tcij (2.18)
2. The net flow from vito vj must be the opposite of the net flow from vj to vi:
fij = −fji (2.19)
3. The sum of the generators at vi, the sum of the loads at vi and the net flow from all nodes









αg = 0 (2.20)
In order to solve this optimal dispatch problem a solution via dynamic programming is imple-
mented. This will complete the three stages of implementation of the DYDOP.
2.3.3 The Dynamic Programming Approach
Having presented a model of the electricity network and its optimal dispatch solution, how the
solution can be found through a series of agents in a dynamically programmed environment is
explained. The electricity network can be represented as an acyclic network of nodes connected
by distribution cables. Fig. 2.6 shows the electricity network in Fig. 2.6 transformed into such
a representation. DYDOP is applied to the acyclic network and uses a dynamic programming
approach. Each node, which is controlled by an agent, has exactly one parent node and zero
or more child nodes, apart from the root node who has no parents and leaf nodes who have no
children.
In order to achieve the goal of solving (2.17) the agents must pass the correct information in
the form of PowerCost messages, based on the constraints shown in Eq. (2.18), Eq. (2.19) and
Eq. (2.20) in section 2.3.2 around the tree represented in Fig. 2.7.
The DYDOP technique does this using a 2-phase operation [5].
 Phase 1- Value Calculation: PowerCost messages are sent from the leaf node to the root
node. A node waits until it has received PowerCost messages from all of its children before
computing it own PowerCost message which it sends to its own parent. Each PowerCost
message describes the CO2 emissions of its own generation and the generation of its children.
 Phase 2-Value Propagation: When the root node receives PowerCost messages from all of
its children it calculates its optimum power output such that all the demands of the network
are satisfied and the CO2 emissions are minimised. It then propagates power flow values to
all its children which in turn do the same.
The algorithm ends when all nodes within the network are operating at the minimal operational
cost state. The algorithm will be now explained in greater detail.
2.3.4 Phase 1: Value Calculation
The value calculation stage of the DYDOP technique introduces the structure of its PowerCost








































Figure 2.7: Tree Graph Representing Distribution Network
DYDOP implemented upon a network described as a tree like structure this description begins by
describing how the leaf node (electrically located at the end of feeder node) constructs its messages.
Later how the rest of the nodes construct their messages will be discussed.
2.3.4.1 PowerCost Messages
The PowerCost message sent from the node vi to its parent node vˆi , is an array of y flowCO
elements:
PowerCosti−→iˆ = [flowCO1, ...,flowCOy] (2.21)
A flowCO element describes the CO2 emissions that occur, when vi and all of its children chi(vi)
output certain amounts of power, such that there is a specified flow of power between viand its
parent vˆi along the distribution cable between these two nodes tiˆi (highlighted in the dashed area
is shown in Fig. 2.7):
flowCO =< fiˆi, γ(fiˆi) > (2.22)
where fiˆiZ kW is the resultant power flow traveling along tiˆi, and |fiˆi| ≤ tciˆi, and tciˆi is the thermal
capacity of tiˆi. The function γ(fiˆi):R −→ R+ kgCO2/h denotes the CO2 emissions that result
from vi and all of its children generating certain amounts of power. Each flowCO element that
vi calculates maps to an OPCState which describes nodes power output along with the flowCO
elements of each of its children that results in the CO2 emission described by the function γ(fiˆi).
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Algorithm 1 Constructing a leaf node PowerCost message
1. for αi ← 0 to genMax {






As the values are propagated down the tree, during the value propagation phase, the associated
OPCState is used to find the nodes power output given a particular power flow fiˆi.
2.3.4.2 Constructing a PowerCost Message at a leaf
In the DYDOP scheme only the leaf (end of feeder) node’s power output needs to be taken into
consideration when a leaf’s PowerCost message is constructed. For each power output vˆican








giving the resultant power flowing between vi and vˆi. The CO2 emissions γ of the flowCO





where CIg is the carbon intensity of the generator g situated at vi. A pseudo code shown in
Algorithm 1 (Constructing a leaf node PowerCost message) is a representation of constructing a
leaf node PowerCost message. Each line of the algorithm is indicated by a number. Each line is
explained.
All the operational states are calculated by iterating through the generators different outputs, up
to its maximum (line 1). For each generator output the resultant power flow between the parent
and the child is calculated (line 2) and the corresponding CO2 emissions, (line 3). A flowCO
element is created, (line 4). It consists of the power flow between parent and child shown in
Eq. (2.23) and the resulting cost of the flow shown in Eq. (2.24) these are represented by rFlow
and rCO in the Algorithm 1. This is then linked to the generators output which resulted in the
resultant CO2 emissions, (line 5). All the flowCO elements are added to a PowerCost message
and then sent to the parent node, (line 7). It is noted that the OPCState linked to each flowCO
element is never sent on to the parent node and is used only in phase 2 of the DYDOP technique.
Using this technique a node is able to assign costs to its present power operation and all other
possible iterations, which is determined in a decentralised manner. It can then propagate this
information upstream, which could allow for the node vn operation to benefit vˆi.
2.3.4.3 Merging PowerCost messages
For each vi that has at least one child, the PowerCost messages that it receives must be merged
with its own generation abilities in order to produce its own PowerCost message that its sends to
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Algorithm 2 Merging PowerCost Messages
1. for αi ← 0 to genMax {
2. for each childPowerCost {
3. rFlow← αi + load + sum(OPCState);
4. rCO← (αi.CIi) + sum(OPCState);












defined bounds, vi is able to calculate each valid flow that can travel into or out of it.
For each valid flow, vi calculates the minimum CO2 emissions that results from its output, and
all its children’s outputs. To calculate the flowCO element for the resultant flow with the lowest
CO2 emissions value, vi iterates through every possible power output that it can produce and every
flowCO element from each of its children’s PowerCost messages. A state will therefore represent
the combination of one flowCO element from each of its children and the nodal power output at














fci is the sum of the chosen flowCO element’s flows from each of the nodes vi and
its children. In order to choose the minimum state for each resultant flow, the CO2 emissions of











γ(fci) is the sum of the chosen flowCO element’s CO2emissions from each of the
children of vi. A description of how this operation is dynamically programmed is shown in Al-
gorithm 2 (Merging PowerCost Messages) which is a pseudo code representation of merging the
PowerCost messages.
The generators at node i cycles through its available outputs up to its maximum. For each output
an iteration is undertaken through every possible combination of the flowCO elements from each
of its children’s PowerCost messages (line 2). For a particular OPCState (i.e., a combination of
flowCO elements, one from each child and the generators output) the resultant flow is calculated
by summing each flow CO2 emissions of the flowCO elements, in the OPCState, together with the
product of the generators output and its carbon intensity, (line 4). If the resultant CO2 emissions
is the minimum recorded for the particular resultant flow (line 5), then the flowCO element is
created (line 6), and set as the new minimum for that particular resultant flow, (line 7). The
flowCO element is linked to the OPCState (line 8). All the flowCO elements created are added to
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a PowerCost message and then sent to the nodes parent (line 12).
Here the node is once more able to determine the effect changes to its operation have from its
own operational ability and downstream operational abilities. It is able to then assign a cost to
this in a decentralised manner. The node is also able to merge messages about operations that
can be performed from downstream nodes allowing for the removal of redundant states to be sent
upstream.
2.3.5 Phase 2: Value Propagation
Once the root node has received PowerCost messages from all of its children, it calculates how
much to output in order to satisfy all the loads within the network and minimise CO2 emissions.
It does this by iterating through every possible power output that it can produce and every flowCO
element from each of its children’s PowerCost messages. Eq. (2.25) is used to calculate the resulting
flow of a state. Where the result is the minimum carbon emissions that results in the systems power






If the flow is not equal to zero then this particular state for the network is infeasible, since excess
flow means that the supply and demand is imbalanced. For every state that has a flow equal to
zero, the CO2 emissions of the network are calculated in (2.26).
The state with the minimum CO2emissions is selected as the optimum state of the network.
Power flow values are then sent to each of the root node’s children telling them which of their
flowCO elements resulted in the minimum CO2emission. The child retrieves the correct flowCO
element by matching the power flow value sent to them with the power flow associated from the
flowCO message. The OPCState which is used as a reference by each child recipient’s corresponding
flowCO element tells the child exactly how much power to output. The child recipient can then
send the power flow of each flowCO element specified in the OPCState to each of its corresponding
children. Power flow values are propagated in this manner to the leaf nodes, as each node in the
network knows their optimum power output that results in the minimum CO2 emission for the
entire network.
The nodes are able to fully propagate all messages from the leaf node to the root node. The root
node can then make a decision which will achieve an optimum cost state for the entire network
whilst minimising the cost of CO2 emissions. The root node can then propagate that decision
downstream to ensure they operate in this state.
2.3.6 Empirical Evaluation of the DYDOP
The DYDOP was empirically evaluate against a max-sum and centralised approach, the experiment
was conducted on network information provided by a case study in India [5]. It was concluded that
the DYDOP was successful in finding a solution and the computational effort against a centralised
approach and even max-sum was far improved as highlighted by Fig. 2.8 in reducing the time to
compute an optimal solution as the number of nodes in the network increases.
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Figure 2.8: Time to compute a optimal dispatch solution. India distribution network, 76 substa-
tions, varied number of nodes at each substation [5]
2.3.7 Summary of the DYDOP technique
The DYDOP technique formulates the electrical network problem into a graph based optimisation
problem, allowing the dispatch problem to be solved in a distributed approach. The formulated
DYDOP technique has shown that through a two phase operation it can find a solution. The
first operation is to determine the value calculation of the nodal operations and their relation
to carbon emission costs. Then by propagating information about nodal operational states and
assigning a cost to those states the information can be used to optimise the nodal operation of
the network for an overall minimum cost objective, in this case carbon emission costs. Through
empirical evaluation it has been shown that the DYDOP technique result offers improvement over
centralised and even similar decentralised solutions (such as Max-Sum) by providing a optimal
solution within a smaller time frame in relation to network growth, suggesting a less calculation
intensive operation to find a optimal solution.
This thesis will use a similar mathematical formulation of the DYDOP problem but develop the
DYDOP further in order to adopt its two phase solution of maintaining voltage constraint of each
node in the network whilst minimising the corrective costs associated with this task. The DYDOP
approach is based around solving the optimal power balance dispatch problem for minimising the
carbon output (cost associated with balancing the power), this can be achieved using this technique
since re-dispatching power at the node won’t necessarily impact the electrical operation at other
nodes in the model the system is operated on. In order to use the DYDOP for this objective some
adaption must be made to its present operation.
 In regards to the network in Fig. 2.7, when determining the voltage at the nodes vi any
action performed on the generation dispatch of a node gi will effect nodes connected via tij
in some way. This means that any alteration to the dispatch of a generator will affect the
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other nodal voltages. Coordination between all participating nodes to determine this effect
is required.
 If the minimal cost optimisation can be reformulated to incorporate corrective costs for
satisfying voltage constraints and the voltage constraints are also incorporated into the cost
function then using DYDOP technique to find the minimal cost would result in satisfying
voltage constraints.
 The messages about the operation of the system only travel in one direction from leaf node
to root node, since upstream voltage changes and downstream power changes effect nodal
voltage changes the information about the systems operation will have to travel in both
directions.
 The DYDOP technique requires a root node to make decisions, this is still technically a
centralised decision making technique. Therefore the decisions made in a scheme implemented
in this thesis will be undertaken by each agent at the node. This will allow for a full
decentralisation of the solution bringing the benefits of not relying on a central moderator,
reduced communication overhead as well as the benefits already achieved from MAS system
over centralised solutions.
This determines the extent of the decentralisation for this thesis as postulated by the research
questions in section 1.6, in order to implement this DYDOP technique is regards to voltage con-
straint management. The principle of distributed voltage regulation needs to be examined, this
will allow for calculation of nodal voltages to be achieved in a distributed manner, which in turn
can be integrated into the DYDOP operation.
2.3.8 Distributed Voltage Regulation
In order to implement a DYDOP upon an electrical network to find an optimal solution to satisfy
for the voltage constraint problem. The effect power alteration at a node has on local voltages and
other voltages within the network must be determined in order to accurately make decision about
the network operation and cost for those changes accordingly. The agents assigned to the nodes in
Fig. 2.7 must therefore be able to determine the extent local power actions at its nodes will have
upon other nodal voltages within the network.
In previous ANM implementations with MAS [37, 3] determination of nodal voltage changes to
power flow changes at the node has been determined by taking a top down approach to the issue
of voltage regulation,.
Present approaches to determine these voltage changes use a centralised decoupled Jacobian
technique applied to the electrical network such as that determined in [37]. This technique is then
distributed to decrease the complexity of the centralised problem. Although this technique allow
for a sensible approximation of nodal voltage change for changes in power flow agents still require
any decisions the MAS makes upon the network to achieve the system objective is still undertaken
from a central moderator once the regulation problem has been solved.
The approach taken in this thesis is to look at the problem from the bottom up approach,
allowing voltage changes due to power changes to be determined at the local node in an attempt


















Figure 2.9: A two point electrical network
moderator decision maker used in top down approaches [37]. This alternative approach of nodal
voltage determination as part of the DYDOP will allow for a more robust system operation, in
regards to present ANM scheme implemented by MAS, by removing the single point failure of a
central moderator.
The work presented in [89, 90], which are derived from a two node network determination of
nodal voltages presented in [91] show how such local determination of voltage changes could be
achieved by implementing fully decentralised decisions.
The voltage at a node can be calculated using a known approximation technique determined
by Weedy [91] where the voltage at a two node network is considered Fig. 2.9 , which can be
approximated to
VN ≈ VN−1 −VLDN,
where VLDN is the voltage drop between VN and VN−1
VLDN ≈ RNPN + XNQN
VN
This becomes
VN ≈ VN−1 − RNPN + XNQN
VN
(2.28)
Using Eq. (2.28) would allow for the determination of the local nodal voltage VN to be controlled
with respect to the change in nodal power PN . Therefore if an agent as part of the DYDOP is
operating at the node it can determine its nodal voltage locally just by determine the power flowing
into its node and can exhibit control over its local nodal voltage if the agent could control this
power flow. If this 2 node analysis could be applied to a full system analysis then the determination
of the change in voltage at a every node to the change in power could be achieved. This can allow
for a fully decentralised decision making technique.
By determining voltage states at the node it would allow for a technique to be developed which
will use reactive power and also real power solutions for inequality constraint management.
2.3.9 Summary of Adapted DYDOP
The DYDOP technique is here used as part of the ANM scheme. Through the use of a DYDOP
technique, fully decentralised control and coordination can be achieved and a reduction in compu-
tational complexity can be expected in respect to a centralised ANM schemes and communication
overhead of current MAS ANM schemes. However one problem the DYDOP suffers from is it still
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requires a single agent to central moderate how all the other agents in the system should operate
to achieve the operational objective. The DYDOP technique can be adapted to remove central
moderation and applied to voltage constraint management if local nodal voltage determination can
be achieved as discussed in section 2.3.8. This adaptation could be achieved through expanding
upon local voltage regulation techniques.
By adapting the DYDOP technique further, the ANM, implementing the technique, could man-
age constraints as well as achieving the desirable economic operation. Rather than minimising
carbon emissions, the DYDOP technique can be developed in order to minimise for corrective
costs of changing power flows to satisfy local nodal voltages. This adaptation is developed in
full in a further chapter as and forms the MAS ANM scheme that answers many of the research
question in this thesis.
The system operational objective in this thesis is to minimise corrective costs, Therefore the
determination of realistic corrective costs associated with constraining DERs, that will ensure
minimal economic impact in regards to the operating energy markets, must be addressed.
2.4 DERs within the GB Energy Market
In order to determine the economic effects an ANM operating on generators within the electrical
network will have on energy markets, the current UK power network’s economic arrangements
must be discussed. These arrangements, discussed in this section, are determined by The British
Electrical Trading and Transmission Arrangements (BETTA) [92] shown in Fig. 1.4 and determine
how the UK power system operates and by extension the energy market it employs. BETTA has
six main participants [93];
1. Ofgem the regulatory body
2. Generators owners that supply energy
3. Supplier companies which purchase energy from generator owners and sell to customers in
the retail market
4. The Transmission Network Operator (TNO)
5. The Distribution Network Operator (DNO)
6. System operator (SO) who operates ensures the correct and safe operation of the electrical
network.
Within the BETTA set up power is traded in a bi-lateral market Fig.2.10; the forward market,
before gate closure between generators and suppliers and in the balancing mechanism (BM) after
gate closure between generators and suppliers, which is governed by the SO to ensure supply and
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Figure 2.10: The BETTA Market Structure
Whilst delivering supply over these electrical networks, the generators and suppliers must pay
for the use of the transmission and distribution networks. All of these electrical networks are
monopolies, which alongside the generators and supplier revenues, are regulated by Ofgem. If the
DERs dispatch operation is to be altered in order to solve the problems highlighted in section 1.1
the rules under which these DER generators which are entering the electrical network, have to
adhere to in order to remove any distortion within the energy markets governed by BETTA have
to be considered to neutralise any negative effects.
The full operation of BETTA is shown in Fig. 2.10. It shows the structure of its operation. This
operation and the role of the DERs within both all operational areas shown in Fig. 2.10 is now
discussed in full.
2.4.1 The Forward and Futures Contract Market
The bilateral contacts markets operate from a year of more ahead of delivery time (the point where
electricity is generated and consumed) to 24 hours ahead of real time. This set up provides the
opportunity for a seller (generator) and buyer (supplier) to enter into contracts to deliver/take
delivery, on a set date an agree quantity of electricity at an agreed price [92].
This market is an optional market, allowing the participants to have complete freedom to agree
contracts of any form. Formal disclosure of the price is not required.
The market is therefore intended to reflect electricity trading over extended periods and repre-
sents the majority of trading volumes. As well as this market a short term market exists.
2.4.2 Short-term Bilateral Markets (Power Exchanges)
The power exchange market operates over similar time-scales as the forward market shown in
Fig.2.10, this is highlighted in a faded red to show it is operating, however trading tends to be
concentrated in the last 24 hours before the gate closes, which is shown as a more defined colour
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to show where its operational interest lies.
This market allows for participants to trade a series of standardized block of electricity (e.g. the
delivery of MWh over a specified period of the next day). This market allows sellers and buyers
to refine their rolling half hour trade contract positions as their ability to to satisfy their contracts
become more conclusive as they approach the delivery time.
This market is firm and participation optional. When a seller or a buyer offers are priced, their
prices are published by Elexon [92] who operate this trading market.
2.4.3 Summary Of Pre-Gate Closure Energy Markets
The mechanism, BETTA, favours those generators and suppliers who can guarantee specific levels
of generation or supply in advance. Most contracts between generators and suppliers take place in
this market between larger companies.
Since DERs are generally small and their power not dispatchable or predictable months in
advance. Being involved in both these forward markets thus seems unlikely, due to the inherent
risk caused by to the variability of DER generators.
However generators that are flexible at short term notice in order to meet demand at all times
also have a role in BETTA.
This is determined in the balancing mechanism which is in charge of ensuring network power
balancing (generation meets demand) is achieved.
2.4.4 The Balancing Mechanism
In an ideal world at gate closure, shown in Fig. 2.10 the agreed contract between all generators
and suppliers which is known as the final physical notification (FPN) would be met and at the
point of delivery shown in Fig. 2.10 the networks generation and load would be perfectly balanced.
However the electrical network’s supply cannot always be guaranteed, therefore a system must
exist to allow flexibility when satisfying contractual obligations between the FPN at gate closure
and the time of delivery, this is shown as the Balancing Mechanism (BM) in Fig. 2.10.
If a generator or supplier deviate from the agreed FPN level, they will be subject to charges by
the System Operator for any shortfall or excess causing this imbalance. If a generator produces
more than the agreed amount of electricity, or a supplier has a demand less than the agreed amount,
then the generator / supplier is paid at the System Sell Price (SSP). If the generator falls short in
his commitment, or a supplier has too much demand, then they are charged at the System Buy
Price (SBP).
To ensure a balance can be achieved, the TSO invites generators and suppliers to modify their
FPN level to either increase or reduce the amount of electricity on the system. This is through
the use of Balancing Mechanism Units (BMU).
A generator’s BMU will typically be a single generation unit at a power station. Small generation
units, such as DERs can be consolidated into a single BM unit who will be paid to change their
FPN.
On the supplier side, a BMU might be a single large customer or a collection of smaller customers
that the supplier will pay to allow the modification of their FPN level.
It is assumed that the forward market has settled pretty much all the large loads and demands
and that any small changes are done during the BM operation.
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OFFER/UNDO BID Pair+2 OFFER £50/MWh UNDO BID £45/MWh
OFFER/UNDO BID Pair +1 OFFER £35/MWh UNDO BID £30/MWh
BID/ UNDO OFFER Pair -1 BID £15/MWh UNDO OFFER £18/MWh
BID/ UNDO OFFER Pair -2 BID £20/MWh UNDO OFFER £23/MWh
Table 2.1: Example of BID/OFFER Pairs
To increase the amount of electricity on the system involves an BMU making an offer to provide
this increase. Any changes made under such an offer will result in the relevant BMU being paid
for the change. Conversely if the amount of electricity a BMU wishes to output on the system is
to be reduced, the BMU can make a bid.
For a generating BMU this translates to bid to reduce generation or and offer to increase,
whereas for a demand BMU this will represent a bid to increase demand or an offer to reduce. In
many cases a generator or supplier may bid or offer different prices for ranges of deviation from
FPN. Thus a bid to deviate by say 25MW might be £30 per MWh, but a higher deviation could
cost more. These bid/offer therefore come in discrete blocks determined by the amount of power
for the set amount of costs.
Once an offer or bid has been agreed between the SO and the relevant BMU it cannot be
canceled. Instead there is provision for undo bids, to cancel an offer, and undo offer to cancel a
bid. Any undo offer or undo bid will not be at the same as the original bid or offer and thus this
will be a net benefit to the BM unit concerned and a penalty on the SO. Normally submitted in
pairs as shown in table 2.1.
The SO accepts the cheapest OFFER or BID as to, encourage competition to keep prices down
but sometimes network operational constraints may prevent this.
2.4.5 Imbalance Settlement
Once the balance mechanism has achieve system stability, the imbalances are settled. The the
generator and loads that had there OFFERS/BIDS accepted are paid in accordance to the agreed
contracts, or for generators who produced more or a supplier has produced less then they are paid
the SSP set at the wholesale market cost. Conversely, generators and loads who fell short of their
FPN pay the SBP to make up for this deficit.
2.4.6 Summary Of Post Gate-Closure energy markets
The BETTA mechanism allows the determination of generators and loads which take part are
subject to the consequences of alterations to their dispatch in both the forward market and the
balancing mechanism. Therefore any failure of a participant of the markets would be subject to
the charges imposed upon the breaking of a contract, any curtailment or alteration would result
in fines. There is no obligation for a BMU, in this case a DER, to participate in the Balancing
Mechanism. If it can be concluded that a generator or load that participates within one these
markets must adhere to the rules presented under BETTA. Its dispatch would be tied in with
these rules and could not be considered for any alternative dispatch operation. Finally if an
alteration to a DER causes one of these BMU to fail in providing its contracted agreement then
this shortfall in unavoidable and will have to be paid for. In the next section it is determined how
DERs are paid for their energy and how shortfalls to the BMU are paid for.
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2.4.7 Operation of DERs within the Present Energy Market
A DER will connect to an electrical network and depending on the size of the DER determine
the costs and revenues it is subjected to, within the discussed BETTA arrangements. Network
companies raise revenue by levying three broad types of network charges to generators and suppliers
[93].
1. Use of system charges, to pay for the network reinforcement, maintenance and renewal, paid
by generators and suppliers broadly in proportion to their use of the network. Charges are
highest for generators in remote regions far from demand.
2. Connection charges, to cover the cost of infrastructure required for new connections, paid by
generation and customers wishing to connect.
3. Balancing charges, to meet the cost of matching supply with demand, and providing reserve
generation, paid by large generator and suppliers. Ultimately charges are passed to the
electricity consumer. Transmission and distribution cost make up around 4% and 17% of the
average domestic bill, respectively.
The DERs are connected to the distribution network and therefore pay no Transmission Network
Use of System (TNUoS) charges, they are considered too small to play a role in the BM and their
power cannot be guaranteed months in advance to operate in the forward market so in terms of
BETTA it will incur no Balancing System Use of System (BSUoS) costs and too small to pay
Generation Distribution Use of System (GDUoS) and Distribution Use of System (DUoS) costs.
Therefore DERs in the distribution networks are expected to be paid for their maximum power
output and paid at their present market price £/MWh determined by the BETTA mechanism.
An ANM may alter the DER power output in order to solve the operational problems discussed
throughout this chapter. To undertake this in such away as not to interfere with their revenues,
an alternative cost mechanism it proposed .
If an ANM scheme was implemented that would re-dispatch the generators its payment would
be determined by its opportunity cost curve determined by (2.29)
CPGOP(PG) = Mp(PG) (2.29)
This DER operational cost will change in order to be used in an ANM scheme, so any generation
curtailment results in a loss of opportunity costs for the generator, this is called the generation
corrective cost and its expressed in (2.30).
CPGCC(PG) = −Mp(PG − PGmax) (2.30)
In the proposed scheme the DNO implementing the ANM making decisions on the operation of
the DERs dispatch within its network in order to maintain constraints, pays for these corrective
costs.
Overall the revenue generators receive is determined by what they receive from the energy market
determined by their measured volume output and the corrective cost, thus making no impact on
the generators overall expected revenue.
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In order to minimise the impact on the higher network energy market. Any re-dispatch that
requires the higher network to become involved would mean it is not satisfying its contract as and
will result in a shortfall in the BM where it will be penalised for not meeting contract.
Therefore any alteration that required the higher network to alter from its settled FPN will
result in penalties will be paid by the DNO, since it benefits from the alteration and its direct
involvement is causing the higher network to break its contractual obligations.
This operation will ensure all revenues are met and there is no impact to the energy markets by
implementing and ANM.
How these costs are represented as an economic dispatch will now be discussed.
2.4.8 The Economic Dispatch
In the UK, the TSO with the use of the BETTA system, determines safe electrical network oper-
ation in order to satisfy all loads at all times whilst maintaining network constraints via the BM.
This is a huge task that requires a large amount of time and effort. This operation can simplified
and be represented as a economic dispatch problem which the network will operate at till the next
balancing period. The ED will determine the optimal state the network wishes to run at from
a non-constrained perspective. The objective function of an ED is to minimise generation cost,
which is determined by using the generation costs curves of generators in the network such as the
cost curve for a DER presented in (2.29). In this case the real costs will be paid as usual by the
energy markets. The minimum cost here is meeting the equality constraints for the minimum cost
of generation.
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The ED solution cycles through all the possible solutions until it arrives at the cheapest solution
that meets the equality constraints. The ED will determine the operating state of the network if
left to run under present day operational rules governed by the TSO and economic rules governed
by BETTA. This determines the global operational state around which voltage regulation schemes
can operate. The ED only considers equality constraints and therefore will not consider the in-
equality constraint problems currently faced by the network. The use of the ED will allow for the
formulation of the global optimal dispatch, this can be then used as an operational base case to
determine the DER revenues during unconstrained operations. This will allow for the determina-
tion of the cost of altering the system when unscheduled changes occur to distribution network as
undertaken by ANM.
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2.4.9 Summary of the DERs within the GB Energy Market
The operation of GB network is undertaken by the SO implementing BETTA. The rules of BETTA
determine how generators operating in the electrical network achieved there revenues, determined
from the gain made from selling energy and the losses incurred from not meeting contractual
requirements. Within this how DERs specifically operate was determined. Presently if DERs do
not operate within the BM they are free to output at their physical maximum and are paid the
market price for this. This operation can be represented in the form of a ED which provides
a simple model of the energy market operation under BETTA. When an ANM operates, any
alterations it makes to DER will result in a cost, and any resulting BMUs in the higher market
operation changing due to this will result in a cost, these cost therefore are paid by the operator
of the ANM. This is the final research issue required of the literature survey, since it forms the
economic operational requirement needed to consider by the ANM to successfully operate without
interfering with present energy market operation.
It can therefore be concluded that the cost of operating the ANM, to be paid by the DNO can
be determined from these corrective costs, and such used in determining the minimal corrective
cost for satisfying the voltage constraints. This forms the DYDOP techniques objective function
as part of the optimal solution of the ANM implemented by the MAS.
2.5 Literature Survey Chapter Summary
In this chapter the benefits of implementing ANM were shown to allow for DER to increase
within distribution networks without the need for costly reinforcement or large network connection
costs. However, it was also shown that present SCADA based ANM schemes may not be the best
operational approach, due to the sub-optimal solutions found by logic solution that result in poor
economic operation and the centralised processing efforts of optimal solution.
It was found that an MAS approach to ANM could provide a optimal solution similar to that of
an SCADA based ANM implementing an optimal solution, in a manner that reduces the centralised
processing effort to that of a SCADA based ANM a logic solution. The MAS ANM schemes improve
upon present centralised ANM schemes but contain their own limitations, such as a requiring a
centralised moderator what constitutes a single point of failure and hence, could result in mal-
operation of the scheme.
These present MAS ANM problems could be overcome by adapting a decentralised control and
coordination technique developed by in [5], exploiting its operational benefits of satisfying network
constraints for a minimal operation cost, whilst removing the centralised moderator. It was found
that this adaptation could be achieved through a local determination of nodal voltage changes
due to upstream voltage alterations and nodal power flow alterations.This would allow for the
MAS ANM scheme to primarily focus on solving the inequality constraint problem of voltage
only, whilst minimising corrective costs associated with the DERs, reducing the complexity of
calculations lowering solution processing times, improving reliability by removing single point
failures and reducing communication overhead.
One of the objectives of this thesis is aiming at minimally impacting on the present global network
operation as governed by BETTA in the UK. In order to achieve this the full market operation of
the electrical network will be emulated by a global dispatch solution that is represented in the form
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of a economic dispatch. The ED will form the operational base case. Once the ED base case has
been determined the ANM scheme developed in the thesis will operate around this to minimally
impact the ED solution both electrically and economically.
The MAS ANM takes corrective actions on DERs with the minimal impact to this global dispatch
base case electrically since it will only alter DER when constraints are violated. Its operational
objective is not concerned with the optimal dispatch in regards to power balancing, thus making
the minimal changes to the power flows in the network to meet the ANM’s objective.
In order to achieve the minimal impact upon the energy markets the cost of corrective actions are
determined by realistic DER corrective cost functions in line with their energy market determined
revenues. The DNO operating the ANM will maintain voltage constraints for the minimum cost of
correcting DERs, this will minimise the cost the DNO has to pay since the DNO will pay for any
lost revenues due to operating the ANM. As well as this the DNO will also pay for any fine incurred
for the higher network who has changed there dispatch position after market closure. This would
allow the ANM to be integrated into the present system operation with no disruption to market
revenues, since the DNO will cover them as shown in section 2.4.7. Finally the ANM solution will
be compared against an OPF solution using the same costs as the ANM and the same constraints
to determine the optimality of its result.
The electrical network constructed in the following chapter aims to achieve a realistic electrical
environment for the MAS scheme to operate on, but also determining the impact local operational
effects have on the global operation of the electrical network operated under BETTA in order to
determine the minimal impact the MAS ANM operation could have upon it.
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3 Constructing the Electrical Network
In this chapter an emulated electrical network is constructed. The network is composed of a
transmission network connected to a distribution network. This will be used to determine the effect
that any ANM scheme operated on a distribution network may have on the transmission network.
Firstly the transmission EHV network will be developed, and will represent the network under the
operation of a global optimal dispatch solution, determined by an economic dispatch. Finally a
distribution network is constructed and connected to the transmission network, to determine its
impact (that the proposed ANM scheme) will have on this solution.
The models in this chapter will be constructed using two techniques, a ODE model and a
non-linear Power Flow Model. The reason for this is because one of the research problems is to
operate the Multi-Agent System on a realistic operational environment. A ODE model can offer
a simulation of this environment. Since the output of a ODE model provides the instantaneous
output of electrical characteristics in the time domain a MAS operating of such an environment
would be similar to one operating upon a live electrical environment, which ultimately it must do
to be a realistic operational solution.
As mentioned in the literature review, the global dispatch for the entire system is not our
concern, and modelling the network in this way will show that the MAS ANM can operate around
the economic dispatch solution, only altering DERs when voltage constraints are violated, with
minimal impact on the economic arrangements of BETTA. It will also show how the transmission
network ensures equality constraints are met and how the voltage scheme operation will pay for
this services during periods of unscheduled load or generation changes in the distribution network.
3.1 The Transmission Network
The three phase transmission network carries the bulk of power transferred between generators
and loads, and its operation is overseen by the TSO, which in the UK is the National Grid [94].
The network representation presented in this chapter will be a large transmission network based
on machine and line data from an emulated GB grid, which was presented by Mike Hughes [95].
This will give a fair representation of the electrical operational characteristics of the network. The
information is used to construct an emulation of the network in MATLAB Simulink® via the use of
the SimPowerSystems. The generator in the model will be based on a synchronous machine with
steam turbine governor control and excitation control, as it is the most common machine operating
at present on the GB grid [96]. This controller will now be developed in order to implement upon a
synchronous machine in Simulink. In the next section the controllers for the synchronous machine
will be developed.
Once an emulation of the transmission network is developed a simple test will be implemented
to show how the transmission network is emulated and what are the important characteristics of











Figure 3.1: High Level Synchronous Machine Model
3.1.1 The Transmission Network Model
A three phase synchronous machine consisting of a rotor spinning in a magnetic field is constructed
in Simulink to be used in the transmission network. A high level model of this model is shown in
Fig 3.1.
In order to successfully operate a controller must be implemented over both the rotation of
the rotor known as the mechanical power and the excitation of the magnetic field known at the
excitation voltage. The first controller that will be developed will control the mechanical operation
of the rotor.
3.1.1.1 Synchronous Machine Control (Mechanical)
The plant model of the controller shown in Fig 3.2 is derived from the theoretical analysis of
governor and turbine control presented by in [96] and in [6]. It will form the two parts of the rotor
control. These parts are the governor and the speed regulator. The development begins with the
simple model of the governor controller. Due to power demand changes that may occur in the
network, the synchronous machine needs to have adequate control to react in order to maintain
system frequency. The control of the synchronous machine is developed here to determine the
affects of distribution networks connected to the transmission network. This is predicted to show
that any ANM implemented on a connected distribution network should have a minimal impact
on the system frequency of the larger transmission networks whose generators should be under
the contractual obligation of either the forward or balancing mechanism markets. Therefore the
electrical network needs to be designed to model these changes to correctly confirm this assumption.
This controller design will be now be undertaken.
The generator’s rotor is turned by the shaft of the steam turbine and the steam turbine turns
the shaft because of the steam flow acting on the blades. Steam turbine operation is described in
the following paper [97]. When the generator is connected to a load, a change in electrical demand
causes a change in the electrical torque of the generator. To increase the speed in the case of an
increase in electrical power, the valve is opened and to decrease the speed in the case of a decrease
in electrical power the valve is closed. A block design for the governor implementation is shown in
Fig 3.2. This controller will alter the mechanical power of the generator when changes in electrical
power in the electrical network occur.
 The Steam Turbine: The steam turbine is modeled as a single reheat turbine, as shown in
























Figure 3.2: Mechanical Control: (A) Turbine (B) Speed Governor (C) Speed Droop (D) Load
Reference [6]
 The Speed Governor :As shown in Fig 3.2 B, the measured rotor speed ωr is compared with
the reference speed. The error signal this produces is then proportionally multiplied and
integrated (PI control) to produce a control signal 4Y which controls the main steam valve.
Due to the reset action of this integral controller 4Y can only reach a new steady state when
the speed error is zero. This governor representation coupled with the turbine representation
can create a control of the system known as Isochronous control. The governor alone is
adequate for single machines connected to loads, but not for a multi-machine system, such
as the one that will be developed in this thesis. The addition of the speed droop is required.
 The Speed Droop: If every governor used isochronous control each generator would have to
run at the exact speed of the other. If this were not the case, they would jostle in trying to
control the system frequency according to their own reference. The speed droop allows for
a stable load division between two or more machines operating in parallel. A steady state
feedback loop is added around the governor and is characterized as a proportional controller
as shown in Fig 3.2 C.
 The Load Reference: To complete the speed governor, a load reference set point is added
to set the frequency power characteristic. A different reference sets a different relationship
between speed and load as shown in Fig. 3.2 D.
The basic model of the steam turbine governor description was developed. Its implementation of
the ODE network model constructed in MATLAB Simulink exhibit its control over the synchronous
machine.
3.1.1.2 Synchronous Machine Control (electrical)
The speed governor control allows for system frequency to be maintained by balancing real power
generation with demand. Nodal voltage control can be achieved by controlling reactive power to
prevent nodal voltage deviations, since at transmission level reactance (X) is much bigger than



























Figure 3.4: MATLAB Model of Synchronous Machine and Controllers
system. In order for a synchronous machine to produce or absorb reactive power, its excitation
field must be controlled, and in general a synchronous machines excitation field is controlled by a
voltage regulator.
In Fig. 3.3, by determining the reference voltage Vr and the measured field voltage Vm, the
resulting error caused by loads connected to the generator can be corrected for through the use
of a standard controller in order to reduce the system error to zero. This regulated reference is
then used to alter a power amplifier circuit which can increase or decrease the excitation field
of the synchronous machine to produce over excitation until the error is reduced to a steady
state. This gives a synchronous generator the ability to produce reactive power, and by controlling
the excitation field to be under excited, a generator can absorb reactive power a full mathematical
explanation is provided in [98]. This is how synchronous generators can be used to provide reactive
power to the grid. A voltage regulator developed in [98] is used in this emulated network and shown
in Fig. 3.4.
3.1.1.3 Modeling of the Synchronous Machine Control in MATLAB
By combining all the previously discussed control parts together and taking the correct mea-
surements to feed into the control loop a full controller for the synchronous machine has been
developed. The steam turbine governor shown in Fig. 3.2 can be created as a MATLAB mode
shown in Fig 3.4 it can be used to control the synchronous machine along side the excitation control












Figure 3.5: General Developed Transmission Network
3.1.2 Constructing the Emulated Transmission Network
With the generic synchronous machine, with speed governor steam turbine control and excitation
control modeled, an emulated transmission network was constructed. Fig. 3.5, show the transmis-
sion network where the synchronous generator and control in 3.4 is represented by the synchronous
machine symbol. The transmission network design is divided into three generation areas, A, B C
and load area D, in order to mimic the a GB network’s basic scenario. Where load concentration
in typically located physically away from three generation area. The parameters used in the syn-
chronous machine, line characteristics and controller characteristics are taken directly form a GB
emulation of designed by Mike Hughes in [95].
In the high-level transmission network schematic shown in Fig 3.5, the parameters for gener-
ators, line characteristics and controller characteristics are based upon a GB representation [95]
obtaining the RX values, which are a lumped average parameter of R=23.64Ω L=0.51mH and the
synchronous machines ratings of 2000 MVA. These values will be used to convert the system into
a 3 phase p.u representation with an Sbase = 100MVA and a Vbase = 400 kV.
3.1.3 Testing the Transmission Network
In order to determine whether the transmission network is fit for purpose, a dynamic ordinary
differential equation (ODE) model which uses a ODE solver such as Runge-Kutta method, is
compared with the static power flow model that uses a non-linear solving technique such as the
Newton-Rhapson method presented in section 2.1.3.
The test conditions set the load in area D shown in Fig 3.5 with a demand of 1.5 p.u.. The
generators set points are achieved by running a simplistic economic dispatch which will act as the
global optimal dispatch problem. This results in all the generators (A-C) real power references
(Pref) being set to 0.25 p.u. resulting in the generators sharing the real power demand amongst
themselves equally. This is shown in the results, denoted by PGN in table 3.1, can be equated to
the generator or load at the node (e.g. the generator in area A PGN become PGA).
Due to the dominance of X within a transmission network, a reactive power demand needs to
be provided to satisfy I2X losses, this demand is once again shared equally by the generators due
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Node A B C D
VN 0.9992 0.9992 0.9992 0.9992
PGN 0.4993 0.4996 0.4993 -1.498
QGN 0.000252 0.000252 0.000252 0
Freq 49.98 49.98 49.98 49.98
Table 3.1: ODE Model (Constructed In Simulink) Tabulated Data Of Dynamic Operation
Node A B C D
VN 0.9992 0.9992 0.9992 0.9992
PGN 0.4993 0.4996 0.4993 -1.498
QGN 0.000252 0.000252 0.000252 0
Freq 49.98 49.98 49.98 49.98
Table 3.2: Power Flow Model (Constructed in PowerWorld) Tabulated Data Of Dynamic Operation
to the voltage reference (Vref) of their excitation controllers being set to 1.0 p.u.. This is shown in
the results, denoted by QGN in Table. 3.1.
The result of the ODE model was then tested against a power-flow model to determine the
correct operation of the network. The ODE model results shows the real power demand by area D
is being provided by 0.5 p.u. of each generators, and the generators are also providing 0.00025 p.u.
each to satisfy the reactive power demand. Shown in Table. 3.2 is the Power Flow model result.
The power flow model has been set up with identical network information to the ODE model.
What can be seen is that the generators, in the power flow model, provide the exact same real and
reactive power as the ODE model as the results are equal. The operational voltage and frequency
determined by the Grid Code [94] shows that all the nodal voltage is within +/-5% nominal voltage
of 1.0 p.u. and that the frequency is between 49.8Hz and 50.2Hz its operational limits in both
models. It can therefore be assumed that the ODE model can trusted and is fit for purpose to
provide results for this thesis.
3.1.4 Analysis of Transmission Network Test
The transmission network ODE model has been constructed in order to provide a dynamic model
of a stiff connection for a distribution network to connect to in order to provide a stable voltage
and frequency connection as well as provide or absorb any power imbalances that occur within
the distribution network. The ODE model was verified against a Power-Flow model to determine
its correct operation. In the next section the distribution network that upon which the ANM will
operate will be constructed.
3.2 The Distribution Network
The ANM developed in this thesis aims at controlling and coordinating the distribution network.
It is therefore very important to represent the distribution network as realistically as possible.
Distribution networks with significant distributed energy resources are becoming more important
in the analysis of power networks. This is due to the increase in the use of highly variable small













































Figure 3.6: A distribution feeder showing terminology
Electric Vehicles EV). As these networks develop, it has been suggested in the introduction that
the classic characteristic of power flow in distribution systems is changing, leading to more frequent
cases of bidirectional power flow. The emulated distribution network includes DER and variable
loads to allow the electrical dynamic behaviour of these future networks to be investigated and
their operation controlled.
3.2.1 The Distribution Network Model
For the distribution network, the data for the passive elements comes from UK-Generic Distribution
System data [99]. The PV sources and EVs sources are controlled by passing their AC source output
through a back to back inverter and using PQ [100] controllers in order to fully control real power
(P) and reactive power(Q) flows to and from the inverter.
The generic system that was constructed in this thesis is shown in Fig. 3.6. The 3 phase dis-
tribution network HV (11kV) connects to the 3 phase EHV (400kV) network via the distribution
substation. The HV (11kV) connects to the LV (400V) networks at the distribution transformers
which are connected via a delta star transformer. It is assumed that each feeder sees a balanced
three phase load, and although this is rarely the case, the effect of imbalanced loading is not consid-
ered in this thesis. When discussing the network the node that is being considered is labeled node
N and has defined references in terms of voltages, power flows and impedance. Nodes connected to
it are labeled arbitrarily but are referenced to their physically connected nodes via N-1(upstream)
or N+1 (downstream) terminology.
Key characteristics of the system are represented as follows:
 PN :This signifies the power flowing into the node from upstream.
 P(G/L)N: This signifies a generator (G) or a load (L) at node N.
 VN: This signifies the voltage at the node N.
 XN − RN :This signifies the line resistance (R) or the reactance (X) connected between the
node N and the upstream node N-1.
 VLDN :This signifies the voltage line drop (LD) across the upstream impedance.
This network is mapped into an ODE model and compared against a power flow model in a similar















Figure 3.7: A MATLAB Model of an Inverter connected via an LCL to an Electrical Network
3.2.2 Constructing the Emulated Distribution Network
The PQ flows from variable DERs such as PV and wind can be controlled through the deployment
of power electronic. By interfacing DERs with an inverter and implementing a suitable controller,
its P and Q set points can be issued to the inverters controllers. With these PQ flows from the
inverter under control the DERs can be coordinated by the MAS system to achieve ANM of the
network.
3.2.2.1 Inverter- Interfaced DERs
Inverter-Interfaced DERs can be modeled as a DC power source connected to an LCL filer via a
bridge of switches, this model is then connected to an electrical network as is shown in Fig. 3.7.
System measurements are taken from the output of the inverters connected filter. The inverters
output voltage Vgabc is controlled via a DC/AC conversion achieved through a sequence of opening
and closing the gate bridge switches, called insulated gate bipolar junction transistors (IGBTs).
The gate signals shown in Fig. 3.7 are controlled by a controller which uses system measurements
as part of its control calculations. Depending on the operation required of the inverter, as it can
be used for many things such as reactive power compensation in the form of a STATCOM [101]
or used for active resonance damping [102] will determine the type of control. For the model used
in this thesis the voltage is controlled to operate the inverter as a PQ source and sink [103]. By
controlling the inverter’s voltage (Vgabc) output magnitude and angle in relation to the network’s
(Voabc) the inverter can generate and absorb PQ flows. The controller, which takes the system
measurements to determine the correct gate signals (shown in Fig. 3.7) to enable this operation
was designed.
3.2.2.2 Designing the DER Controller
In order to control the output voltage of the inverter-interfaced DER to achieve the correct PQ
output flow into the network, the desired real and reactive power required to flow into the power
system (shown in Fig.3.7) must be calculated. This can be done by using standard three phase
AC power calculations, by taking ABC measurements and through a complex controller in Fig.3.7
determining the gate signals to provide the appropriate inverter voltage output Vgabc. However,
by representing sinusoidal ABC voltage and currents in terms of the DQ equivalents the imple-
mentation of a controller can be made much simpler, as steady state errors associated with the
application of proportional integrator (PI) control with AC quantities can be removed [103].
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This DQ representation of three phase ABC measurements can be achieved by using park trans-
forms [104] on the voltage, and the current to transform them into their DQ equivalents. Shown
in Fig.3.7 the measured sinusoidal ABC voltage and currents transformation into their DQ equiv-
alents is achieved by locking onto a rotational reference frame θ and used as a references for the
three phases depicted by their voltage magnitudes Voa,Vob,Voc (shown in Fig.3.7) resulting in the
voltages expressed as two DC quantities Vd representing the direct axis and Vq representing the
quadrature axis shown in Eq. (3.1) and Eq. (3.2).
Voq = sin(θ)Voa + sin(θ + 2/3pi)Vob + sin(θ − 2/3pi)Voc (3.1)
Vod = cos(θ)Voa + cos(θ + 2/3pi)Vob + cos(θ − 2/3pi)Voc (3.2)
The formulation in (3.2) and (3.1) can be used to provide the DQ current equivalents.
Ioq = sin(θ)Ioa + sin(θ + 2/3pi)Iob + sin(θ − 2/3pi)Ioc (3.3)
Vod = cos(θ)Ioa + cos(θ + 2/3pi)Iob + cos(θ − 2/3pi)Ioc (3.4)
With the output voltage and current DQ quantities calculated then the inverter’s output can be
controlled to produce the resultant output voltages and currents that result in the required output
power flow from the inverter into the power system.
This is achieved by using Eq. (3.1) and Eq. (3.2) to set the required real and reactive power
desired to flow into the power system and from this determine the current references required for
the controller of the inverter to produce the correct voltage magnitude and angle that will produce
this desired output power.
Starting with the base equation for power
S = P + jQ (3.5)
Which in DQ equivalent terms is
S = Vodq · I∗odq (3.6)
Which when expanded into D and Q terms becomes
S = (Vod + jVoq)(Iod − jiIoq) (3.7)
When multiplied out becomes
S = (Vod · Iod + Voq · Ioq) + j(Voq · Ioq −Vod · Ioq) (3.8)
This can be grouped into the real and reactive components






















































Figure 3.8: PQ controller
Q = VodIod −VodIoq (3.10)















The solution to Eq. (3.11) determines what real and reactive power is produced for the DQ
voltages and DQ currents. If these output voltages and currents (could be controlled by the
output of the inverter shown in Fig. 3.7) the inverter could be used implement control over the
power flows into the power system. This is what the inverter connected to an inductor, capacitor,
inductor (LCL) filter takes advantage of, by controlling the inverters output voltage Viabc shown
in Fig. 3.7 connected to the LCL filters the current output into the power system Ioabc can be
controlled resulting in the inverter-interfaced DER being used to form a fully controllable PQ
source connected to the network.
The required PQ output set point determines the required power flow output of the inverter. The
PQ calculation is used in conjunction with the measured network voltages Voabc DC equivalents
Vodq to determine the required output current Iodq of the LCL filter that is needed to achieve the
correct PQ power flows into the power system. By rearranging (3.11) a reference for the output
current’s (Iodq) DQ equivalent can be produced.










Through the use of Eq. (3.12) and Eq. (3.13) the required current output Iodq of the LCL filter
shown in Fig. 3.7 in can now be implemented in a control loop as Eq. (3.12) and Eq (3.13) and
can be used to calculate a reference I∗odq in which the inverter can be governed by.
The reference current I∗odq is calculated based on the real and reactive power desired from the
controlled voltage source inverter. In reference to Fig. 3.8, the current reference I∗odq is used to
provide the current (flowing into the network from the LCL filter) reference signal. This current
reference is subtracted from the measured current signal Iodq providing the error between the
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Figure 3.9: DER Network Model
present output current and the desired output current. If this error it driven to zero by the PI
controller altering the reference value I∗cref shown in Fig. 3.8. This capacitor current reference signal
is passed via a virtual resistor K, which determines the capacitor voltage Vcabc that is desired to
remove resonant problems in the LCL set up (discussed in greater depth in[103]). This capacitor
voltage reference V∗cabc is added to the output voltage Voabc, which determines the controllable
voltage source reference voltage V∗iabc. This V
∗
iabc is reference is then converted into the required
gate signals to produce the correct Viabc output of the inverter shown Fig. 3.7.
Once all errors in the controller are zero then the inverter is providing the desired PQ flow
outputs from the inverter into the power system.
3.2.3 Testing the Emulated Distribution Network
The inverter interfaced- DER with the PQ controller will act as a controllable DER source the
controllable source shown in Fig. 3.9 was constructed as a ODE model using MATLAB Simulink
and used as part of a a emulated distribution network feeder that will be connected to the emulation
of the transmission network constructed in section 3.1.
The 3 phase emulated distribution network feeder will operate at 11kV and consists of impedances
whose parameters are based on the United Kingdom Generic Distribution System (UKGDS).
Data that will be representative of a realistic distribution network, in order to determine the
electrical outcomes caused by power flows on its own network.
Once the distribution network has been determined to be fit for purpose it can then be connected
to the transmission network to determine its effect on it. The distribution system was built in
MATLAB using the UKGDS data and the inverter interfaced DER with PQ controller in the
previous section.
In the model shown in Fig.3.9, and its output represented by the per unit system with a Sbase = 10
MVA and Vbase = 11 kV. Each node has a generation and a load as depicted and shown in Fig.3.9
but also summarised in Table. 3.3.
Using the same parameter as the ODE model shown in Fig.3.9 a power flow model (using
DigSilent) was constructed. Similarly to the transmission network analysis, this power flow model
is used as verification to ensure the ODE model is operating correctly.
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Node 1 2 3 4
VN 1 0.9947 0.9819 0.9765
PN 0.110 0.1075 0.5011 0.2000
PGN 0 0.6 0.3 0.2
PLN 0 0.2 0.6 0.4
QN 0.3055 0.3035 0.2005 0.1000
QGN 0 0.1 0.1 0.1
QLN 0 0.2 0.2 0.2
Table 3.3: Simulink model of DER network tabulated output
Node 1 2 3 4
VN 1 0.9947 0.9819 0.9765
PN 0.110 0.1075 0.5011 0.2000
PGN 0 0.6 0.3 0.2
PLN 0 0.2 0.6 0.4
QN 0.3055 0.3035 0.2005 0.1000
QGN 0 0.1 0.1 0.1
QLN 0 0.2 0.2 0.2
Table 3.4: Simulink model of DER network tabulated output
3.2.3.1 Testing the Emulated Distribution Network Non-Real Time (Steady State)
The power flow solver is a non-linear iterative solver, specifically Newton-Rhapson, used determine
the resultant voltages of the distribution network represented from the generation and load inputs
shown in Fig.3.9. The results of the power flow model are shown in table 3.4.
The two models, ODE model and power flow model are compared and the results are shown
in table 3.5. The results of the two models are comparable in terms of their p.u. voltage. This
confirms that the two systems provide an adequate emulated electrical network in which to control,
coordinate and obtain solutions from.
3.2.3.2 Testing the DER network Real-Time
The models constructed are implemented using a discrete dynamic ODE simulation, which com-
plete one calculation cycle in an indeterminate amount of time. These results are acceptable to
show the effects of changes upon the network where the time to calculate these effect is not critical.
However, an ANM system will operate upon a operational network where effects are played out
in real time. Therefore a “Real-Time” model of the dynamic ODE models were also implemented.
The models allows an ANM scheme to control and coordinate the The “Real-Time” emulation of
the ODE models as if they were a live model. The ODE models of the distribution and transmission
Power-Flow Model (V) ODE Model (V)
Node 1 1 1
Node 2 0.9947 0.9947
Node 3 0.9819 0.9819
Node 4 0.9765 0.9765
Table 3.5: Simulink Vs DigSilent
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networks introduced in the previous two sections was constructed.
3.2.3.3 Compiling the DER network into real time
The ODE models created using Simulink can be compiled using MATLAB Real-Time Workshop®
which complements Simulink®. This is achieved by compiling the ODE model into C code which
can be directly generated from Simulink models [105]. The ODE model is compiled into a real-time
version through the use a Triphase real-time target, which provides the operational platform that
the ODE model will operate on. Its implementation can be broken down into three steps.
1. The real-time target is selected that will operate the ODE Model.
2. The ODE Model is converted into C code.
3. The C code is sent to the real-time target and begin operating the ODE Model.
The ODE Model as a real-time emulation of the electrical network. This provides a real-time
electrical network emulation for an ANM to control and coordinate as needed.
The distribution network constructed (and operating in real-time) is connected to a transmission
network in order to determine any affect a MAS re-dispatching DERs within the distribution
network has on the transmission network operation. This will show that the implementing an
ANM upon the DERs within the distribution network has minimal impact on the transmission
operation in regards to maintaining its own voltage and frequency statutory limits as defined by
the grid code. Additionally the resulting alteration of power in the transmission network, which
will alter its settled market position, will be discussed to determine how the ANM deals with the
resulting economic impacts applied within the balancing mechanism.
3.3 Connecting the Distribution Network to the Transmission
Network
The ODE model of the transmission network shown in Fig. 3.5 and the ODE model of the distribu-
tion network shown in Fig. 3.9 were connected together at area D, replacing the external network
shown in Fig. 3.9 with the transmission network. A high level model of the resultant ODE model
of the two connected networks in shown in Fig. 3.10.
A test procedure based on the ODE model shown in Fig. 3.10 was implemented in order to
show how the distribution network interacts with the transmission network, and to determine
the impacts of changes within the distribution network has on the operation of the transmission
network in regards to voltage and frequency variations. The system will now be controlled to
mimic the operation of BETTA. Within BETTA the generators would operate at their contracted
outputs and the balancing mechanism would only alter these outputs if there is an imbalance in the
network that causes constraints to be violated. In this thesis this market operation of the network
is emulated by an economic dispatch. It is assumed that the generators here output according to
the economic dispatch determination of the energy market.
The load demands for the model shown in Fig. 3.10 are the same as when the transmission
network and the distribution network were considered separately as shown by the data in Table. 3.1













Figure 3.10: The High Level ODE model of the Transmission Network connected to the Distribu-
tion Network
in this scenario to show the operational status quo of present day networks. The transmission
generation outputs will be determined by an economic dispatch which was formulated using the
equations in section 2.4.8. Each large generator was represented as a simple linear power output
cost shown in Eq.(3.14), Eq.(3.15) and Eq.(3.16).
CPGAOP (PG) = Mp(PG) (3.14)
CPGBOP (PG) = Mp(PG) (3.15)
CPGCOP (PG) = Mp(PG) (3.16)
The Mpof all the generators was set to the same price, so it would be expected for all the
generators to share the power, since there are no inequality constraints present. Therefore the
economic dispatch is simply a single bus single load solution, in the ED solution it is assumed
there are no losses. The ED solution calculates the overall power demand which is.
PLTot = PLAreaD + PLDistributionNetwork
The dispatchable generators in the network then provide the power to the nodes in the network
for the cheapest price. This is found to be the case, the generators dispatch was set and the ODE
model implemented. The results of this test is shown in Table. 3.6. In the table the extra load
demand of area D, compared to the previous results without the connected distribution network
Table 3.1, is being shared evenly among the three generators in areas A, B and C. This is expected
since the cost of each generators output is equal.
This result is an example of the operational base case used in this thesis. This base case is
implemented in order to mimic the system operators settled market position determined by the
balancing mechanism in the real world but emulated as a economic dispatch to be used a the
settled position in this thesis. This position is used in order to determine what effects the ANM
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Node A B C D
VN 0.9992 0.9992 0.9992 0.9992
PGN 0.5002 0.5002 0.5002 -1.499
QGN 0.00137 0.00137 0.00137 -0.003
Freq 49.98 49.98 49.98 49.98
Table 3.6: Simulink Model Tabulated Data of Real-Time ODE Model Operation
Node A B C D
VN 0.9992 0.9992 0.9992 0.9992
PGN 0.5006 0.5006 0.5006 -1.501
QGN 0.00137 0.00137 0.00137 -0.003
Freq 49.98 49.98 49.98 49.98
Table 3.7: Simulink Model Tabulated Data Of Dynamic Operation
has to consider when operating changes upon the distribution network which may alter this base
case position.
This is highlighted in a test which shows how a demand increase of the distribution network
connected at Area D to 0.002 p.u. during a settled position within at the distribution network
affects the transmission network. The tabulated ODE results shown in Table. 3.7, how that the
inertia in the transmission network is enough to provide the network with the required power to
meet its equality constraints. From the operators perspective, in terms of the balancing mechanism,
as explained in section 2.4.4, this would require no emergency response services to be used since
the operational limits of the network frequency are 49.8Hz and 50.2Hz and the voltage nodal
operational limits are +/-5%, shown in the results table 3.7 have not been violated. However
during this settling period, the generators that had to produce more power will have resulting
costs incurred from this. These cost will need to be settled in order to neutralise the energy
market effects. The ANM operation will therefore have to consider the settlement costs when
moving away from the system operators determined network operational position.
3.4 The Network Operation
In the previous section an emulated transmission network was connected to an emulated distri-
bution network. This was done in order to form a realistic dynamic ODE model that could be
comparable to how a live network was constructed and operated. The operation of the network
was to show how changes in the distribution network effected the transmission network in order
for any ANM scheme implemented to ensure its operation had the minimal impact on the present
balancing mechanism operation implemented on the UK network today. It was found that as long
as the ANM voltage scheme covers the cost of altering the transmission network position in the
energy market it need only concern itself with the local dispatch of generator to maintain inequal-
ity constraint, since the equality constraint problem is taken care of by the transmission network
which will now be referred to as the external network.
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Figure 3.11: Testing the Network Operation(A)Operational Base ED Case (B) External Network
power costs (C) DER Opportunity Cost Curve
3.4.1 Economic Operation
It is assumed the transmission networks operation connected to the distribution network can be
considered as a slack bus or a infinite grid and can absorb the excess real and reactive power of the
distribution network as a load when their is excess power on the distribution network and generate
to the distribution network when there is a deficit of power in the distribution network. Its cost
function can now be represented as in Eq 3.17 PextR .
CPext(Pext) = Mp(Pext) (3.17)
An economic dispatch using the information of the distribution network load demands shown in
Fig. 3.11.
The total load demand is:
PLTot = PL2 + PL3 + PL4 + Pext
Where
PLext = (PG2 + PG3 + PG4)− (PL2 + PL3 + PL4)
Since the external network will act as a load when:
PLext > 0
This is in order to mimic the status quo of operation of DERs presently connected to the
distribution network which at present operate unconstrained at their technical maximum dictated
by the availability of their energy source. The cost functions for the network generators are:
CPG2OP (PG2) = 10(PG2)£/h (3.18)
CPG3OP (PG3) = 10(PG3)£/h (3.19)
CPG4OP (PG4) = 10(PG4)£/h (3.20)
This ensures that pay is received the same for any power operation of the PG and it is therefore
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in terms of the ED most desirable to use all this power first. From the result presented this will be
the operational base case (settled position of the network). When unscheduled operations occur,
or under conditions where the settled position is outside of constraints the distribution network
will maintain this dispatch. It is therefore the objective of the ANM to implement a local re-
dispatch solution to ensure these constraints are satisfied only. As shown in section 3.3 the more
further away from the settled position the network moves, the greater the cost in settling the costs
incurred from altering the higher network position. However, it was also shown in section 3.3
that the higher network can adequately provide any imbalance power without critically effecting
the higher network operation. Therefore since an ANM can be developed to undertake this local
regulation in order to only maintain inequality constraints, since equality constraints will always
be met by the external network (transmission network).
Therefore under these condition it can be said that the power it supplies to the distribution
network will be, as mentioned in section 1, charged for at market price and the power it absorbs
will also be charged for at market price since these are both altering the external networks settled
positions. Under these assumptions, it allows a proposed ANM scheme can act without having to
concern itself with satisfying equality constraints since this issue is either solved locally or from
the higher network with the associated economic issues addressed.
3.4.2 The Local Optimal Power Flow Solution
In the literature review (section 2.3.2) an OPF is shown to provide an optimal solution of an
electrical network for an objective function as well as considering and its constraints. The work in
this thesis solves an OPF of the electrical network in order to provide an optimal solution to which
a MAS can be compared against. The ED introduced in the previous section can determine the
operational base case to reach the settled position of the network without considering inequality
constraints and assuming no losses, the OPF provides a settled state more indicative of the realistic
operation of the electrical network.
An example ODE model of a 6 node 3 phase distribution network, with key data is shown in
Fig. 3.12. The generators in the model are inverter-interfaced DERs the have a max and minimum
output dictated by there technical outputs and their ability to curtail, the impedances are based
once more based upon UKGDS. An OPF is implemented on the network with in order to satisfy
equality and inequality constraint for a minimum generation cost. To find a solution that results in
the OPF solving the dispatch problem in the same operational manner as the ED, so the generators
in the distribution network always produce at their technical maximum, the external network cost
function is set to:
CPextOP (Pext) = 10(Pext)£/h (3.21)
Where PextR and the generators have the same costs curves as shown in Eq. (3.18), Eq. (3.19)
and Eq.(3.20). This makes the external network when the OPF is formulated produce a negative
cost when it is absorbing power from the distribution network, meaning that once the local load
demand has been settled any excess power available from the generators on the system is be
exported out of the network to achieve the OPF’s objective function of minimum generation cost.
The OPF solved and the resulting network characteristics presented in Fig. 3.12 is unconstrained
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with the distribution network providing all its demanded power, excluding losses which are provided
from the higher network.
This unconstrained solution OPF solution is equal to the ED result, thus setting the operational
base case. This is the point at which the system has settled. Any alteration to the network
generators output now would affect the revenues of these generators and would incur and corrective
cost. The corrective costs of the external networks are;
CPextCC (Pext) = 10(Pext − Pextset)£/h (3.22)
The costs, has been determined to represent the external network ability to satisfy power imbal-
ance in the distribution network represented as an Infinite Bus shown in Fig. 3.12 , but the cost
curves associated to the distribution network generators represent the corrective cost which would
move a generator away from its settled market position.
CPGNCC (PGN) = −Mp(PGN − PGNmax) (3.23)
Shown in Fig. 3.12 is the ED solution that results in the minimum cost to to satisfy the load
demand, the OPF result in exactly the same at since it does not need to move any generators
away from their settled positions, to solve constraint violations (since there is none). Therefore
the operational cost is zero. If a problem was to occur causing a constraint to be violated, in order
to change the settle position of any generator it will cost the operator, in this case the DNO to
correct generation in order to satisfy constraints. Now how the local OPF solution determines the
optimal solution, when a network change causes a voltage violation occurs will be discussed.
3.4.3 Scenario 1: Operational Base Case No Change
The two results, ED and OPF, will be compared to determine the benefits behind altering gener-
ators in the distribution network in order to control and coordinate DER dispatch for constraint
management. A series of scenarios were implemented on the base case Fig. 3.12. The OPF solution
is operated in parallel with the ED solutions to show the benefits of a constraint management can
have if implemented on the distribution network, while highlighting the economic implications of
this, since this OPF will use (3.22) to determine the external network cost and (3.23) to determine
the DER generator costs.
In Fig 3.13 are the graphical results of the unconstrained electrical network model in Fig. 3.12.
The graphical results highlight important analytical areas, such as:
 Voltage profile
 Real and reactive power generated at nodes
 Revenue in the form of opportunity costs being produced for the generator
 Curtailment of real and reactive power
 Cost of Curtailment
The important areas to highlighted on the graph are in the left hand side of Fig. 3.13 are the





















































































   




































































































































































































































at a snapshot in time. They show what the generators are producing and what they expect to
be paid from producing this output. In the right hand side is the corrective outputs Fig. 3.13
as indicated. These are the alterations that are being implemented on the measured outputs
to ensure voltage constraints are satisfied. They are the difference between what the network
should be outputting if left to operate at the networks operational settlement as determined by
the energy market and the alteration to this settled position in order to satisfy constraints. On the
right hand side in Fig. 3.13 it is shown that there is no difference between the ED solution and the
OPF solution since the power outputs under this condition meet both the equality and inequality
constraints.
3.4.4 Scenario 2: 0.2 p.u Real Power Loss at Node 3
An unscheduled loss of 0.2 p.u. occurs at node 3 in Fig. 3.12. This causes the voltage to increase
as there is a surplus of power on the network. Shown in the result Fig 3.14 A the ED maintains the
most profitable dispatch and nothing else, this is because the ED objective is to provide the most
economic solution, since the higher network is willing to pay for excess power the most economic
solution is to export more power to the higher network since equality constraints are still satisfied.
This results in a voltage constraint violation. The OPF solution has determined that there should
be a curtailment of active power in order to solve the inequality issues as well as maintaining
equality issues. It determines that a real power curtailment of generators 5 and generator 6 of
0.04p.u each is required to maintain the voltage constraints at the least cost to the SO this is
highlighted in Fig 3.14 and marked on the graph a “Real Power Curtailment at Nodes”.
These curtailment costs are shown as actual payment costs to the DSO in the section “DSO
payment for Power Curtailment at Nodes”. There are 4 costs here that need to be discussed.
Firstly the most important are the curtailment costs. They are expressed at nodes 5 and 6 a 4 £/h
each. This is the cost the DSO will pay to the generators and are determine by the curtailment
cost function in the OPF solution. These are the most important costs are uses as part of the
minimum generation cost objective function used by the OPF.
Then there are two costs that are representative of the cost of operating this scheme which play
no role in solving the network and are just used as metrics to determine the cost the DNO will
pay in the energy market to ensure no distortion. The first is represented at node one is the cost
of power that the external network is not receiving, this is the combined cost of the curtailments.
This is revenue the network feeder is losing due to operating the scheme since it causing a BMU in
the balancing mechanism to lose out on absorbing this power as determined by a contract it has
in the BM. The other cost is the total of the curtailment costs and BM imbalance cost. Together
it forms an overall cost for the DNO to operate a voltage regulation scheme, here being mimicked
by an OPF. In the future this could be used to determine whether the operation cost is worth
operating against re-enforcing the network.
3.4.5 Scenario 3: 0.1 p.u. Real Power Loss at node 3
In the final scenario there is a further 0.1p.u. reduction in power at node 3 as shown in Fig. 3.15.
The voltage regulation scheme now curtails real power even more to bring voltages within con-
straints. This drop in revenue is shown in the voltage regulation schemes payment costs since it is
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are losing 13 £/h in revenue due to this curtailment. This is the costs the DNO will have to pay
the participants who have been curtailed to make up the shortfall in measured output revenue and
opportunity costs the network output of this scenario is shown in Fig 3.15. The cost that is shown
at node one is the DNO’s cost to change a generator or load in the external market from its settled
position. This is the revenue the DNO would have to pay to the higher market to nullify market
distortion. Therefore the overall losses the DNO is making is the cost of paying the generators cur-
tailment cost plus the alteration of the higher networks BM position. Once more highlighting the
revenue loss the DNO would make if the regulation was implemented. These results successfully
show that voltage regulation scheme as highlighted by an OPF solution can solve the problem of
voltage constraints management due to the introduction of DERs and that if these DERs do not
participate in the forward market or the BM, how its economic cost are handled by such a voltage
regulation scheme.
The ED solution here will provide the operational base case using opportunity costs to de-
termine the networks settled position as determined by the BM. The OPF solution provide the
optimal solution that used curtailment cost to operate around this solution to maintain inequality
constraints. This operation minimises the impact on the external networks settled operation and
resulting in no loss of revenue to participants of the energy markets. Therefore the local solution
can be considered decoupled from the external network operation governed by the TSO operating
the BM due to the aforementioned minimal interference. Now that the ANM scheme’s actions
are shown to minimally impact the external networks electrical operation and provides no effect
to market operations. A more simplified solution to the ANMs constraint management problem,
focusing only specific feeder can be achieved. The results in the section provide confidence in this
assumption. As mentioned in this section the OPF solution although optimal it is still centralised
therefore the MAS implementation of ANM is still desirable.
3.5 Constructing the Electrical Network Conclusion
A transmission network was constructed and connected to a distribution network. The network
will form the electrical environment on which the ANM will operate in real-time. The emulated
network has been constructed in both an ODE model and validated against power-flow model
This has allow for steady state and dynamic analysis of the emulated network. It can be con-
cluded via testing, that the networks constructed are accurate and correct and results are compa-
rable for the work undertaken in the thesis.
For the following work, the transmission network is considered to be the external network,
providing any imbalance of power to the distribution network to satisfy its equality constraints.
It has been shown that when the distribution network requires power from the external network,
it doesn’t interfere with the dynamics enough for the generators to not meet their contractual
obligation of providing electrical dynamics which may cause the BM to alter the BMUs. This
chapter has also shown how the operational base case is determined. By using corrective costs the
optimal solution for solving voltage problems locally that will allow for the ANM solution to be
compared against. This meets the research objectives of minimally impacting the higher network
also providing a comparable optimal solution to determine the success of the ANM operation.
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system operation governed by the TSO. The construction of the ANM and the implementation of
this solution can now take place.
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4 Constructing the Multi-Agent System
The fully constructed ODE electrical network model operated in real time in Chapter 3 provides
the representation of a transmission network connected to a distribution network required for this
thesis. The model provides the electrical operational environment upon which an ANM could
operate on for the provision of maintaining voltage constraints.
The ANM developed in this thesis will be implemented via a MAS. In this chapter how the
MAS is constructed to allow for control and coordination of the electrical network is discussed. The
individual agent construction is then investigated and the communication procedures for the agents
to form a MAS are presented. After this is established, within what software environment the MAS
operates and how this software environment interacts with the emulated electrical environment is
shown. Finally this interaction between the constructed MAS and the emulated electrical network
in chapter 3 is then tested to verify the correct operation. This results in a fully operational MAS
which can be used in this thesis to achieve the overall research task.
4.1 Structure of an agent
The internal structure of an agent determines how an agent takes information from an environmen-
tal state, implements an action on this information and how that action results in a more desirable
resulting environmental state. The structure of an agent is determined by its internal architecture.
In order to create and agent to undertake a task its internal architecture needs constructed in to
be enable it to achieve the task desired of it.
4.1.1 Internal Architectures of an Agent
An agents internal architecture is essentially a map of the internal procedures of an agent, its data
structures and control flow between these structures. A good definition of agent architecture is
presented in [106] :
”An architecture is a particular methodology for building agents. It specifies how the agent can be
decomposed into the construction of a set of component modules and how these modules should be
made to interact. The total set of modules and their interactions has to provide an answer to the
question of how the sensor data and the current internal state of the agent determine the actions
and the future internal state of the agent. An architecture encompasses techniques and algorithms
that support this methodology”
Each agent’s architecture is composed of the mechanisms the agents uses to acquire information
from the environment, what it does with that information and how it then outputs the information
back into the environment.
The environment may be in any of a finite set, E, of discrete, instantaneous states denoted by e:
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Figure 4.1: Internal Agent Architecture: (A) The Pure Reactive Agent (B)The Reactive Agent [7]
E = {e, e′, ...}
Since in this thesis only the agent will be operating upon discrete states it will be assumed the
environment is discrete. Agents have a range of actions available to them which transform the
state of the environment. Equation (4.1) describes the the action function (Ac) to be the finite set
of actions denoted by α. The environment starts in some state, and the agent begins by choosing
an action to perform on that state
Ac = {α,α′, ...} (4.1)
As a result the environment can respond with a number of possible states. However, there will be
only one final state. On the basis of the resultant state of the environment produced by the agents
actions the agent will again choose another action to perform. The environment responds with one
of a set of possible states, the agent then chooses another action and so on until the environment
has come to the desired state. The desired state is determined by the agents objective such as
maintaining a nodal voltage.
4.1.1.1 Reactive Agent Architecture
The reactive agents splits its decision function into perception and action subsystems. The con-
struction of a reactive agents internal structure is discussed in more depth in [7], in this section
the important operation are summarised.
The function see is the agents ability to observe its environment and action represents the
decision making process based on the observation and its ultimate effect on the environment shown
in Fig. 4.1 A. An example of an agent operation to improve an environment’s state. Is how an
agent may make a decision upon the emulated electrical network environment. The see function
represent an agents interaction with the electrical environment, through measurement. The output
of this function is a percept or perceptual input. If Per be a (non-empty) set of percepts then the
see function becomes
see :E −→ Per (4.2)
which maps environment states to percepts and results in the action function being
action :Per∗ −→ Ac (4.3)
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which maps sequences of percepts to actions. Therefore once the agent has taken a perceptual
input of measurements from the environment, it can then perform an action using this information
to effect the environment, either singularly or in conjunction with other perceptual inputs. This
could be used to determine what the present nodal voltage is within the environment and determine
what action should be taken upon the environment to improve this nodal voltage, if the nodal
voltage is deemed problematic. It then implements an action onto the environment that will result
in a more desirable state in line with the agents objective (maintaining nodal constraint). Such
as altering set point to a PQ controller in the electrical environment. This operation of the agent
function is now considered to be a pair in Eq. (4.4).
Ag :E→ Ac (4.4)
Since in software an action can’t be implemented instantaneous, what needs to be introduced
is a ”maintain state” or an internal sate structure shown in Fig. 4.1 B, which allows the agent
to deliberate on the information it has just taken from the environment before implementing an
action.
If I is the set of all internal states of the agent, the agents decision is based in part on this
information. The perception function doesn’t change so as shown in Eq. (4.5)
see : E −→ Per (4.5)
the action selection function action is defined as a mapping from internal state to actions as
shown in Eq. (4.6)
action : I −→ Ac (4.6)
The additional function is now introduced, this is labeled next. Shows how the agent uses per
to compute a new internal state I, it is the function that deploys the main algorithm to solve the
agents objective, shown in Eq. (4.7).
next : I× Per −→ I (4.7)
The agent starts in some internal state i0. It then observes the environment state e, and generates
a percept see(e). The internal state is updated via the next function . This sets the next function
to next (i0 , see (e)). The action is then performed and the agent enters another cycle. So the agent
perceives the environment (electrical environment) via see, updates its state (determines whether
the voltage is within constraint) via next and performs an operation (if the voltage is not within
constraint implements a change that will solve this problem) via action. This agent representation
shown in Fig. 4.1 B.
4.1.1.2 Summary Of Internal Architectures
The reactive agent architecture is used by the agents implemented in the MAS in this thesis.
This is because reactive agents are fully controllable, this will allow the construction of an agent
based control and coordination system with this internal architecture. The agent operation fits
in well with this architecture, the agent will extract information from the electrical environment,




















Figure 4.2: Hierarchy of the Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents
then implement that decision onto the environment. Once the implementation has taken place the
agents should do the same again until a desired state is reached. There are other architectures
such as logic based [107] and BDI [108]. However since a reactive agents provides the required
operation to perform the objective behind the work in this thesis as well as the agents architecture
simplicity this architecture can be considered adequate. This determines individual construction
of the agents architecture. In the next section how the agents are realised in software and under
what rules the agent communicate with one another is discussed.
4.1.2 Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents
The Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents (FIPA) define the core principles introduced to
standardise construction of a MAS. It provides the JAVA packages and the hierarchical structure
required to run a Multi-Agent system on a platform (PC etc.), and the communicative acts required
for one agent to talk to another [50].
The FIPA hierarchy set up in Fig. 4.2 is the hierarchy which provides a framework for commu-
nication of agents, the physical location of other agents and how the entire MAS managed. In this
section the FIPA standardisation will be explained. The structure of the FIPA is described in [8]
which is now summarised.
4.1.2.1 Agent Platform
The Agent Platform (AP) shown at the top of the hierarchy in Fig 4.2, is the physical location
of the entire Multi-Agent system or an entity of a MAS in the form of a singular agent, a PC,
standalone controller etc. The AP has a single Agent Management System (AMS) which is denoted
by the arrow from AP to AMS in Shown in Fig 4.2. The AP also has n Directory Facilitators
(DF) this is indicated by the has a notation and an arrow in shown in Fig 4.2. Finally the AP also
hosts n agents shown in Fig. 4.2. The platform that was constructed in this thesis exists physically
on local PC. Although the platform provided is centralised it can be considered adequate for the
research objectives of this thesis. Since the decentralisation of the ANM control and coordination




An agent executes instructions based on information provided to it from the environment as ex-
plained in section 4.1.1.1. The agents internal workings are excluded from the FIPA’s overall
concern as FIPA is just a management system. FIPA is only used to convey the information to the
agent and provide the correct addressing and structure to communicate to other important areas
(agents) in the structure. An agent is shown which is hosted by the AP and shown in the centre of
Fig.4.2 uses a Message Transport System (MTS) to send messages. How the agent deals with the
information is up to the desires and tasks the ANM requires the agent to perform to satisfy the
objective of the thesis. This is discussed in greater detail in chapter 5 when the agents operation
and system objectives are set.
4.1.2.3 Directory Facilitator
The Directory Facilitator (DF) provides a directory available to each agent. It exists as part of
the AP shown in Fig.4.2 and of which multiple instances of the DF can exist. It provides a bank
of services that other agents can provide to other agents to use if needs be, a good analogy would
be a yellow pages. This is an optional feature and might not always be implemented which is
determined by the MAS design objectives.
4.1.2.4 Agent Management System
The agent management system (AMS) shown on the right hand side of of Fig. 4.2 is responsible
for managing the operation of the agent platform as a whole, facilitating the creation and deleting
of agents and overseeing transport of agents to and from the agent platform. The agents are
categorised by registering with the AMS in order to obtain an ID which is retained by the AMS
directory, this is shown in Fig.4.2 as containing n agent descriptions, in order to keep and overview
of the current states of agent (e.g active, suspended or waiting).
4.1.2.5 Message Transport Service
The MTS is a very important component of FIPA as it is a service provided by the FIPA to
implement FIPA-ACL messages between agents on any given AP and between agents on different
APs. How MTS structures a message is shown in Fig. 4.3.
For the agent sending the message (indicated by A in Fig.4.3) the MTS provides the instructions
and sequence to create and send a message. First the agent constructs the message itself (red).
The agent then determines the message parameters, size etc. (green). It then determines how the
sent message should be interpreted by the agent received indicated in Fig.4.3 by the payload (blue).
Finally the message is in cased in an envelope (orange) which determines where the message is
being sent. The MTS also defines the instructions for opening a message received by Agent B
indicated in Fig.4.3. First Agent B determines how to open the envelope (red) how the agent
should interpret the message (green), the parameters surrounding the message (green) and finally










Agent A Agent B
Figure 4.3: Message Transport Service
4.1.3 Summary of FIPA
An agent can be designed to undertake a certain behaviour, by interacting with the environment
and taken action on this it is able to alter the environment to achieve a system objective. In order
to create the agent in a software environment it must have a platform to operate on. The JADE
operational platform used in this thesis will allow for the software implementation of an agent.
The use of this structure will allow for the implementation of an agent in JAVA to deploy the
algorithm that will be designed in following chapter.
4.2 Communication between Agents
An agent seldom acts alone, therefore it must be able to communicate with other agents. This
will allow for the formulation of a MAS which is the objective of this chapter. The construction of
which allows the agents undertake their own tasks but communicate with each other. This allows
the agents to influence other agents in the system to achieve on overall objective required from the
MAS. In order to achieve this agents must understand each other when communicating. This can
be achieved through a communication act namely FIPA-ACL [55] which was determined is section
2.2.2.
4.2.1 FIPA-ACL
FIPA-ACL is the common communicative frame work which allows the agents packages to commu-
nicate with each other. FIPA-ACL defines the procedure of how an agent talks to another agent.
It starts with a performative, the intention to undertake the action of sending a message. Once this
is done the next part is defining who the message is from (sender) and where the message is going
(receiver). Then the message content is defined and the message is sent. The FIPA-ACL is the
language the agents will all understand. So it acts as the base language for them to communicate
with each other.
The FIPA-ACL can then be developed to create a more complex communicative interaction
between agents depending on the systems desires. However at this stage acknowledgment of the
















Figure 4.4: JADE architectural elements: A: Alternative Platform B: Main Platform C: Alternative
Platform
the JADE architecture can be explained, which implements the FIPA definitions in a software
framework.
4.2.2 Java Agent Development Framework Architecture
The Java Agent Development Framework (JADE) is the software foundation in which a Multi-
Agent system is built. The literature review conducted showed that the penetration of JADE
within power engineering for the construction of MAS systems is quite high [66, 3, 109, 33]. So
it can be concluded that JADE is becoming the industry standard. It is for this reason it will be
used in this research project. A description of JADE can be found in, Developing Multi-Agent
Systems With Jade [8]. A brief overview will be given here.
”JADE is composed of a set of agent containers that can be distributed over a network. Agents
(Java based programs) live in containers which are the Java processes that provides the JADE run-
time and all the services needed for hosting and executing agents. There is a special container to
be launched and all the other containers must join to a main container by registering with it.” [8]
In Fig. 4.4 the important elements of the physical JADE architecture are presented. The “main
container” shown in the center of Fig. 4.4 is the agent platform (AP) that is launched on a platform
(PC etc.) as a ”bootstrap point” it contains the DF and AMS agents.
When an agent is created in its container it has a memory location which it registers with the
AMS. The AMS then issues the agent with an AID (Agent Identifier) this is a unique address that
includes all the information needed in order to contact the agent its. Its address is held in the
Local Agents Description Table (LADT) and Global Agents Description Table (GADT). So now if
an agent in on one of the AP’s shown in Fig 4.4 (such as once that exists on the main AP) wants
to communicate with an on either of the other APs shown in Fig.4.4.
The agent will search for the address in the LADT failing this it will search the GADT, when
it finds the agent in the GADT the agent will send the message to the agent using the MTS when
on the same platform or another platform through TCP/IP protocols. This is the basic set up
of the MAS, by using FIPA ACL the agents are able to communicate with each other via the
aforementioned protocol.This set up will be used to construct the software environment and the
message transportation protocols.
The JADE build of the agent operation for this thesis set up in is shown in Fig. 4.5.
Here it shows that the main container is on the local PC shown in Fig 4.5 indicated by A. The
agents are within the container in Fig. 4.5 indicted by B, as are the agent management system and
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Figure 4.5: JADE architectural elements Implemented in JAVA on physical platform (PC)
the directory facilitator DF indicated by C and D respectively in Fig. 4.5.
4.2.3 MAS Communicative acts and Decision Making
The system upon which the agent will be realised in software (JADE) and the physical commu-
nication protocols that the agent will use in order to physically communicate with each other
(TCP/IP) have been discussed in the previous section. The actual acts of communication that
will take place across the physical communication structure is discussed in this section. In order
to determine how the acts of communication can be decentralised to allow for a fully decentralised
control and coordination protocol to be developed. This will allow the determination of the extent
of decentralisation as required to be answered in regards to the research questions in section 1.6.
There are presently two main types of communicating acts that takes advantage of the FIPA-ACL
protocol as defined by in [8]. They are the Contract Net Protocol (CNP), and INFORM/RECEIVE
protocol. Each communication protocol offers advantages and disadvantages in the decision making
role. These will be analysed and the one best to satisfy the research problem for this thesis will
be selected. Starting with the Contract Net Protocol.
4.2.3.1 Contract Net Protocol Communicative Act: Centralized Decision Making
By using a FIPA communicative act known as CNP agents are able to ask other agents to perform
a task that meets an objective. With the use of Fig 4.6 CNP will be explained.
 Task Announcement: The agents with the tasks that are to be completed are called
managers, they send out an announcement which generally includes a specification of the
task to be achieved Fig. 4.6. Specification must include description of task itself, constraints,
meta-task information. So in the case of our agents the task will be provision of an ancillary
services, real or reactive power provision;





















Figure 4.6: Contract Net Protocol Visualisation [8]
they wish to bid for the task Fig. 4.6. Factors that an agent has to consider: It must decide
whether it is capable of achieving the task, and must determine the quality in which it can
achieve this and for what cost e.g. price. If it meets the factors it can choose whether to bid
and submits a tender;
 Contract Net Negotiation: All the tenders are received and the bids are stacked in order
of preference (cheapest to most expensive);
 Manager making an award: The manager must choose between bids and decide who
wins the contract, results is communicated to agents that submitted, to either stand down
or complete task Fig. 4.6 thus determining that a contract has been established.
The CNP protocol is used in many ANM implementing MAS such as in [37] and [83]. The problems
with CNP is the procedure is quite complicated especially when implemented on many potential
contractors, which are electrical nodes in the aforementioned work. It also introduces a single point
failure, since the manager performing CNP is at the centre of the negotiation when satisfying the
objective. If the manager agent was to fail it would result in the collapse of the CNP operation.
An alternative to this is now discussed in the following section.
4.2.3.2 INFORM/RECEIVE Communicative Act
The INFORM/RECEIVE communicative act is a simple form of communication between agent
using FIPA-ACL [8]. It is used to form the communication act behind the developed decentralised
decision making technique in this thesis. Each agent can do two communicative actions, INFORM
and RECEIVE. The inform act is the act of sending information from one agent to another, this
shown on the left hand side in Fig.4.7. This INFORM is a broadcast message (highlighted by
the associated agent colour in INFORM, Fig.4.7), an agent can then be configured to RECEIVE




Figure 4.7: Inform/Receive Communication Act [8]
Fig.4.7). This simple communication act can then be coupled with a decentralised decision making
technique. Once an agent has received information, it implements a decentralised decision making
algorithm that makes a decision at each agent based on the information it receives as shown on
the right hand side Fig.4.7. The agent then implements INFORM/RECEIVE again and informs
agents to undertake a task that relates to this decision, whilst receiving information from other
agents about decisions they have made.
By using the INFORM/RECEIVE communicative act it removes complexity of the CNP com-
munication act as well as the single point failure at the point of decision making, since decision
that agent make are undertaken by each individual agent.
Reducing the complexity, the communication overhead and removal of single point failure is one
of the improvements upon the centralised based ANMs the work in this thesis is trying to improve
upon. It can therefore be concluded to be the best solution to solve the research problem in this
thesis to decentralised the communicative acts will be to use the INFORM/RECEIVE message
protocol.
The final important set up of the MAS system is over what physical communication system
will the communicative acts run over and what this means to the operation of the agent system.
The communicative acts are deployed via the message transport protocols. These protocols run
over physical protocols such as TCP/IP outlined in section 2.2. A discussion over the physical
requirements to implement these messaging protocols in term of implementation in the real world
will now be undertaken.
4.2.4 Communication Network Requirements
At present, the DNOs in the UK use point to point communication links over GPRS to gather
SCADA data from the network similar to that developed by ABB [110]. In order to implement any
agent system, the communications network would need to be improved. Two options exist to the
improvement of these communications network that can be considered by DNOs. Public networks,
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such as the internet, or Private networks such as BT Private lines or in house communication based
set ups. The work assumes “a suitable” communication network is in place. In order to determine
where the distribution network presently exists and how any control and coordination schemes will
be operated the present power system operation will be examined.
4.2.4.1 Public Network
This solution would require using the internet. This can have problems since the public network
can become congested to to mass use. This is highly undesirable however the DNO could pay
for guaranteed services to ensure this don’t occur. This approach is taken by SSE in the Orkney
Islands ANM [2]. This is an extra cost might not be deemed acceptable to the DNO but one of
the benefits is the network already exists so it speed up the implementation times.
4.2.4.2 Private Network
Another solution is to build their own network using either GPRS/PLC, but the cost of construction
as well as the problems with the technologies, such as powering the devices or security issues will
need to be considered. The benefit is that DNOs will not have to rely on a third party service
since the network will be fully in-house. The DNO will have full control and could even possible
sell data services to pay for the cost of setup. This leads to is another problem when implementing
a private network, time to roll out the private network.
What can be determined for this thesis is that there is no consensus over what implementation
will be chosen by the DNO, therefore to added robustness to the ideas presented in this thesis the
MAS will be designed to operate on any future implementation of the communications network.
4.2.4.3 Communication Implementation
In Fig.4.8 two types of communications are illustrated. A meshed system “Full Communication
Network” such as that presently used in MAS solutions. This communication network is the most
common and can be built privately by the DNO through the use of a mobile phone network or the
internet etc. Since the MAS makes it decisions from a moderator agent it needs this communication
set up to allow for each agent to communicate with each agent. However this isn’t the only option.
If a communications network was put in place that was point to point based and such only allowed
communication between physically connected nodes. Then present MAS ANM schemes could
not be operated, since they are not constructed to receive their message through a propagation
technique that allows agents to pass messages through one another.
Therefore by designing the agent communication technique such as that in Fig.4.8 “Full Phys-
ical Communication Network”, where agents can only talk to physically connected agents via an
impedance, the agent system is flexible enough to be implemented on existing schemes and very
simplistic scheme without any alteration to its technique. This determines the limit of decentral-
ising the communication network its self.
4.2.5 MAS Network Topology
Now the MAS software and communication environments has been explained. The MAS network
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Figure 4.8: Types of Communication Links
a physical electrical connection is able to communicate with one another. The electrical network
topology is shown in Fig. 4.9 it shows the example network operation of the electrical network
as created in chapter 3. As the key indicates the MAS communication lines are in red and the
agents themselves are in blue, the communication link are implemented physically as discussed
in section 4.2.4.3 and the agents physical location is discussed in section 4.2.2 and shown in the
JADE operation in Fig 4.5 where the agents names e.g. DTAA correspond directly to the node
they are operating on in Fig 4.9.
4.2.6 MAS Communication Summary
The communication operation of the Multi-Agent system determines how the agents understand
one another through FIPA-ACL, how they can interact with one another through the message
transport system and what rules their interaction operate under. In this section it is determined
how the agent will do this in a way that answer research questions, specifically the extent of
decentralisation. The system that will implement the agents is JADE this coupled with FIPA-
ACL will allow for the distributed communication. In order to remove a central moderator the
CNP cannot be used as it places an agent at the heart of the procedure. Therefore the agents
operating need to use a simplistic INFORM/RECEIVE protocol. This will allow the agents to
discuss with one another without a central moderator being used to implement decisions.
Once the decentralised decision making communicative act is determined the physical commu-
nication operation is discussed. It is shown that using the INFORM/RECEIVE protocol allowed
for a simple communications network to be used. This would make the MAS robust, since the
simple communication operation procedure allows the MAS in this thesis to operate on any future
implementation of communication networks a distribution network may used. Whereas present














































































































































































































































in this thesis using the INFORM/RECEIVE protocol will result in a flexible deployment of the
system, robust enough to handle single point failures due to the removal of the central moderator
which is one of the research objectives.
4.3 Integrating the MAS system with the Electrical Network and
Testing
The MAS is implemented and used to control and coordinate the electrical environment in order to
implemented an ANM scheme with the system objective of maintaining voltage constraints with
minimum corrective costs. In the previous section how this MAS can be created in a software
environment and the operation of this system was discussed. Now the MAS will be integrated into
the electrical environment.
4.3.1 MAS Integration onto the Electrical Environment
In this thesis a real time ODE model was constructed in Chapter 3. The MAS will be used to
control and coordinate this ODE model and will be validated against a non-linear power flow
solution. The ODE model of the electrical network is constructed in Simulink. Simulink allows
for the ODE model to consist of a function that can be used to provide a TCP/IP connection
between the ODE models electrical environment and the MAS. This requires some modification
an s-function in order to add to the ODE model to act as an I/O between the MAS. How the ODE
model outputs data the MAS is by using a measurement block which is fed into the s-function, the
s-function, which is a protocol in Simulink that allows the user to insert their own programmable
objects. The S-Function is used as a client/server based I/O to pass information to the MAS.
4.3.1.1 The Client/Server I/O
In Fig. 4.10 the S-Function represents the Client operating in the ODE model. The I/O is based
upon a standard Client/Server network socket set up in C, a socket is a virtual communication link
between one object (e.g.) computer and another. The socket is created by first determining the
port number under which the client will communicate with the server shown in Fig. 4.10 which
exists as part of an agent in the MAS. Once this connection has been determined the host name
of the server machine is set. The socket between the two machines is now created.
The Read and Write procedure Once the socket is created the information that will be sent
and received down the socket will require a buffer. Therefore a buffer is initialised. First the client
(S-Function) reads in the real and reactive power set points of the DG in the ODE model of the
distribution network, from the server (Agent). Once it receives these set points form the server
and then outputs the information from the server into the ODE model of the electrical network.
Next important information about the ODE model, (Voltages and Power Flows) are read into
the client, the information is organised so that when the information is received by the server it
makes sense. This information then is sent from the client (S-function) and received by the server
(Agent). The socket is then closed until the MAS polls this information again. This sets up the
I/O between the ODE model of the electrical network and the MAS.
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Figure 4.10: Simulink (S-Function) to Java I/O algorithm
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Case A:Load (MW) Case B:Load (MW)
Node 1 Slack Slack
Node 2 1 1
Node 3 5 6
Node 4 0 0
Node 5 1 1
Node 6 1 1
Table 4.1: Two Operational States of a 6 node network
Testing the integration Now that the system has integrated the ODE model for a steady state
analysis, a test will be undertaken to show a snap shot in time of the MAS operating on the ODE
network and output steady state results similar to the snap shot shown by ED and OPF results.
The MAS is performing no operations in this test, the MAS is simply inputting and outputting data
into the ODE model in order to show how the data from the electrical network will be analysed.
The network in Fig. 4.9 will be used under two operational load condition shown in Table. 4.1.
Shown in Fig. 4.9 is an example operational base case of the ODE model, whose generation set
points have been as determined by an ED, it is an unconstrained operation. A OPF of the same
network is implemented under similar conditions. The three results, (ED, OPF and MAS) will be
compared with each other here to show how the analysis of the results will take place in this thesis.
This operation condition will be interacted with by the MAS to determine its successful opera-
tion. The MAS can produce a graphical user interface (GUI) of the system and shows the effects
the MAS decisions has on the network, this is presented. In Fig. 4.11. The high-level operation
of the MAS interacting with the network shown in Fig.4.9. Here the agent operating on node 4
in Fig. 4.9 is extracting the present information from the node and can use this information to
undertake its operation which will be explained in the next chapter. The information the agent
extracts from the node is shown in the MAS GUI in Fig. 4.11. In this form each node has an
agent, presently the agents can only interact with the model Fig. 4.9, even though they are able
to communicate with each other, the information they send and receive hasn’t been defined nor
any intelligent actions.
The MAS GUI’s output their I/O information to a central data bank in order for a graphical
analysis to be presented, this is solely to display result for the thesis and does not centralise the
system, since it is not part of the operation, just enables the operation of the MAS to be analysed.
As shown in Fig. 4.12 A and B the important comparable information is the “ voltage profiles” and
the “output real and reactive powers”. Since the steady states are equal, it can be said that the
result from the ODE Simulink model representation are trustworthy as they agree with the power
flow results. It can now be considered that the MAS control of the Non-real time Simulink model
can be use to obtain results for this study. In the next section these results will be achieved for
real-time Simulink model in order to successfully achieve dynamic analysis.
The first test was a snap shot in time. The second tests will be the dynamic analysis of the MAS
operating on the ODE model in Real-Time. What is the electrical dynamics of the ODE network
over a period of 200 seconds transitioning from one steady state to the other shown in Fig. 4.13.
The results shown in Fig. 4.13 “Voltage” “Real Power” and “Reactive power” show the nodal
agent output of Fig. 4.9 and can be compared against the steady state results of the power flow









































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 4.13: Dynamic Operation of Electrical Network MAS I/O
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are comparable. As well as achieving steady state after an dynamic event the other benefits these
results will provide is transient analysis during decision making, the speed of which the MAS can
bring the system within an acceptable range and determine how long the system was violating
constraint and how that violation can be improved by the MAS, how the system handle network
faults and how it sequences its decisions. A determination is only available from a transient
analysis. This information in important is designing and preparing the system for live testing.
4.3.2 MAS Integration with Electrical Network Summary
The MAS integration has shown how that the system can now control and coordinate the two
operational environments, Non-real time and Real-Time. The non-real time operation will allow
for the static analysis of the network. Since its operation is not time dependent the MAS only
provides steady state results of the network. This produces the steady state analysis results that
can be compared to the ED and OPF solutions as shown. The real-time integrations allows for the
MAS to operate on a dynamic environment to determine how it would operate over time in on a
real-network. This provides the analysis needed in order to determine the robustness of the MAS
solution in a real-world environment.
4.4 Constructing the MAS Chapter Summary
What has been determined in this chapter is the agent will use a reactive internal architecture.
This allows for full control over the actions of the agent which is required for ANM that will
use the agents. How the agent can be assembled in the software using the JADE platform and
how the agent will communicate is set via the communication protocol in FIPA. The use of this
protocol determines the extent of the decentralisation of the communication technique as it requires
a centralised platform to operate. The type of communicative act the MAS will use to enable its
control and coordination technique is INFORM/REQUEST. The reason for this is to remove a
centralised decision technique which could result in a single point failure, if the agent operating
moderating was to fail, similar to the set up in [5]. This shows how the decision making technique
can be fully decentralised. Both the communication protocols and the communicative act answer
one of the main research questions. The extent of decentralisation is limited by the actual associated
protocols the MAS uses. Showing that if the communication protocol of the MAS failed the ANM
itself would ultimately fail.
The communication act however allow improvements on the decentralisation of the decision
making. By removing the CNP and replacing it with a decentralised communicative act (IN-
FORM/RECEIVE) the removal of an single point agent failure could be achieved, showing the
benefit the work in the thesis brings over systems that use the CNP protocol.
Once the communicative acts were concluded upon, over what physical communication network
was discussed. Showing the benefits and limitations of each scheme. It was concluded that the MAS
developed here would be constructed in a way to operate from the most meshed communication
option to the least. This would add robustness to the MAS design since the communication
operation implement should not affect its operation. However it does show another decentralisation
bottle neck, if a single link failed or data dropped the MAS system developed here could handle
it. However if the whole physical communication network failed then once more the ANM system
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would fail.
Finally how the MAS can be integrated into both non real-time emulation of the electrical
network to allow for steady state analysis, and how the MAS can be integrated into a dynamic
emulation to allow for transient analysis. The MAS integration with the real-time electrical network
emulation results was published and shows that it provides a network that will provide realistic
network operation for the MAS in this thesis to operate on [39]. Now that the electrical network
has been integrated in a MAS how the control and coordination will be undertaken, how the ANM
schemes operational objective will be achieved, will be discussed in the next chapter.
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5 Developing the MAS ANM scheme
In this chapter a fully decentralised control and coordination technique used by the constructed
MAS to implement ANM is developed. It is a system of agents that make local decisions aimed at
meeting the inequality constraints on voltage for their local bus such that ultimately the constraints
everywhere are met. The agents use bids from local DER to vary their operation away from the
point they would normally operate at in the energy market. Services can be offered between
agents in a cooperative fashion so that non-local resources can be used to solve a constraint, this
is achieved through the development of the DYDOP technique in section 2.3.
The physical reality of how effective local and non-local DER can be in solving a constraint
is recognised by finding approximations to the sensitivity of voltage to each type and location
of action (i.e. rate-of-change of voltage with real and reactive power change at the local and
neighbouring nodes of the network). To maintain the decentralised approach, these sensitivities
are approximated based on locally gathered information plus data passed between agents. The
agents are acting on behalf of the DNO and are accepting bids from DER to take action. These
accepted bids become the cost of constraining the DER to meet the voltage constraints (if any)
and the agents act to try to minimise these costs and move as little away from the energy market’s
unconstrained position as possible.
The chapter begins by developing the DYDOP technique to allow the agents to propagate
information around the network in order to determine their voltage effects around the network in
a decentralised manner.
5.1 Implementing the Decentralised Technique by developing the
DYDOP
The DYDOP technique makes decisions on the network due to the nature of the power balancing
problem being decoupled from global effects caused by local alterations. This decoupling cannot
be achieved in the case of voltage since changes in local nodal power do have an effect on resulting
global voltages. Therefore the idea used in the DYDOP must be expanded, to consider how
do determine power alteration in the network influences voltage effects whilst benefiting from the
decentralised technique it offers. This is achieved by analysing how changes in power effect voltage,
firstly, from the point of the two node network.
In Fig. 5.1 a two node system is presented. Using the same terminology of the DYDOP analysis
this consists of a root node connected to the leaf node. A more electrically realistic description
would be the external network connection (root node) connected to a end of feeder node (leaf
node). When referencing nodes connected to one another the main node is referenced as N,
nodes connected downstream are reference N-1, N-2 and so on and nodes connected upstream


















Figure 5.1: A two node electrical network: (Right Hand Side) Electrical two node network (Left
Hand Side) Vector representation of two node network.
determines its operational state is now discussed step by step.
In order for the determination of the nodal voltage to be fully decentralised the least amount
of information on which a safe determination of the nodal voltage needs to be achieved. In this
way the approach can determine the extent of decentralisation that can be achieved, answering
one of the research problems introduce in section 1.6. This approach is different from the previous
approaches by in [83, 37] to determine these voltage effects by decoupling a centralised based
problem.
The voltage at a node can be calculated using a known approximation technique determined by
Weedy [91] where the voltage at a two node network is considered Fig. 5.1 , the electrical model
on the left hand side can be described by a vector diagram on the right hand side which can be
represented as
VN ≈ VN−1 −VLDN, (5.1)
where VLDNis the voltage drops 4Vpand 4Vq between VNand VN−1 shown on the vector dia-
gram Fig. 5.1 determined by the power flows into node N from N-1 approximated by




VN ≈ VN−1 − RNPN + XNQN
VN
(5.3)
Which can be rearranged into a quadriatic form
V2N −VN−1VN + (RNPN + XNQN) ≈ 0 (5.4)
Using the quadriatic equation, Eq. (5.4) can be rearranged to form Eq. (5.4)
VN ≈





If VN in Eq. (5.5) is partially differentiated with respect to PN and QN change in voltage at the

































V2o − 4XNQN − 4RNPN
(5.9)
This determines the relationship between voltages and power. This can be used by an agent to




Due to the physics of the electrical network the negative term is selected
4VN = −( RN√
V2o − 4RNPN − 4QNXN
) · 4PN, (5.11)
4VN = −( XN√
V2o − 4XNQN − 4RNPN
) · 4QN, (5.12)





V2o − 4RNPN − 4QNXN
· 4PN + XN√
V2o − 4XNQN − 4RNPN
· 4QN). (5.13)
The approximation in Eq. (5.13) allows for the agent at a node to determine changes to its
voltage in regards to the power flowing into its node, which is correct in a two node setting where
the external voltage is stiff, if this approximation is expanded then the agent can determine the
resultant nodal voltage from and upstream change in voltage.
VOldN = VN−1 −VLDN (5.14)
The equation (5.14) can be used in conjunction with Eq. (5.13) to determine the nodal voltage
effect due to changes in upstream voltage shown in (5.15).
VNewN = (VN−1 −VLDN)− (
RN√
V2o − 4RNPN − 4QNXN
· 4PN + XN√
V2o − 4XNQN − 4RNPN
· 4QN)
(5.15)
Now the nodal voltage can be determined by power changes at the node (4PN) which could be
either load or generation changes
4PN = 4PLN + PGN (5.16)
and changes in the upstream voltage (VN−1) as shown in Eq. (5.15). In order for the agent to
calculate Eq. (5.15) it must have access to the required information. Most of the information to
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solve (5.15) is available to the agents from measurements and data provided. Such a PN, QN, and
VN, which are all local measurement and RN, XN which are constants available to the nodal agent
from cable data provided.
By determining voltage affects locally due to local power flow changes and upstream voltage
changes in the manner presented here, there is no need to used decoupled Jacobian determination
as in [37] or a centralised model as in a full Jacobian analysis used in central model techniques such
as an OPF technique [23]. Now that this electrical formulation of the network has been achieved,
through local analyses of nodal voltage effects. How the DYDOP technique can now be adapted
to provide a solution for satisfying voltage constraints is discussed. At present the DYDOP is used
to solve the power balancing problem whilst minimising carbon emissions. However, the objective
of this thesis is to maintain nodal voltages whilst minimising the cost of correcting network DERs
(CPGCC(PG)), the cost of which was discussed in section 1.4 is presented in Eq. (5.17). As the
cost to move the DER dispatch away from its present settled operational point. Where Mpis the
cost of power per unit (£/MWh), (PG) is the desired DER operational point, and (PGmax) is the
maximum operational power the DER (If a DG) can produce in regards to the available energy
source.
C4PGCC (4PG) = −Mp(PG − PGmax) (5.17)
If the DER is a controllable load then its corrective cost function would be.
C4PLCC (4PL) = Mp(PL − PLDem) (5.18)
Where Mpis the cost of power per unit (£/MWh), (PL) is the desired DER (when a controllable
load) operational point, and (PLDem) is the present operational power demand of the DER.
In order to achieve the system operational objective for this thesis DYDOP objective needs to
be modified, from minimising carbon emissions, to minimising the cost of satisfying nodal voltage
constraints. If a cost can be associated to nodal voltages that operate outside of constraints as
well as the cost of correcting DERs, then minimising this cost could result in solving the objective
of maintaining voltage constraints. The DYDOP is adapted to achieve this.
As in the analysis in section 2.3 the leaf node or end of feeder node in the two bus case is where
the analysis will begin. A voltage cost will be associated with node N.
CV
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Where in VNewN is the operating voltage, (Vnom) is the nominal voltage, and d1is the constraint
parameter that determines the point where the voltage is operating outside of the desired con-
straint. This voltage cost function (5.19) results in a bathtub curve symmetrical around nominal
voltage (Vnom) expressed as p.u. The parameter (d1) is chosen to ensure that when the network is
operating the energy market determined dispatch when constraints are satisfied the ANM does not
try to correct the DERs. Only when voltages rise outside of constraints will voltage costs rise to
a point resulting in corrective measures being taken. For example if the cost of correcting a DER
is 10 £/MWh then the when when VNewN is within (0.98≤ VNewN ≤1.02) the cost of the operational
voltage should be greater than 10 £/MWh to avoid correction. Equation (5.19) can therefore be
rearranged to determine the parameter d1 depending on the discrete cost of correcting a DER
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When VNewN is set to the constraint boundary. This ensures that actions are only taken when
nodes are violating their constraints as it is only at this point where the cost of correcting DERs
outweighs the present cost of the nodal voltage operation. This artificial voltage cost curve (5.19)
is applied to all nodes in the network including the root node, in this case the external network
connection point. The higher the nodal cost the more it must be violating its nodal constraints.
In the regular implementation of DYDOP technique, defined by Miller [5], the DYDOP solves
the power balancing problem at the node then sends all this information to the root node, the
root node then calculates the global optimal state and propagates what generator set points other
nodes in the network must be to the other agents to operate in. To adapt this the cost to be
minimised is therefore the nodal voltage cost. Which, as defined, is the cost of the nodal voltage
determined by the artificial cost assigned to the node Eq. (5.19) as well as the cost of altering
power operations that would allow this cost to be reduced Eq. (5.17). Since altering the power
flow at a node could be cheaper in regards the operation of a node outside of voltage constraints as
determined by artificial voltage cost. Finally as shown in Eq. (5.15), the node needs information
about the upstream voltage, this voltage as mentioned will have a price associated to it. Therefore,
the nodal voltage cost (C
VNewN
nodal) can now be expressed as the sum of the artificial cost and the cost
of altering power operations at the node (C4PN) and the cost of upstream voltage changes (CVN−1)




VNewN +C4PN + CVN−1 (5.21)
Where the power costs (C4PN) of are a combination altering the real power generation or load
at node N can be expressed as a cost function:
C4PGNCC (PGN) = −Mp(PGN − PGNmax)£/h (5.22)
Or altering load demand:
C4PLNCC (PLN) = Mp(PLN − PLNDem)£/h (5.23)
These are the cost to correct the output power at the node associated with Eq. 5.16, resulting
in:
C4PN= C4PGNCC + C
4PLN
CC (5.24)
Now the problem can be implemented in the same manner as the DYDOP technique minimising
for voltage cost (which would ensure constraints are met) and minimising corrective cost of the
power generated at nodes rather than minimising carbon emissions.
The DYDOP technique is adapted and implemented by the agents to achieve the system objective
solution for this thesis, maintaining voltage constraints whilst minimising corrective curtailment
costs.
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5.1.1 Phase 1: Value Calculation
The power cost message of the leaf node (end of feeder node) is calculated first. The DYDOP
calculation determines the flow elements flowCO of a vector that is passed from node i to parent iˆ
as shown in (5.25).
PowerCosti−→iˆ = [flowCO1, ...,flowCOy] (5.25)
The terminology that is used in the PowerCost message is altered slightly from the original uses
in the DYDOP, as the information is sent from node N to the upstream node N-1, as this keeps
the notation in line with that of the nodal notation used in the electrical analysis in this thesis.
Therefore Eq. 5.25 becomes Eq. 5.26:
PowerCostN−→N−1 = [flowCO1, ...,flowCOy] (5.26)
In the DYDOP flowCO elements depict the flow between these two lines as shown in (5.27).
flowCO =< fiˆi, γ(fiˆi) > (5.27)
The resulting power flow between two nodes and the cost in carbon emission related to this flow is
important to the DYDOP solution, for the case of solving (5.15) what is important now is the vector
of changes in power flowing into node N . Therefore the notation fiˆiis altered to in order to represent
the electrically analysis in this thesis to 4PN+1 which are the power changes at node N referenced
from N-1 and the resulting vector of the cost of these changes represented previously as γ(fiˆi)
is altered to C4PN+1 . Together this new notation forms the operational states on OFFER from
the node agent. Hence the new representation of the PowerCost message in Eq. (5.25) becomes
Eq. (5.28). The final change is the previous DYDOP operation required multiple elements is
order to solve its equality constraint equation, this can be altered and represented a single element
containing an array of operational state vectors and the flowCO element (5.27) becomes SendPN+1
Eq. (5.29) representing an array of the the operational state vectors, this will allow the agent N-1
to correctly use the information as part of its local voltage calculation in Eq. (5.15).
PowerCostN−→N−1 = [SendPN+1] (5.28)
SendPN+1 =< 4PN+1,C4PN+1) > (5.29)
Where the PowerCost message is sent to the upstream node N-1, and that these operational
states offered by node N when referenced from the node N-1 becomes N+1. An OPCState is
assigned to this as in the DYDOP technique and the information is sent upstream. Since this is
only a single node network there is no need to merge messages.
The DYDOP is developed further here. Presently messages about the operational states of
the nodes are sent from the leaf node (end of feeder node) to the root node (external network)
connection. What is shown in (5.15) is the end of feeder nodal voltage calculation is dependent
upon knowing the VN−1information in order to solve. Therefore a new line of communication
needs to be introduced, that provides the agent at the end of the feeder with this upstream voltage
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operational state and also its associated cost, similar to the end of feeder PowerCost message that
it sends upstream. This new adaptation will be known as the VoltageCost message.
VoltageCostN−→N+1 = [SendVN−1] (5.30)
SendVN−1 =< VN−1,CVN−1 > (5.31)
Where the VoltageCost message is sent to the downstream node N+1, and that these operational
states offered by node N when referenced from the node N+1 becomes N-1. With this information
the end of feeder node can now calculate the resultant cost of its operation and send that infor-
mation upstream. The two type of messages PowerCost and VoltageCost messages can now both
be propagated around the MAS.
5.1.2 Phase 2: Value Propagation
In the DYDOP technique, once the root node (external network connection) has received messages
from all its children (downstream nodes), it would solve the equality constraint problem to deter-
mine the minimum carbon emissions. In this adaptation, the power balancing issues are taken care
of by the external network as explained in section 3.4. Therefore an agent only needs to determine
the minimum nodal voltage cost, since the inequality constraint is built into the cost function.
From the minimum nodal cost, the operational set points that achieve this can be determined that






Which can be simplified to just find the minimum voltage cost to form a vector of all possible









Once the root node has implemented (5.33) the agent at the external network connection will
send a message to its downstream node selecting the operational state that will result in the
minimum cost (which will result in voltage constraints being met for the minimum corrective
costs). The downstream node will implement this operational state demanded from upstream by
linking the demand to the OPCState, as in the DYDOP, to alter the DERs operational set points
at each node in the MAS to satisfy the objectives.
This adaption of the DYDOP should satisfy the full network voltage constraints. Although
not explicitly shown in the paper describing the technique [5] it is assumed this message that
the root node would sent to its children would take the form of an OPCStateMessage message is
similar to the PowerCost message shown in (5.25), but only sending a single state that will contain
the operating point required to satisfy the objective to the downstream nodal agents. This time
information passing from parent to child or ( external network connected to end of feeder node).
OPCStateMessageN−→N+1 = [OPCState] (5.34)
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This direction of information and its contents is similar to the VoltageMessage that was intro-
duced in (5.30). Where the OPCStateMessage is the power and cost desired of the downstream
node N+1 by the node N used in Eq. 5.33 in order to satisfy nodal voltage constraints. The sent
OPCState is formed of BIDS which are referenced in regards to the node that shall receive the
bids. For instance the agent N requires the downstream state N+1 to operate at a certain power,
when N+1 receives this bid then N will become N-1 from the view of N+1.
OPCState =< 4PN−1BID ,C4PN−1BID > (5.35)
Therefore using two messages may be redundant, so the OPCState element in Eq.5.35 that is
apart of the OPCStateMessage in Eq. 5.34 of the DYDOP can be merged with the VoltageMessage
resulting in a single array of vectors Eq. 5.36:
SendVN−1 =< VN−1,CVN−1 ,OPCState > (5.36)
Shown fully as
SendVN−1 =< VN−1,CVN−1 ,4PN−1BID ,C4PN−1BID > (5.37)
VoltageMessageN−→N+1 = [SendVN−1] (5.38)
For completeness the PowerMessage is adapted to include a voltage OPCState or OVCState, this
will be the state that the node N wishes the upstream node N-1 to operate in. This will become
more important when the system is generalised. In this analysis it allows for the structure of both
messages to be the same.
OVCState =< VN+1BID ,C
VN+1
BID > (5.39)
SendPN+1 =< 4PN+1,C4PN+1 ,OVCState > (5.40)
Shown fully as
SendPN+1 =< 4PN+1,C4PN+1 ,VN+1BID ,CVN+1BID > (5.41)
PowerMessageN−→N−1 = [SendPN+1] (5.42)
A short empirical evaluation is shown to prove the correct operation of the adapted DYDOP.
5.1.3 Empirical Evaluation
In this evaluation a two node network is created. The high level description of the network is
shown in Fig. 5.2.
The actual network is an 3 Phase 11kV ODE model of an electrical network interfaced with
the MAS in JAVA. The constraints that define the network in this case have been set to +/-1%
of nominal voltage, therefore (0.98≤ VN ≤1.02). The objective of the ANM is to satisfy voltage
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PV Inverter
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Impedance
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     Load
   (PL,QL)[Electrical]
[Base Values] V =11kV S=10MVA Z=12.1Ω Rline=0.2567Ω 



































0 : 0.0 VN−10 : 1.0 4PN−1BID :0.0 C4PN−1BID :0
Table 5.1: Voltage Message N→ N + 1
constraints for the whilst minimising corrective costs. Each agent is set up to implement the
adapted DYDOP technique. Shown in Fig. 5.2 (pre-ANM) the voltage at node 2 is violating
constraints. Each agents in the networks first action is to determine a vector of voltage states
composed of its presently operating voltage and alternate voltage states that can be achieved from
altering the real power generated at its node. The agents and communication structure of the
MAS is shown in Fig. 5.2 for both the external network connection, denoted as the distribution
sub station or DSS and its connected node denoted as the distribution transformer on feeder A
node A (DTAA).
The operation begins by the agent (DSS) sending its VoltageMessage to the agent (DTAA)
in Fig. 5.2. The message shown in table 5.1 is formed of the nodal operational voltage states
referenced from the receiving node, its associated costs (C
VN−1
0 ) plus the OPCState which is the
BIDS required from the downstream nodes in order to achieve the minimum voltage operational
costs. The OPCState is formed of the change in downstream power desired (4PN−1BID ) from N-




Once the agent at the node (DTAA) denoted as N receives this information from (DSS) denoted
as N-1 the agent can determine its operational voltage states using (5.15). The agent (DTAA)
then costs for its operational power states offers using (5.21) as well as determining the OVCState
the agent (DTAA) would like the agent (DSS) to operate in to achieve the power states. The agent
(DTAA) then forms the PowerMessage it will send upstream to N-1, shown in table 5.2.
The agent (DSS) denoted as N receives the information from DTAA denoted as N+1 . The
agent (DSS) then uses the minimum cost calculation (which will satisfies voltage constraints for
minimum correction cost) to determine the minimal voltage cost state for the network using (5.33).
Once the agent (DSS) N has determined what the downstream power states needs to be it will





0 : 7.3928 4PN+10 : -0.04 VN+1BID :1.0 CVN+1BID :0.0
S: 1 C
PN+1
1 : 7.1236 4PN+1: -0.03 VN+1BID :1.0 CVN+1BID :0.0
S: 2 C
PN+1
2 : 6.993 0 4PN+12 : -0.02 VN+1BID :1.0 CVN+1BID :0.0
S: 3 C
PN+1
3 : 7.0241 4PN+13 : -0.01 VN+1BID :1.0 CVN+1BID :0.0
S: 4 C
PN+1
4 : 7.243 0 4PN+14 : 0.0 VN+1BID :1.0 CVN+1BID :0.0




0 : 0.0 VN−10 : 1.04P4N−1BID :0.02CPN−1BID :6.993
Table 5.3: Power Message N→ N− 1
The agent (DTAA) receives the OPCState from DSS and then alters its operational set point
upon its local DER. After the agent (DTAA) has undertaken this, in the next iteration, since the
calculations are based on changes to power, then the new optimal state 4PN+12 is zero as this
signifies a steady operational state as shown in the new PowerMessage sent from agent (DTAA)
to agent (DSS) as italic in table 5.4.
The upstream node agent (DSS) N-1 receives this new PowerMessage shown in Table. 5.4 from
the agent (DTAA) N. The agent (DSS) N now alters the demanded operational state from the
downstream agent (DTAA) N+1 as shown in Table. 5.5.
The minimum voltage cost state determined by the DSS, using the adapted DYDOP solution,
determined the minimum cost state from the information provide to it by it’s downstream agents.
With these new operational set points implemented by the voltage constraints that were violating
in the pre-ANM representation of the network in Fig. 5.2 have been solved as confirmed in the
post-ANM representation of the network in Fig. 5.2. In order to determine convergence if the
OPCState representing 4PN−1BID are equal to zero and the OVCState nodal voltage BID (VN+1BID )
is equal to the nodal voltage it can be said there is no demand for operational change from the
system and it is operating in a state that satisfies voltage constraints for the minimum correction
cost. This is shown in table 5.4 and 5.5 where the 4PN−1BID is equal to zero as part of the OPCState
which sets the output of generator at DTAA and OVCState denoted byVN+1BID is equal to 1.0 p.u




0 : 7.4121 4PN+10 : -0.02 VN+1BID :1.0 CVN+1BID :0.0
S: 1 C
4PN+1
1 : 7.1468 4PN+11 : -0.01 VN+1BID :1.0 CVN+1BID :0.0
S: 2 C
4PN+1
2 : 7.0210 0 4PN+12: -0.00 V N+1BID :1.0CVN+1BID :0.0
S: 3 C
4PN+1
3 : 7.0576 4PN+13 : 0.01 VN+1BID :1.0 CVN+1BID :0.0
S: 4 C
4PN+1
4 : 7.2831 0 4PN+14 : 0.02 VN+1BID :1.0 CVN+1BID :0.0





0 : 0.0 VN−10: 1.0 4PN−1BID :0.00 C4PN−1BID :6.663
Table 5.5: Power Message N→ N− 1
5.1.4 Summary of Implementing the adapted DYDOP technique upon a two
node network
The empirical evaluation shows that the adapted DYDOP technique allows the MAS to minimise
corrective costs whilst satisfying voltage constraints for a two node network. This size of electrical
network is clearly inadequate for the purposes of the thesis. Therefore this adapted DYDOP
technique needs to be generalised to work on an N bus network. This requires two improvements
upon the calculation operation. The first is to determine the voltage approximation technique to
extend to a N bus network. The second is an implementation of the adapted DYDOP technique
in the previous sections that does not require a centralised decision moderator (the root node) to
determine the minimal cost state.
In the research problem addressed in this thesis, one of the tasks is to see how far a solution
can be decentralised. Therefore the removal of this central moderator must be considered to reach
improve upon the decentralisation of the ANM solution in order to fully answer this question.
This is achieved by developing a generalised nodal voltage approximation technique that can use
the PowerMessage and VoltageMessage to determine the effects of changes in upstream voltage
and downstream power. As well as adapting the DYDOP to be fully decentralised implementing
the decision making technique at every node by increasing the importance of the OVCState in the
minimum cost calculation. How this adaptation is achieved will now be explained in detail.
5.2 The Generalised Agent Algorithm
In order to achieve a generalised agent algorithm, or an agent that can work on any size of network,
the previous two node analysis must be expanded to achieve, full decentralisation, as well as handle
an expanded network. This will be achieved in stages. Stage one, will analyse how an agent N,
can determine its nodal voltage and predict its nodal changes due to changes in upstream voltage
and power flowing into its node. This will allow the removal of any centralised model being
required. This section will look at how the agent can then make decentralised decision based on
these calculations that would allow for it to satisfy the objective on satisfying its voltage constraint
whilst minimising the corrective costs through requesting operations from its peers. Finally how
the agents can allow for other agents to achieve their objectives in the same manner by offering
operational services to them, and how they can then work determine a global solution to the
objective.
Determining the change in voltage at a node without the use of non-linear iterative model
requires a more analytical approach of the radial feeder.
First nodal voltage can be determined by the sum of all the voltage drops to the node as
representing in (5.43).













Figure 5.3: Radial Feeder Analysis
In order to determine the rate of change in voltage at a node for the rate of change in power
flow into the node, Eq. (5.43) can is partially differentiated. This allows for the determination of




































This shows the interdependency of each nodal voltage change in regard to the change in power
flow at its node and the effects this has on altering the power flow at other nodes.
Each node in the network needs to establish local node voltage changes for changes in power. If
the rate of change of power at the node N was equal to the rate of change of power at node N-1
irrespective of losses using the approximation.
PN ≈ PN−1
(∂VN/∂PN ) would be the sum of the sensitivities at its own node and all upstream nodes.














Which approximates the components in Eq. (5.45). However, since the agent system is an
iterative solution, sensible approximations of the components in Eq. (5.45), could allow for a
solution to arise, albeit with a sub optimal outcome in terms of an optimal power flow solution.
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This requires another change to the VoltageMessage the agent will send, since summation pre-
sented in Eq. (5.49), is formed of the calculated sensitivities determined by Eq. (5.48). The
VoltageMessage is then altered to include the nodal sensitivities.







VoltageMessageN−→N+1 = [SendVN−1] (5.52)
This allows the agent to determine the rate of change of voltage over the rate of change of power
at the node. Allowing for N agents to approximate their changes in the system. As shown in (5.15)


















Now that a generalised approximation has been achieved for the agent to determine the resultant
operational states for changes in upstream voltage and power flow into the node. How it can
determine its operational objective without being told from the root node what to do will be
explored. Similar to the two node analysis this will be first shown in respect to the end of feeder
node.
The operational nodal voltage states from Eq. (5.53) can be determined from its local generation
and load changes this can be represented by the vector in Eq. (5.54).
4PN = 4PGN +4PLN (5.54)
It also requires upstream voltage information VN−1. From this the node would previously cal-
culate its nodal voltage cost state, then send that information upstream. However if the agent
could undertake the same calculation at its own node, it would not require the upstream node to
make this decision. Once the nodal agent has received the upstream voltage information. It can
find its own minimum cost state and then select its own action. So now the agent calculates its
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VNewN +C4PN +CVN−1 (5.55)
Where
C4PN = C4PLNCC +C
4PGN
CC (5.56)









The adaption over the DYDOP that has occurred so far is moving the solving for minimum cost
to the nodal agent. However it will also alter what information is sent upstream. The agent can
determine its minimum state but this relies on the upstream nodal agent maintaining its upstream
voltage operation, therefore the OVCState now because very important as it will be used to tell
the upstream node what state the downstream node requires it to operate in to meets its minimum
cost operation. Also there is no need to send the full nodal cost upstream since it already includes
its upstream operational voltage cost. Therefore the PowerMessage sent upstream will include, as
well as the change in power flow at the node, is the nodal voltage cost and the cost of its power




The DSS agent then receives this power message, now the OPCState has become important since
its operation at this state is required for the downstream agent to minimise its cost it then take






Rec − CVN+1BID (5.59)
Where C
VN+1
Bid is representative of the OVCState that is required of it. And C
4PN+1
Rec refers to the
received downstream operational powers. The DSS like the DTAA then implement is decentralised
decision making technique in Eq. (5.57). From this is alters the downstream OPCState, the state
required to find its own minimum cost solution, it then updates its VoltageMessage to include this
and sends it downstream.
Agent DTAA received the updated PowerMessage with the updated OPCState, previously this
state was then selected. The adaption now is that all agents pay other agents to operate in the
desired state. Since this is the case the OPCState then updates the nodal voltage cost calculation




VNewN +C4PN +CVN−1 − C4PN−1BID (5.60)
The final adaptation for this section is C
4PN−1
BID includes the full nodal cost as shown in Eq. (5.58),
this could result in over payment for the operation which could be problematic in the future as it
can hide the result voltage cost that arises from this power state, to remove this problem C
4PN−1GN
Bid is
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Figure 5.4: Three Node Network
calculation should be the removal of the generation power cost in order to achieve the minimum








Agent DTAA now undertakes the now decentralised decision making technique again. Resulting
in the minimum cost state, paying the operational cost to upstream nodes, and being paid the
operational cost from upstream nodes.
5.2.1 The three node network
Now a decentralised technique for finding the minimum corrective cost for satisfying voltage con-
straints has been achieved, however this is this only on a two node network. So now the network
will be expanded to include a third node. The explanation will begin from the perspective of the
agent DTAA which was the leaf node.
Now that it is a mid-feeder node it can receive operational information from downstream as well
as send information about its operation downstream. A third node is introduced Fig. 5.4 which is
named DTAB.
The DTAA agent can now send its operational power information downstream to this node by
constructing a VoltageMessage. Previously this only contained one option in relation to the DSS
agent, now there will be a vector of options. The nodal voltage Eq. (5.15) provides those states.
This is then coupled with the associated operational costs given by Eq. (5.55). This forms the
VoltageMessage shown in Eq. (5.38).
This includes the downstream operational states the agent DTAA would like DTAB to operate
in, in the first instance this will be equal to zero. The message is sent down to DTAB.
5.2.2 Using Upstream Operational Voltage States
The received upstream states VN−1 can be used to determine a vector of upstream states using
Eq. (5.14) from the two node analysis to form Eq. (5.62).
VOldN = VN−1 −VLDN (5.62)
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DTAB now has a vector of operational voltage states, the generalised equation (5.53). Can now
be expanded to include these states (5.63).















The agent can now calculate the vector VNewN for upstream voltage states and its own power
states given in (5.54). Once it has achieved this it can determine the cost of these operational





Using (5.57) the agent can determine its minimum cost state. Once it has achieved this it
constructs its PowerMessage and sends it upstream. Including any OVCState it has selected.
The DTAA agent receives this downstream PowerMessage. There are two cost deductions to
consider here, first the OVCState has been selected is provided by not only the agent DTAA but
also another upstream agent, it must removes both of these costs from it’s overall nodal cost.
OVCState =< VN+1BID ,C
VN+1
BID > (5.64)
The OVCState contains the downstream demand voltage states, this could be achieved from an
operational power state the agent DTAA can provide as well as a upstream node state, by using
C
VN+1
BID to find the demanded cost state the agent can then determine how much of its own power
is required and deduct that cost as shown as −CP
N+1
GN
BID and also deducting the upstream cost that
could provide that state −CVN+1Bid .
Its new updated cost function is now shown.
CVNnodal = C
VN +C4PN +CVN−1 − C4P
N+1
G
BID − CVN+1BID (5.65)
The DTAA agent then solves for its new minimum state. It then updates its PowerMessage as
well as its VoltageMessage including and OPCState and OVCState it wishes to operate in. The
PowerMessage this time will be different as it now has to pass operational states it may have
previously could not provide upstream. This is the final part of the DYDOP adaptation that was
not considered in the two node analysis. It will allow for the full operation of this technique to be
achieved.
5.2.3 Power Message Merging
The message merging in similar to the DYDOP technique. Since the idea of removal of sending
redundant states upstream the same is true here. The DYDOP technique for merging messages
is shown in Eq. (5.66), this was introduced in section 2.3.4.3 as well as the notation. What is
important is that the message is the formation of local power flow generator changes (αg) and load















fci is the sum of the chosen flowCO elements’ flows from each of the children ofvi.
The adapted DYDOP technique in this thesis is not concerned with power flows but the opera-
tional outputs as well as the cost, therefore Eq. (5.66) generator changes (αg) and load changes (βl)
and downstream power changes (fci) are adapted to become Eq. (5.67) with generator changes,
load changes and downstream power changes denoted as (4PLN,4PGN,4PN+1) respectively.
4PN = 4PLN +4PGN +4PN+1 (5.67)
Where 4PN is a vector of power elements summed with the nodes local states, 4PLN,4PGN
and connected downstream agents 4PN+1. A sort function is used to associate the cheapest cost
with operational states in order the ensure redundant states that would never be selected are not
sent. The collected cost terms can be represented as:





This is then sent upstream completing the message merging part. What is fundamentally differ-
ent here is the expanding of the OPCState to include voltage operational states and costs to form
the full VoltageMessage since altering this was never even considered in the DYDOP operation.
Here however it is vital to allow the decentralised decision making technique to work.
5.2.4 Using Downstream Power States
When DTAA receives the downstream operational power and cost from downstream with that
includes the OVCState. This state could be being provided by the nodal agent DTAA or DSS
agent, therefore the cost should be taken away from the merged power message before it is sent
upstream. Therefore (5.58) becomes (5.69).
C4PN+1 = CV
New




The agent DTAA then sends this upstream with its OVCState as shown in .
SendPN+1 =< 4PN+1,C4PN+1 ,VN+1BID ,CVN+1BID > (5.70)
PowerMessageN−→N−1 = [SendPN+1] (5.71)
DSS receives this power message and as before implements its decentralised decision and selects
its OPCState which is sends downstream. Once DTAA receives the upstream power demand it
will introduce the final operational terms.
There are two cost deductions to consider here, first the OPCState that has been selected is
provided by not only the agent DTAA but also by another downstream agent, it must remove both
of these costs from it’s overall nodal cost.
OPCState =< 4PN−1BID ,C4PN−1BID > (5.72)
The OPCState contains the upstream power demand states, this could be achieved from an
operational power state the agent DTAA can provide as well as a downstream node state, by using
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−C4PN−1BID to find the demanded cost state the agent can then determine how much of its own power
is required and deduct that cost as shown as −C4P
N−1
GN
BID and also deducting the downstream cost
that could provide that state −C4PN−1BID .




VN +C4PN +CVN−1 − C4P
N+1
GN
BID − CVN+1BID − C
4PN−1GN
BID − C4PN−1BID (5.73)









It then updates its PowerMessage as well as its VoltageMessage including and OPCState and
OVCState the agent wishes to operate in.
Finally a situation could arise where two upstream nodes could provide the minimum cost
solution. The agent therefore must be able to determine this and implement it. Therefore when
DTAA receive the OVCState from DTAB it must remove any demands associated with its own









Once this is integrated into the VoltageMessage.







VoltageMessageN−→N+1 = [SendVN−1] (5.77)
In can be propagated downstream. The VoltageMessage adaptation allows the overall minimum
nodal cost state to arise this will complete the adaptation of the DYDOP technique.
5.2.5 Voltage Message Merging
Since the original DYDOP technique did not consider sending voltage information then a novel
technique was created. This technique allows for downstream agents to only receive useful voltage
operational states. An agent will not send all operational voltage states downstream, since it could
send redundant states as it is full operational voltage state vector is resultant from downstream
power actions. For instance if agent DTAA receive power states from DTAB it doesn’t want to
send the resultant voltage operational states that arise from action DTAB action are offering. Since
these power operations represented as voltage operation from DTAA, could result in an erroneous
situation as the agents could ask an upstream agent to implement a state they themselves are
providing.
Therefore when sending voltage operation downstream all voltage states calculate exclude down-
stream power states as these operational states are already available to downstream agents. This
ensures agents operational calculations are always realistic.
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5.2.6 Generalised Agent Algorithm Summary
In this section the DYDOP technique was adapted to allow for the benefits it provides through
finding a minimal cost state in a decentralised manner, achieving the same benefits as it has over
centralised techniques and max-sum techniques. It was adapted to allow it to find a solution
for satisfying voltage constraints for minimum corrective cost to the network, rather than power
balancing for minimum carbon emissions. It was also adapted to allow for decentralised decisions
to be made on the network. This fully decentralised technique then removes the need for a central
moderator agent allowing it to continue to make decision upon the network if this central moderator
agent was to fail. In the next section the adapted DYDOP technique will be implemented via a
MAS to achieve ANM.
5.3 Constructing the Generalised Agent
The generalised agent and its operational algorithm in the previous section was constructed as a
software agent. In this section how each important component of the agent algorithm is constructed
and implemented in a software environment, ultimately culminating in the formulation of the
operational nodal agent algorithm constructed in JAVA. This agent and how they interact with each
other agents running the same operational algorithm form the Multi-Agent System is discussed.
Furthermore how the software agent in JAVA interacts with the electrical environment represented
as ODE model of the electrical network is discussed.
5.3.1 The agent GUI
The agent is constructed in JAVA, its HMI (Human Machine Interface) is achieved via a GUI. The
agents operation is not dependent upon the GUI, however for the purpose of this thesis it is required
to clearly show the operational procedures of the agent which forms the MAS when implementing
the ANM. With the aid of the flow diagram presented in Fig 5.5 the internal operational of the
nodal agents is described with each of the following section of the algorithm highlighted.
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Figure 5.5: Nodal Agent Algorithm
5.3.2 Initial System Measurements
The first part of the agent algorithm highlighted in the flow chart in Fig 5.5 describes how agents
determine measurements from the electrical environment. Each agent is assigned a name which
is determined by the DNO, which refers to the electrical node the agent operates upon. The
implementation of the MAS in this section implemented upon the network in section 4.2.5, but
re-presented here in Fig. 5.6.
The agents are named according to its asset name such as the Distribution SubStation (DSS)
which places it at the top of the hierarchy. The next agent is then (DTAA), the assignment
continues for all agents. With this determined, and agent can set up its communication procedures
by addressing itself by its asset name in order for other agents, to set up the correct FIPA-ACL
protocols to allow each agent to communicate with one another as determined in section 4.2.1.














































































































































































































































electrical environment ( ODE model of the distribution network).
This initialisation determines which systems measurements the agents will take from the en-
vironment. These are, the real and reactive power flows into the node, the per unit voltage at
the node and the breaker status are determined in section 3.4. Once the information has been
retrieved the agent receives data from its connected nodes. First by receiving VoltageMessage and
then PowerMessage as shown in the flow char Fig. 5.5 and described in the following two sections.
5.3.3 Receive Voltage Message
After the initial measurements are established, the agents start to communicate with its physically
connected peers, as shown by the electrical network set up shown in Fig. 5.6, since the DNO
at the very least must know the physical electrical hierarchy of its network (in this future this
population of identifiers could be undertaken by an algorithm but for this work it is assumed they
are determined by the DNO and are then set). Once this is determined the agent is able to listen
to messages being broadcast from these physically connected peers, as mentioned in section 4.2.1
the agents use the FIPA-ACL to govern its communication rules and govern its message transport
protocols from a software perspective. From a hardware perspective mentioned in section 4.2.4.3
the communication is of the type point to point, in this system only communication between two
physically connected nodes can take place. This satisfies one of the research objectives of ensuring
the communication acts are decentralised since no single agent receives all messages from other
agents in the system.
The voltage information that is received by the agent is determined by an identifier which refers
to circuit breaker A (CBA) shown in Fig. 5.6, representing the direction in which an agent N
receives voltage information from the N-1 agent. The alternative voltage information identifier is
denoted by circuit breaker B (CBB), representing the direction in which an agent N and receives
voltage information from the N+1 agent.
From this identifier system the agent can determine the physical direction in which is the the
external network connection point is by the type of message the agent receives. If the agent
receives a voltage message, the circuit breaker associated with this receipt of message determines
the direction of power flow to the top of the feeder (upstream). In the example Fig.5.6 the agent
DTAA receives a voltage message at address the associated with circuit breaker A, so the agent can
determine that it receives a voltage message from DSS, the direction of the EHV/HV or external
network connection.
Once it has determined the communication routes, how an agent receives information is under-
taken. In the case of DTAA the voltage array it receives from the DSS agent is the stiff voltage
point (distribution substation). In this example node N is agent (DTAA) so N=2 Fig. 5.6 receives
a VoltageMessage from node N-1=1 Fig 5.6. This VoltageMessage, defined in section 5.2, consists
of a single elements SendV1 shown in Eq. (5.78) which contains an array of vectors.
VoltageMessage1−→2 = [SendV1] (5.78)
The element SendV1 array consists of the important information vectors the agent needs to solve
its nodal voltage calculation determined by (5.63).
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Through the use of Fig. 5.7 the VoltageMessage will be described. The constructed agents GUI
operating upon the electrical environment is shown to emphasize how the VoltageMessage is sent
and received by the agents in the MAS. The VoltageMessage consists of a single element SendV1
that contains an array of important vectors. Shown in Fig. 5.7 the voltage vector of upstream
N-1 voltage operational state offers V1, this is to show their associated costs C
V1 being sent from
agent (DSS) to agent (DTAA).
In order to show a more complete operation of the VoltageMessage the two agents DTAC and
DTAD shown in Fig. 5.6 is explored. In this case agent (DTAD) assigned to node 4 is receiving
a VoltageMessage from agent (DTAC) assigned to node 3, where N=4 and N-1=3. The result-
ing VoltageMessage is shown in mathematically in Eq. (5.80) with the resulting SendV3 element
expressed in a similar manner in Eq. (5.81).









The resulting power bids demanded of N from N-1, 4P3BID, and the associated cost, C4P3BID and
finally the upstream sensitivity components ∂V3∂P3 ,
∂V3
∂Q3
this is clearly indicated in Fig. 5.8.
The sensitivities shown in Fig. 5.8 agent (DTAD) are the result of receiving the upstream sen-







































































































Figure 5.9: Example of A Sent PowerMessage from agent (DTAD) Received by Agent (DTAC),
highlighting operational OFFERS
5.3.4 Receive Power Message
By receiving a message from a direction determined by the circuit breaker. The agents in the
MAS can determine the direction of the external network and the end of feeder. In the previous
example agents (DTAA-DTAE) received a VoltageMessage relating to the physical connection
between themselves and other nodes on the circuit break A indicated as CBA in Fig. 5.6. Thus
determining the direction of the external network and therefore the direction of information. Once
the agent has established the direction of voltage information it can then determine that it will
receive PowerMessage from the circuit breaker B side (CBB). The agent then determines the
correct information identifiers through FIPA-ACL to establish information link between itself and
the agents it will receive power information from. Now the agents can successfully begin to receive
its PowerMessage.
Similar to the VoltageMessage the PowerMessage shown in Eq.(5.84) contains an element of
vectors. The PowerMessage is received by agent (DTAC) which will be the reference node N=3
from agent (DTAD) N+1=4.
PowerMessage4−→3 = [SendP4] (5.84)
SendP4 =< 4P4,C4P4 ,V4BID,CV4BID > (5.85)
The element SendP4 contains the operational power states offers the downstream node N+1 can
offer to node N, represented as a vector of changes in power flowing into the node 4P4. As well
as the associated cost of the operational power state offers C4P4 . This is indicated, in Fig. 5.9.
As well as the change in power flow and cost vectors the element SendP4 contains the bids from
N+1, which consists of the operational voltage the downstream agent would like the agent N to
operate at to to achieve its minimal operational cost state, as well as the cost the agent is willing
to pay. This is clearly indicated in Fig. 5.10.
With both sets of information received (VoltageMessage and PowerMessage), the agents now
have all the information required to implement their decentralised decision making technique. This
forms the next section of the flow chart in Fig. 5.5. This is the main technique used by the agent








































































highlighted by the red box in Fig.5.5.
5.3.5 Decentralised Decision Making Technique
With the received VoltageMessage and PowerMessage in order for the agent to achieve its system
objective the agent must implement a set of operations described in the flow chart Fig. 5.5 and
explained in the following subsections
 The first operation as shown in the flow chart if Fig.5.5 determination of all possible op-
erational voltage states through the use of PowerMessage and VoltageMessage information
received and the associated costs, as well as local operations.
 Determination of its nodal voltage state without the use of a centralised model
 Assigning costs to these determined state which can allow for a selection of an operational
state that meets the system objective.
 Updating the costs power and voltage cost arrays to consider accepted bids
 Finding the minimal cost state that results in satisfying nodal voltage constraints
 Implementing the determined state upon the electrical environment
These algorithm operations will now be discussed.
5.3.5.1 Determination of Operational States
In order to clearly show how the agent determines its operational state vectors from the messages
it receives and it own local available DER power change operations. The agent (DTAD) at node 4
in Fig. 5.6 will be considered as node N or N=4. This will be used as the reference agent to show
the agents construction of its operation implemented in the software.
Once the VoltageMessage and PowerMessage is received the agent (DTAD) determines a vector
of changes in power operational states are available to it and a vector of upstream voltage op-
erational state offers, it does this by cycling through all the states its received (VN−1, 4PN+1)
plus all its local states (4PGN, 4PLN,4QGN, 4QLN) forming two operational OFFER vectors
referenced to the nodal agent that will used the OFFERS. The change in power operational states
OFFERS vector shown in (5.86) and (5.87) as well as upstream operational voltage OFFERS
vector Eq. (5.88).
4P4 = (4PG4 −4PL4) +4P5 (5.86)
4Q4 = (4QG4 −4QL4) +4Q5 (5.87)
VOld4 = V3 −VLD4 (5.88)
There are also the associated cost of these states, which when combined with the local states
becomes for operational power state OFFERS
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With the costs received the next determination an agent needs to determine it is voltage sensi-
tivities.
Once the sensitivity is received in, it can adds it to its own sensitivity calculation equations as
shown in Eq. (5.82) and Eq. (5.83). Once the agent (DTAD) has determined its own sensitivity
and received the upstream sensitivity it can determine its full vector of voltage operational states
without the use of a centralised model. This satisfies the research formulation question of the
extent of the agents ability to determine non-local effects on local actions. Through the use of the
sensitivity approximation technique the agent is able to determine the correct resulting voltage
change at its node due to non local changes (VN−1 and PN+1) and local changes (PGN and PLN).
Which is explained in greater depth in reference to the agent (DTAD)
5.3.5.2 Calculate Nodal Voltage Operational State
This is the decision making part of the algorithm. In [82, 83, 84, 22] their solutions introduce the
inequality problem into the optimization problem in terms of inequality constraints. In this solution
the inequality constraint is built into the cost function, therefore by minimising the cost, minimises
the overall voltage cost therefore providing a more desirable operational voltage state. The equality
constraint is considered to be satisfied by the higher network. By using the information received,
node n selects its minimum operating cost state that maintains voltage constraints. How this is
achieved will now be explained.
The nodal voltage array is an array of all possible voltage states node N can operate in, it is
based on three options:
 Its own DER dispatch, or its ability to increase or decrease its nodal power
 The voltage operating states of node N-1 (Received)
 The power operating states of node N+1 (Received)
When the agents are determining their operational states, upstream voltage states V3 and local
and downstream power states 4P4 are used as part of Eq. (5.89) is used to generate these states.















This is the main equation used in the algorithm. This complete the operational objective two.
Once the Nodal Voltage Array has been calculated each voltage state can be assigned an associated
Nodal Cost set by a cost function.
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5.3.5.3 Cost Calculations
The local cost function calculations consists of many parts. The first part is determination of the
the cost of generation/load change at the nodes are determined by the corrective cost incurred by
altering their ED defined dispatch position.
Where PG4 − PG4max = 4PG4
C4PG4CC (4PG4) = −10(4PG4) £/h (5.90)
And where QG4 −QG4max = 4QG4
C4QG4CC (4QG4) = −10(4QG4) £/h (5.91)
The artificial voltage cost has been developed to allow a cost to be placed on the voltage so that
it is approximately zero when within defined operating constraints zero at 1 p.u. and results in a
large cost if the node is operating outside of these constraints. For the MAS operating the ANM
upon the electrical network in Fig. then constraint boundaries are set to +/-2% nominal voltage
at 1.p.u. Therefore by using (5.20) to determine the constraint parameter of (5.19). The artificial








With the use of the power cost equation and the voltage cost equation it the full operational
states can be calculation can be determined.
5.3.5.4 Nodal Voltage Cost
The nodal voltage cost function assigns a cost to the nodal voltage states within the nodal voltage
vector and cycles through all the nodal costs, updating the states that nodes N+1 and N-1 have




4 − C4P5GNBID − CV5BID − C
4P3GN
BID − C4P3BID (5.93)
The nodal voltage costs calculation allows the nodal agent to operate in a state that might
not have been desirable to the nodal agent when not being provided an incentive by a non local
bid, to take an operational action. Over time this allows for all the agents in the system to use
this technique to determine the global minimum operation state, which satisfies the ANM system
operational objective. Once the operational actions non local agents would like a local agent to
take (in the form of bids) have been received, if the agent is providing this state, the cost needs to
be removed from its associated cost vector, be it power or voltage solutions.
5.3.5.5 Voltage Cost Calculation
The voltage cost calculation determines the cost of the agents operational voltage states. It can
be used to determine the available cost states it can offer other agents.
It will be a service offered downstream. This will form part of the message propagation, or phase
2 in terms of the DYDOP technique, that will allow the agents in the system to determine the
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minimal voltage state that satisfies the system objectives. It will therefore be determined by the
upstream received voltage cost, its own generated power costs and the downstream demand power




4 − C4P5GNBID (5.94)
5.3.5.6 Power Cost Calculation
The power cost calculation, similar to the voltage cost calculation determines the cost of the agent
operational power states. It can be used to determine the available cost states it can offer other
agents, forming another part of the message propagation technique.
It will be a service offered downstream. It will therefore be determined by the downstream
received power cost, its own power costs and its upstream voltage demand cost. It mathematically
expression is shown in (5.95) this will form the cost function as part of the PowerMessage.
C4PN+1 = CV4 +C4P4 − C4P3GNBID (5.95)
These cost can be combined to determine the overall agent nodal voltage cost which it can use to
determine which state to operate in that will satisfy the system objective. It is the implementation
of a downstream demand that allows the agent to determine its minimum operation states. By
taking away a demanded service it makes the state more desirable to the agents when converging
on a solution.
Once this is done the minimum cost state is selected.
5.3.5.7 Select Minimum Cost State
Once all the voltage cost states have been calculated shown in Eq. (5.89) the minimum cost state









This equation calculates the operational voltage state which is the cheapest for the node to
operate in, to maintain its own voltage constraints and also for the benefit of the network, since
it will select the cheapest upstream voltage operational state and the cheaper downstream power
operational state.
If an agent is supplying a demanded solution it will take away this cost from its options making
that state more desirable for other agents when finding the minimum overall cost state, over time
this allows the system to converge on a minimum solution, similar to the DYDOP technique but
implemented by each agent rather than implemented by the agent at the top of the hierarchy,
thus making the solution fully decentralised. The agent can now make a decision determining in
what state to operate so that the demands of the agents connected to it and its own demands are
satisfied. It will do this by determining what state it wishes to operate in and also what state it
wishes it connected peers to operate it. This completes the fully decentralised decision making
technique.The agents then undertake these actions in the following parts of the algorithm shown
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in the flow chart Fig. 5.5.
5.3.6 Voltage Information Sort and Send (message merging)
To minimise data sent the voltage information needs to be sort and send only the most desirable
states. The maximum amount of states is set by the amount of generation states, load states,
upstream voltage states and downstream power states. The downstream power states are already
available to the downstream nodes, so sending all the voltage results would be providing a re-
dundant solution. Once the amount of total state has been determined the, the redundant states
(those already available to an agent from its own operation) can be removed from the voltage array
by determining when the downstream power states are equal to zero. This results in the minimum
viable voltage states available calculated and can now be distributed downstream.
Once the voltage cost array has been assembled it needs to be sent. Since the agent is not
concerned who receives this information it broadcasts the message, in the point to point commu-
nication this will be picked up by a physically connected agent only, but as mentioned in other
communication set up this might not be the case and the information could be useful to another
agent, therefore it is determined to be a general broadcast.
5.3.7 Power Information Sort and Send (message merging)
To minimise data sent the power information needs to be sorted to send only the most desirable
states. Due to the fact there will be states that provide the same power but at a different cost the
agent only wishes to send the cheapest options upstream. To achieve this the DYDOP message
merging technique must be adapted to achieve this. The DYDOP message merging technique
explained in section 5.2.3. Shows how only pertinent information is sent upstream, this is to save
on redundant information. The same algorithmic approach will be undertaken here, adapting in
order to achieve the alternative operation undertaken in this thesis. Therefore the algorithm cycles
through all power states to ensure that only the cheapest operational powers are sent. This makes
sure than any option selected will result in the min cost, which is in line the the objective of
determining minimum generation curtailment cost. Similar to the voltage the power information
is sent as a general broadcast message.
5.3.8 Implementing decision on electrical environment
Once all the demands have been set the agent finally implement its own desired operational state
on the set points it has control over within the electrical environment as shown in Fig. 5.5. This will
alter the electrical environment to its new operational states. This algorithm will then repeat until
the agents converge to a solution on what is the global state that satisfies the objective function.
In the case of this work the minimum voltage cost, which because of the cost associated should
be the state that satisfies voltage constraints whilst minimising curtailment costs. Once this state
has been achieved agents will just maintain this operation. The full algorithm implementation will
now be shown from the perspective of the GUI.
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5.3.9 Operation Example
The GUI example is shown in Fig. 5.11 (to which the following description will refer to) the
technique described in this section is now explained in full by running through the algorithm
shown in Fig. 5.5 and reiterating the important parts.
 Firstly the power flow measurement shown in Fig. 5.11 A (this highlighted on the figure)
and the voltage measurement Fig. 5.11 B (highlighted) are used in conjunction with the
resistance (R) and reactance (X) to determine (5.47).
 This is then used with the received value Fig. 5.11 C (highlighted) to determine Eq. (5.62).
The algorithm then cycles through all the received voltages to determine the full array of its
operational voltage states.
 Then the real power array is constructed using the measurement in Fig. 5.11 D and E and
the received power information 5.11 F, this is used in Eq. (5.86) and Eq. (5.87). All the
possible states are cycled through to complete the power nodal array.
 The sensitivity is then calculated using measurement received Fig. 5.11 G and its local
sensitivity calculation Eq. (5.82) and Eq. (5.83).
 The operational voltage state OFFERS vector (5.62) and operational power state OFFERS (5.86)
and (5.87) are used in conjunction with the sensitivity calculations Eq. (5.82) and Eq. (5.83)
to calculate all possible voltage states Eq. ( 5.89).
 A cost is assigned to these voltage states using (5.93) and is available to the agent Fig. 5.11 H.
 The agent now determines its minimum operational state, by first receiving its the upstream
and down stream BIDS from its physically connected agents which has been shown in Fig. 5.8
and Fig. 5.10
 Then by using Eq. (5.96) the minimum operational cost and most desired voltage operational
state is determined Fig. 5.11 H.
 Finally the agent sends its out demands to its physically connected agents as shown in sections
5.3.3 and 5.3.4.
 The operation then repeats until the agents converge determined by4PN=4PN−1BID and VN =
VN+1BID . This results in the voltage state for each node that meets the system objective of
satisfying voltage constraints for a minimum corrective costs.
5.4 Chapter Summary
The agents and Multi-Agent System in which the agents operate was constructed in this chapter
and will perform active network management upon a distribution network. Without having to
solve for equality constraints the voltage constraints in this solution are determined by an artificial
voltage cost. This is used in addition to curtailment costs and actions other agents in the network





















minimum cost state that will result in a feeders nodal voltages to all be within constraint. Agents
then implement their decision to achieve this state via changes to DERs connected locally at its
node and asking its connected agents to alter their electrical states (provided by their own control
over DERs). The allows for the agents to converge upon a minimum cost state over time, satisfying
the voltage inequality constraint at each node.
By adapting the DYDOP technique in the way presented in this chapter, the solution presented in
this work is able to remove any centralised decision making technique by determining the actions
of all agents to alter a realistic electrical environment thus satisfying one of the main research
objectives.
In the subsequent chapters an investigation into the operational implementation of the developed
technique will be undertaken to determine the benefits and limitations. Two analysis will be
undertaken, the first will be using comparing how the MAS achieves steady state solutions, the
section is how the MAS operates in dynamic situations. This will allow the final research objectives
to be met.
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6 MAS ANM Steady State Analysis
In this chapter the developed MAS (chapter 4) is operated to control and coordinate the ODE model
of the electrical network (chapter 3) with the system operational objective to maintain voltage
constraints whilst minimising the corrective costs associated with the DERs. Through robust
testing the ANM implemented through a MAS is undertaken to determine its success in achieving
this objective. To determine this, for each test, the resulting electrical state the ANM achieves
will be compared against a OPF solution presented in section 3.4. The areas of comparison are
determining the difference in calculation of sensitivities using the decentralized method developed
in this thesis, the resulting electrical state imposed by the ANM and the resulting real cost incurred
through ANMs corrective operation upon DERs to ensure constraints are met. By comparing the
ANM to this optimal result conclusions on the ANM’s success it terms of improving the network
operation can be drawn. The tests undertaken in this chepted are implemented on a wide array
of operational scenarios, to show the MAS ANMs versitility and proving the correct operation
through empirical evaluation.
These scenarios have been devised to highlight theoretical operational states that may take place
within present and future distribution networks. They are set up to test the operation of the ANM
scheme. These operations are determined by:
 Types of Generation On Feeder
 Types of Load On Feeder
 Network topology
The types of network are shown in Fig 6.1.
The network presented in Fig 6.1 are representative of a realistic distribution network set up by
constructing ODE models to provide a realistic operation of a distribution network. The values
used in the models are determined from UKGDS data, all the models constructed in this chapter
are operating as in chapter 3 and are being controlled and coordinated by the ANM constructed
in chapter 4 implemented the decentralised control and coordination technique in chapter 5. The
determination of the sizes of feeder that would give a realistic topology is derived from the models
in [111] and also data from the Low Carbon London project in [112]. From this data four types of
network were constructed:
 6 bus feeder representative of a small network
 9 bus feeder representative of a medium network
 13 bus network representative of a large network.
































































The full network shown in Fig.6.1 is an over view of the full network. Variations of the generation
and load operation within the network create different types of voltage profiles. In this chapter are
set of scenarios are operated that vary the generation, load type, network topology and resulting
profiles in order operate the ANM upon. During each scenario, the operation of the ANM will be
shown. The ANM is implementing corrective measures upon the constructed electrical networks
that will satisfy the constraints due to unscheduled changes. The ANM has an variety of solutions
in which to solve voltage problems, such as re-dispatch of generation and load for both real and
reactive power and also both.
The analysis will begin by focusing on active power curtailment only. In these scenarios the
only option that will be available will be active power alterations. The DNO is assumed to be the
system operator and can also be referred to the DSO. The DSO will implement the MAS ANM
for its own system operational benefits.
6.1 PV penetration and thermal generation on a 6 node network
In this scenario, the network under operation will consist of PV generators (assumed to achieve
a steady power output) and thermal generation that can provide power at market price since its
cost of operation is cheaper than the power offered by the external network. This is to show a mix
future DERs in the form of PVs and also present generators in the form of thermal generators. As
a new scheme will have to incorporate old technologies as well as new. The network topology is
show in Fig. 6.2. This is a high level representation model of the distribution network developed
in chapter 3 controlled and coordinated by the agent system in chapter 4.
The agent system is shown on Fig.6.2 with blue markers representing agents and the red lines
indicating their communication links. The agents are named under the same definitions as in
chapter 5, or through the associated transformer they are connected to. For example the agent
controlling node 3 is named DTAC, this agent will undertake the decision making technique in
order to satisfy the MAS system objective.
The distribution network shown in Fig.6.2 shows the resultant electrical state that results from
the DER dispatch calculated by the ED representing the settled market position as described in
section 2.4.8. The resulting network form what is known as the unconstrained operation, resulting
in no voltages violating nodes. The ANM presented in this section will operate around this op-
erational base case, since there are no voltage violations to correct. During distribution network
operation presented here a scenario be implemented in order to adequately test the ANM operat-
ing upon the network. The scenario that will be implemented consists of a load demand decrease
at node 3 from its previous operational demand of 0.5 p.u. This causes an over voltage event,
resulting in corrective action being required.
For the initial part of the test the resulting operation will be analysed in two ways. The first is
in the form a graphical analysis which will show the high level operation of the ANM drawing out
the important aspect of the operation such as is it keeping voltages within their boundaries and
is the ANM minimising curtailment costs. The second analysis will undertake the same scenario
but from the perspective of the agent GUI. This will focus more on the operation of the agent
system than the resulting electrical state, showing the implementation of the technique developed







































































































































































































6.1.1 Real power curtailment with PV penetration and thermal generation
The distribution network shown in Fig. 6.2 contains three generator, the DER resource which
consists of a PV arrays are inverter interfaces and connected at nodes 3 and 5, additional their
is a thermal generator connected to node 6. The corrective cost of the thermal generator is set
equal to the market cost, it therefore will be paid for for its ability to produce power at this cost,
which is determined by its cost curve which in this scenario is similar to the PV cost curve. These
corrective cost curves are shown in (6.1).
C4PG3CC (PG3) = −10(PG3 − PG3max)£/h (6.1)
C4PG5CC (PG5) = −10(PG5 − PG5max)£/h (6.2)
C4PG6CC (PG6) = −10(PG6 − PG6max)£/h (6.3)
In this scenario the maximum amount of power the generators can produce is 2MW (0.02p.u)
for PV at node 3 controlled by an agent (DTAB), 5MW (0.5p.u.) for PV at node 5 controlled by
an agent (DTAD) and 1MW (0.1p.u.) thermal generation at node 6 controlled by agent (DTAE).
The objective of the agents is to maintain voltage constraints with a minimum corrective costs,
the ANM control actions are compared against a OPF result to determine the ANM’s ability to
maintain constraints and an ED dispatch result, to determine the energy market effects of the
ANM as it operates during the three scenarios.
6.1.1.1 Scenario 1: Steady State Analysis no system change (graphical analysis).
The purpose of the first scenario is to determine the settled market operation point as determined
by the ED. This analysis is developed from the one shown in section 3.4 to include not only the
ED and OPF results but now the ANM result. The graphical analysis and the areas of significant
importance, such as the Voltage Profile and the Real Power Generated at Nodes, as outlined in
section 3.4 still apply.
In this scenario the only dispatchable generator is the thermal unit. This is in order to test
how the scheme can operate around uncontrolled generators. This is the system state that the
operation is unconstrained and therefore requires no action from the ANM. Since any interaction
costs the DNO, if the network is at a settled market operation without violating constraints the
ANM should maintain this operation. Shown in the results in Fig.6.3 all the solutions (ED, OPF,
ANM) agree on the unconstrained state. As shown, all three dispatches result it the same voltage
profile and same revenue and the MAS and OPF have not re-dispatched any set points to achieve
this state.
6.1.1.2 Sensitivity Analysis
As shown in section 5.3.5 sensitivities allow for the determination of the operational voltage state
at each agent this will now be analysed to show the sensitivity approximation in action and what
it means for the agent solution. The ∂V/∂P and ∂V/∂Q sensitivities Eq. (5.82) and Eq. (5.83) are
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Through using full knowledge of the electrical network to create a admittance matrix the OPF
uses a non-linear of a Jacobian technique to determine the the ∂V/∂P and ∂V/∂Q. Since the
sensitivities the agents calculate are an approximation then they will not be the exact calculated
sensitivities as determined by the OPF, the larger the error the worse the approximation. A figure
of 5% has been set for this work similar the the operational error applied to nominal voltages. This
should provide an adequate level of error to determine are sensitivity approximations. In table 6.1
the analysis has been undertaken to compare the two sensitivity calculation of the ANM and OPF
at determined by the unconstrained electrical state of the network in Fig 6.2. The two sets of
sensitivity calculations are compared to each other. What can be concluded is they are within this
5% acceptable boundary that has been set.
1 1 2 3 4 5 6
OPF (∂V/∂P) 0 0.002124 0.004216 0.006115 0.007915 0.009999
MAS(∂V/∂P) 0 0.002110 0.004220 0.006340 0.008300 0.01049
Error % 0.0649779 0.085381 3.687955 4.862857 4.91154
1 1 2 3 4 5 6
OPF (∂V/∂Q) 0 0.002124 0.004243 0.006316 0.008351 0.010435
MAS(∂V/∂Q) 0 0.002120 0.004230 0.006320 0.008300 0.01048
Error % 0.178925 0.315785 0.064916 0.610705 0.433166
Table 6.1: Scenario 1: Operational Base Case no system change: Sensitivity Analysis P & Q
6.1.1.3 Voltage Analysis
Similar to the sensitivity analysis the voltage analysis need to be implemented to determine the
difference between electrical states of the MAS solution on ODE model and the OPF solution on
the power flow model.
In the unconstrained network the solution for the MAS, ED and the OPF should be equal since
no inequality constraints are violated, it would be expected that the nodal voltages are equal.
There is however a slight difference in their voltages. This is due to mathematical solvers involved
in the model operations. The OPF using an interior point method solution, the ED solutions being
a power-flow solution using a non-linear Newton-Rhapson iterative solution and the ANM system
operating upon a ODE model using a linear Runge-Kutta solution.
As shown in table 6.2, the very small error between the two electrical models is the error between
the two models and not the error between the OPF ED and MAS based solution, the results is
negligible and can be approximated to zero.
1 2 3 4 5 6
OPF (V p.u.) 1 0.9997 1.0015 1.0097 1.018 1.0179
MAS (V p.u.) 1 0.999675 1.001474 1.009664 1.017924 1.017849
%Error 0.250075 0.2596106 0.3565415 0.7465619 0.5010315
Table 6.2: Scenario 1: Operational Base Case no system change (Nodal Voltage Error Analysis)
As shown the ANM operating on ODE model and the OPF solution models provide an adequate
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solution of the electrical network, in providing the minimum generation corrective costs while
maintaining voltage constraints. The results also highlights that the ANM operating on the ODE
model can calculate, within an acceptable degree of tolerance, voltage sensitivities and also the
resulting electrical network state, against the OPFs resulting sensitivities and electrical network
state. In the next scenario when an unscheduled load change occurs how these the ANM deals
with such a change is discussed and analysed.
6.1.1.4 Scenario 2: 0.2 p.u Decrease from scheduled load point at Node 3 (graphical
analysis)
In Scenario 2 an unscheduled load change of 0.2p.u. at node 3 will occur, this node is under the
control of agent DTAC. This unscheduled change changes the state of the electrical network. This
change cause the ANM running upon the electrical network to implement corrective actions in
order to satisfy the voltage constraints whilst minimising corrective costs.
Once more three solutions will be compared. The ED solution which is the operational base
case that will operate the system in order to maximising the revenue, this means that the ED
solution will maintain the generator dispatch at maximum, this would result in the maximum
revenue for the generators shown in Fig. 6.4A, Revenue for Power Generated at Nodes indicated
in red. However, this results in the Voltage Profile, Fig. 6.4 in the measure outputs column and
highlighted in red. What is shown here is the ED has allowed for the 1.02 p.u. constraint to
breached, this violation has come at the expense of enabling the maximum amount of generation
revenue.
The other two solutions have operated differently as shown in Fig. 6.4 A. Here the OPF solution
shown in blue and the MAS solution shown in black has allowed the system to keep its voltages
within the +2% nominal voltage boundary. The solution achieved this is by curtailing generation
shown on the right hand side of Fig.6.4 in the graph Real Power Curtailment at Nodes. The
ED solution still operates generator at node 6 at is maximum output of 0.1 p.u. but the same
generation has been curtailed by the MAS and the OPF solution. In fact both schemes have altered
the thermal generation, since this is the only controllable generator.
This corrective cost results in a shortfall in revenue for the generators since they wish to be paid
for this maximum operating power (opportunity costs). The results in shown in the right hand side
in Fig.6.4, Real Power Curtailment at Nodes shows the amount of curtailment that has taken place,
this is the cost that will have to be paid to the generator in order to maintain constraints. The
curtailment has come at a cost to the DSO of £80 for curtailing 0.08 p.u. of power at node 6, this
is shown on the right hand side in Fig.6.4 under the title, DNO Payment for Power Curtailment
at Nodes.
The other costs shown at node 1 is how much the DNO will have to pay a BMU in the imbalance
settlement market, although this cost is not considered in the ANM calculations it does show the
real cost the DNO is causing a generator or load missing out by not exporting this power to the
higher network which the DNO will need to pay to ensure the energy market suffers zero distortion.
As mentioned the voltage profile meets inequality constraints.
The results from both the OPF solution and ODE model are compared once more, for a snap
shot in time and shown in Table. 6.3. It shows that since they both made the same decision
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objectives, since once the constraints has been satisfied both stopped curtailing power.
1 2 3 4 5 6
OPF (V p.u.) 1 1.0023 1.0067 1.0133 1.0199 1.0183
MAS (V p.u.) 1 1.0023 1.0067 1.0132 1.0198 1.0180
%Error 0 0 0.01 0.01 0.01
Table 6.3: Scenario 2: 2MW(0.2p.u.) Decrease from scheduled load point at Node 3 (Voltage Error
Analysis)
Shown in table 6.5 is the ∂V/∂P, ∂V/∂Q sensitivity analysis. It shows that the sensitivities
are within the 5% error boundary. Therefore it is able to calculate its own approximate voltage
state and operational states from information received and the information it sent can be deemed
a sensible approximation by other agents.
1 1 2 3 4 5 6
OPF (∂V/∂P) 0 0.002109 0.004159 0.006103 0.007972 0.010095
MAS(∂V/∂P) 0 0.002120 0.004230 0.006320 0.00834 0.01048
Error % 0.502513 1.707141 3.5573 4.6122 3.8137
Table 6.4: Scenario 2: 2MW(0.2p.u.) Decrease from scheduled load point at Node 3 (Sensitivity
Analysis)
1 1 2 3 4 5 6
OPF (∂V/∂Q) 0 0.002124 0.004243 0.006316 0.008351 0.010435
MAS(∂V/∂Q) 0 0.002120 0.004230 0.006320 0.008300 0.01048
Error % 0.178925 0.315785 0.064916 0.610705 0.433166
Table 6.5: Scenario 2: 2MW(0.2p.u.) Decrease from scheduled load point at Node 3 (Sensitivity
Analysis)
In this scenario the MAS is able to re-dispatch generation in order to maintain the voltage
constraint, it has been able to do this with minimal curtailment costs and its operation comparable
to that of the OPF solution. Now the same scenario will be undertaken to show the MAS system
in operation via their GUI to prove that the operation of the system works correctly.
6.1.1.5 Scenario 2: 0.02p.u. Decrease from scheduled load point at Node 3 (GUI
Analysis)
The initial state is the state in which the electrical network is operating under the settled market
operation as presented in Fig. 6.3. Shown in Fig. 6.5 are the GUI’s that are operating on the
distribution network presented in Fig. 6.2. The important operations of the agents are highlighted
on the GUI representation and marked on the figures in this analysis. The ANM operates under
the same operational objective as undertaken in section 5.3.9.
Stage 1 In the first stage the agents take system measurements, they also send and receive
messages from one another, such as in the case of DTAD, shown in Fig. 6.5, the agent is receiving
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upstream voltage states and downstream power states with their associated costs. These cost are
determined by the artificial voltage costs and the corrective costs as explained in section 5.3.5.3 as
part of the agent algorithm.
Once an agent has received these measurements the agents determine they are presently oper-
ating in the most desirable state. This is shown in the voltage solution section marked A on agent
DTAD in Fig. 6.5. The ANM is now providing the same market settled operations as the OPF
and ED results in Fig. 6.3.
Stage 2: The Altered State The altered state is how the agent acts immediately after an
unscheduled event has occurred. In this scenario after power loss at node 3 Fig. 6.2, it is assumed
the electrical system will reach the steady state which would be the ED result in Fig. 6.4. The
agent will then extract information from its electrical environment and runs its internal algorithm
to determine the voltage costs of this new state this is shown in Fig. 6.6.
The new voltage that the agent has determined and highlighted in Fig. 6.6 A shows this new
voltage violates the +/-2% nominal voltage constraint. Since agent DTAD it presently unable to
curtail its own generation there is nothing it can do by itself but it has received information from
Agent DTAE a set of operational power states which could be used to achieve a more desirable
voltage operation state. Agent DTAE who is also violating the voltage constraint can operate an
improve voltage state, since it has local generation curtailment options at its disposal.
Stage 3: Send and Receive And Decision Making At this stage each agent calculates its
own voltage states as in section 5.3.5 they then each make a decision. From Fig. 6.7 agent DTAC
(highlight on the figure as A), agent DTAD (highlihgted as B) and agent DTAE (highlighted as C)
have determined what state, from its local and received options the voltage state that will provide
the minimum cost to the agents, and due to the voltage cost being built in to this minimum cost
technique will also determine the most desirable voltage state.
At the present time the upstream agents have decided locally that to operate in their most
desirable voltage state requires Agent DTAE to curtail 0.07 p.u. of power. Therefore agents
DTAC and DTAD send their demand and the service payment costs (the cost the agent must pay
the agent to achieve this voltage state) downstream. This brokering of information is shown in
Fig. 6.7 and marked on the figure as, D, E, F, G.
After receiving these demands and calculating its own voltage stage that will result in the
minimum cost, Agent DTAE has decided that to reduce its own power by 0.07p.u., this will result
in the minimum voltage cost state. It will now interact with the electrical environment to undertake
the action shown in Fig. 6.7 and marked as C and moves to alter its generators operational set
point.
The agent DTAE then sends out its own demands shown in Fig. 6.7 marked on the figure as
points H and I. A point to note here is that during this operational state Agent E demands that
Agent D operates at its present voltage state and is willing to pay a high price (from the voltage
demand cost shown in Fig. 6.7 marked as H). This would imply agent DTAE is willing to pay
for agent DTAD to remain in this state, however this cost is a construct of all the costs shown in
Eq. 5.73 of which a large portion of this cost is the artificial voltage cost. The agents only want to
pay for the real cost of power curtailment and will not deduct this artificial voltage cost from the



















































































































































































Once Agent E has implemented its change it is found that Agent DTAD is still in a state that
violates constraints. Why this is the case can be determined by looking at the sensitivities.
Sensitivity Analysis Once the change in generation occurs this change in nodal voltages causes
the re calculated sensitivities (∂V/∂P, ∂V/∂Q) determined by Eq. (5.82) and Eq. 5.83) calculated
for the new network operational state violate the 5% error boundary that has been set shown
in table 6.7. The new sensitivity calculations would make an agents solution less accurate in
determining its voltage states at this point than the OPFs solution. However the ANM voltage
approximation solution is adequate enough for the ANM to determine the correct implementation
that will improve the nodal voltage state and the costs associated with operating in this improved
state, allowing for the result to improve iteratively. This is why this system is an iterative solution.
1 1 2 3 4 5 6
OPF (∂V/∂P) 0 0.002098 0.004112 0.006003 0.007924 0.00986
MAS (∂V/∂P) 0 0.00211 0.004220 0.006300 0.00837 0.01044
Error % 0.586 2.6264 4.9475 5.6287 5.886649
Table 6.6: Scenario 2: 2MW(0.2p.u.) Decrease from scheduled load point at Node 3 (Altered State
Sensitivity Analysis)
1 1 2 3 4 5 6
OPF (∂V/∂Q) 0 0.002124 0.004243 0.006316 0.008351 0.010435
MAS(∂V/∂Q) 0 0.002120 0.004230 0.006320 0.008300 0.01048
Error % 0.178925 0.315785 0.064916 0.610705 0.433166
Table 6.7: Scenario 2: 2MW(0.2p.u.) Decrease from scheduled load point at Node 3 (Altered State
Sensitivity Analysis)
This iterative action allows the agent within the ANM to move closer to the more accurate
solution over time. The agents base their calculations on approximations and estimations of cost,
over time these solutions converge on a more comparable solution to an OPF solution as shown in
the analysis of the agent system against the OPF result. After the agents have implemented their
first decision as shown in the previous section its sensitivities update (using the its approximation
technique) resulting in those shown table 6.5. This allows the agent to implement their algorithms
again, this time Agents DTAC and DTAD determine that Agent DTAE needs to reduce it output
power further as shown by marker D and E in Fig.6.8 generator D is still required to implement a
4PN of 0.01 p.u.
Stage 4: Settled System The settled system shows that the states that the agents have decided
to operate is in fact settled and that this settled state does produce the desired voltage operating
state of all voltages within constraints for the minimum generation cost. The settled state is shown
in Fig. 6.9. What is important here is how the agents in the ANM determine that the agent have
in fact settled. This is achieved by meeting two constraints. The first is that there is no longer any
upstream demand power from any of the upstream agents such as DTAD, this shown in Fig. 6.9 and
marked as B, so 4PN=4PN−1BID . The second is that the ANM solution shown in Fig. 6.9 marked
A that agent DTAD voltage target is equal to the agent DTAE demand VN = V
N+1







































































result can be deemed to be operating at its minimum cost state with no desire to alter its own set
points and that the operational points it desires from the connect agents are the the voltage states
that meet their own minimum cost state as marked in Fig. 6.9 D. It can be concluded that the
agent has converged on a solution over time.
This steady state information taken from the agents here and saved in a central location for
analysis purposes only. The information used is what form the result shown in the results Fig. 6.4.
This gives the full operational voltage profile of the whole system as well as the generational set
points. It can be seen from these results that due to the operation of the MAS system presented here
all voltage are within constraints and that the minimum generation curtailment cost is equivalent
to the OPF solution as already discussed in the previous section. In the next scenario how the
MAS implements its solution with multiple generators, this will allow confirm that the agents can
operate to that same operational standards when faced with multiple state options both upstream
and down.
6.1.1.6 Scenario 3: 0.2 p.u. Decrease from scheduled load point at Node 3 with two
generator available for re-dispatch (graphical Analysis)
In this scenario how the agents handle both upstream and downstream options and determines
its operational voltage that will provide minimum cost state will be analysed. In this scenario
there is a limited amount of curtailment available from the PV generators at node 5 and the
thermal generator at node 6. In this scenario the PV is now controllable up to a curtailment of
0.04 p.u and the same for the thermal generator. The results from this scenario are shown in
Fig. 6.10. The results shows that in this scenario a curtailment of 0.08p.u is implemented by
the MAS (similar to the previous scenario) but this time, the resulting curtailment procedure is
shown to be shared across the two generators, this is highlighted in black in Fig. 6.10, Real Power
Curtailment at Nodes. The OPF solution, highlighted in blue in the same section also shows the
same implementation, this results in the same over revenue cost. As shown in “DSO payment
for power curtailment at Nodes”. The MAS operation will now be investigation to show how the
system undertakes this task during this scenario, using the same GUI methodology.
6.1.1.7 Scenario 3: 2MW Decrease from scheduled load point at Node 3 with two
generator available for re-dispatch (GUI Analysis)
Once the unscheduled change has occurred it results in the same voltage profile as in the result
shown in Fig. 6.6, this time the information available to the agent is different. This is because two
agents are now able to offer solutions to the agents in order to determine a minimum cost state
that result in a desirable electrical voltage state. This is shown in the information the agents send
to each other Fig. 6.11. This shows that the operational power state information received from
Agent DTAE is added the power states of agent DTAD and sent on to Agent DTAC which brokers
the information up stream to the agent at the top of the hierarchy, the distribution substation.
Stage 1: Receiving Information Agent DTAD then sends its operational voltage states down-
stream to Agent DTAE. From this each agent in the Multi-Agent system can determine the min-
imum cost state, this state will allow the agent to operate in an electrical voltage state that is
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Stage 2: Decision Making The agents now have an array of operational voltage states with
varying degrees of costs formed form both upstream operational voltage states and downstream op-
erational power states. From these states each agent can determine their own minimum operational
cost state once an unscheduled load has changed this is shown in Fig. 6.12.
Due to the unscheduled load change the agents have determined that in order for them to operate
in their minimum cost states is for the PV generator at Agent DTAD curtail its generation down
0.02p.u and for the thermal generator at Agent E to curtail 0.04p.u. shown in Fig. 6.12 and
marked on the figure at locations A and B. An interesting operational thing to note here is the
the higher agent, in this case DTAC, has made a decision for the down stream power to alter for
a total of 0.06p.u. Since the downstream agents only send up the operational power states that
cost the least agent DTAC is not concerned with who can provide this state. So agent DTAC just
sends down the total curtailment required in order for it to reach in minimum cost state. This is
shown in Fig. 6.12 marked as D.
At Agent DTAD the agent determines, via its algorithm that of the demanded 0.06p.u that is
demanded of it, it order to reach its own minimum cost state it will only curtail 0.02p.u of this,
while sending its own demand of 0.04p.u downstream to agent DTAE this is shown in Fig. 6.12
and marked on the figure as F. This is what the agents have determined themselves and their peers
should operate at which would allow it to reach its minimum cost state that will produce a voltage
state that meets constraint.
After this has been implemented, once again it is found that agent DTAD is still operating
outside its constraints. Once again this is due to the approximate sensitivity technique used, after
iterating states the sensitivity approximation improves. From the first state shown in table 6.5 to
the the second state (after iterating) shown in table 6.9.
1 1 2 3 4 5 6
OPF (∂V/∂P) 0 0.002105 0.004141 0.006062 0.007901 0.010012
MAS(∂V/∂P) 0 0.00211 0.004220 0.006310 0.00838 0.01045
Error % 0.247054 1.907752 4.085908 6.0625 4.37475
Table 6.8: Results Node 6: Sensitivity Analysis P Scenario 3 (Altered State)
1 1 2 3 4 5 6
OPF (∂V/∂Q) 0 0.002124 0.004243 0.006316 0.008351 0.010435
MAS(∂V/∂Q) 0 0.002120 0.004230 0.006320 0.008300 0.01048
Error % 0.178925 0.315785 0.064916 0.610705 0.433166
Table 6.9: Results Node 6: Sensitivity Analysis Q Scenario 3(Altered State)
At this point agent DTAC decides that it requires agent DTAD to operate at a further cur-
tailment of 0.02p.u this is shown in Fig. 6.13 and marked on the figure as D. Also Agent DTAE
decides, by sending a demand upstream, that Agent DTAD to operate at a different operational
voltage point shown in Fig. 6.13 and marked as E. Both these demands from Agents DTAC and
DTAE are determined by their own nodal calculations shown it the voltage solutions part of the
GUI in Fig. 6.13 and marked on the figure as A and C respectively. On receiving these demands




























































DTAD can be achieve this by curtailing a further 0.02p.u. After this is implemented, by altering
the set point in the electrical environment the system reaches a stable state which will now be
discussed.
Stage 3 The electrical operational states demanded of agents DTAC DTAD and DTAE to achieve
this minimum cost state as shown in the previous Fig. 6.13 have been achieved. At this stage the
minimum cost state of each agent has converged to a solution which results in the voltage state of
each agent to be within constraints shown in Fig. 6.14 and marked on the figure as A B C.
It is also shown that the system is in a settled state. This can be determined since the demanded
states shown in the settled solution of agents DTAC, DTAD and DTAE in Fig. 6.14 marked C D
E, require no alteration to the electrical environment.
From the test implemented in this section it can therefore be concluded that the operation of
the MAS can maintain nodal voltages within constraint whilst minimising curtailment costs. In
order to conclude fully that this MAS can achieve the research objectives more scenarios will
be undertaken to determine robustness of the solution. The next set of scenarios will emulate
situations the MAS system may have to cope with and well as how it undertakes it operation
due to an expanding network. Now that the operation of the agent system has been shown and
expressed in the GUI, the further examination of the system will use the graphical technique and
it is implied the same GUI agent operation is taking place as shown in the previous scenarios to
achieve the graphical results.
6.1.2 Real power increase with PV penetration and altered thermal generation
cost curve
In this scenario how the regulation schemes deal with alternate pricing of generation will be con-
sidered. There are alternate options for maintaining voltage constraints when local generators in
the network may have more graded cost curves than the power being offer from the external net-
work. The network considered in this case is once again a 6 bus network. Similar to the previous
section analysis the PV generators within the network are outputting at their maximum ability
its curtailment costs will be determined by its curtailment cost curve, the thermal generator in
this case has a much more expensive £/MWh cost curve than the external network as shown in
Fig.3.19.
CPG6OP (PG6) = 20(PG6)£/h (6.4)
Due to these cost curves the local load demands (equality constraints) can be satisfied in an
unconstrained manner with the use of the external network power rather the need to operate
the relatively expensive thermal generator present locally within the network. Therefore it is not
presently operating in the unconstrained case shown in Fig. 6.15. Again a series of altering load
scenarios will be implemented on the network to determine how the system acts during period that























































































































































































































































































































































6.1.2.1 Scenario 1: Steady State Analysis no change
During this scenario the economic dispatch is in its operational base case, the OPF solution and the
MAS ANM solution maintain this unconstrained solution, shown in Fig. 6.16A Measured Outputs
under the title, Voltage Profile. This is the result expected in order to minimally impact the global
optimal dispatch since it results in the most favourable economic situation, it terms of curtailment
costs, that results in the MAS ANM ability to maintain constraints. In the next scenario how
MAS ANM will operate during load demand rises within the network will be considered.
6.1.2.2 Scenario 2: Rise in real power demand at node 3 of 0.4 p.u.
In this scenario the real power demand in the network Fig. 6.15 has increased at node 3, the
increase is 0.4p.u. The resultant voltage profile due to this change shown in Fig. 6.17 A, Voltage
Profile. Due to this load change the agents in the system have not altered the environment in
anyway, this is because no voltage constraint violation has occurred since the external network can
provide this power. This is the cheapest option in terms of generator curtailment costs, to provide
the power to the feeder to satisfy this load change in order to meet the equality constraints. This
is confirmed by the graph, Payment for Power Curtailment at Nodes, Fig. 6.17 B, since neither
the OPF solution nor the MAS ANM invokes a generation change.
6.1.2.3 Scenario 3: Rise in power demand at node three of 0.45 p.u.
In this scenario the load demand has continued to rise at node 3, it is at this time that the use of
the external network to provide this power demand will cause the system voltage profile to fall a
node to violate the lower 0.98 p.u. voltage constraint. This is shown in the ED results indicated
in red shown in Voltage Profile Fig. 6.18 A. The agents in the MAS scheme in this situation has
determined that expensive thermal generation now needs to be increased to 0.05p.u in order to
reach a minimum cost stage that will result in maintaining the voltage constraints, this is shown in
Fig. 6.18 B, Real Power Curtailment at Nodes indicated in black, its solution is comparable to that
of the OPF indicated in blue. This is because the use of the external network real power would
result in the increase artificial voltage cost at each node (since it causes a violation) to the point
where using the local thermal solution becomes results in the cheaper solution when converging on
a minimum cost state.
This results in the DSO having to pay for the thermal generation. From the cost curves in Eq. 6.4
the resultant cost to the DSO for operating the generator is £10/MWh. This is shown graphically
in Fig. 6.18 B, DSO Payment for Power Curtailment at nodes. Also show in this results From the
node 1 cost this shows that DSO is saving from not using the higher networks generation. However
the cost of using the local thermal outweighs this saving and the overall is a net cost results in the
DSO paying for the use of thermal constraints.
The result presented in this scenario shows the ability of MAS system to use expensive local
network solutions instead of relatively cheaper non-local higher network generation solutions and
that answer is comparable to an OPF solution. Although this may not benefit the DSO in terms
of cost it has to pay to the supplier of this generation, it does once more achieve the maintenance
of inequality constraints. Also in respects to the research objectives the MAS solution is able to
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as shown in the Voltage Profile, Fig. 6.18 B.
6.1.3 Load curtailment with PV generation and EV penetration.
What has been analysed so far is the 6 bus network with load changes that cause voltage constrain
violations. This has invoked the MAS to implement a changes to the generator dispatch within
the network. In this scenario generator changes will cause voltage constraint violations that will
result in the MAS invoking changes over controllable loads to solve these voltage problems. As
was shown in the formulation of the agent algorithm in section 5.3.5.1, the agents can implement
load corrections as well as generation curtailment. What will be analysed is the ability to increase
load in order to deal with the voltage rises in the feeder due to a large influx of real power in the
feeder locally.
In order to implement a controllable load as a solution then two assumptions need to be made:
 The cost of load is similar to that of a generation curtailment solution and that the DSO,
similarly will pay for this increase.
 The OPF solver uses a generator to absorb real power to represent a load with this cost curve
applied to it. This will allow it to act like a controllable load and that this representation of
a load is an acceptable model.
To implement these assumptions the theoretical cost curve for the load is shown in Fig. 6.5.
CPLNOP (PLN) = Mp(PLN)£/h (6.5)
The network analysis will begin its operational base case is shown in Fig. 6.19. The network
set up in this example has passive loads and non dispatchable PV generators. The difference in
this example to the previous scenario’s network is the controllable inverter at node 3 will be able
control power absorption rather than production in the case of a generator inverter.
6.1.3.1 Scenario 1: Operational Base Case No Change
In scenario on the operational base case will be analysed. As in the previous test scenarios the
operational base case is determined by the economic dispatch which is determined to be set by
the global optimal dispatch solution. Once more it is around this solution that the MAS ANM
will operate. In Fig. 6.20 A under the title Voltage Profile the MAS and the OPF solution have
determined that in order to maintain voltage constraints the system need not implement any
changes to the generation shown in Fig. 6.20 A, Real Power Generated at Nodes, already set by the
global optimal dispatch, this is due to the resulting profile being within the defined constraints.
The MAS ANM and OPF determination that there should be no change on the present operation
of the network is highlighted in Fig. 6.20 B, since there are no alterations present in any of the
graphs. There is a slight difference in the data presented here. In the previous scenarios real and
reactive power at the nodal generators was shown. Since real power generation will increase in
this scenario and be solved by re-dispatching a controllable load, the load demands at the nodes
are shown in Fig. 6.20 A, Load Power Demand at Nodes. In the next scenario a generation change
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6.1.3.2 Scenario 2: Increase of power +0.15 p.u. at node 4
In this scenario an influx of power at node 4, caused by the PV generator shown in network
Fig. 6.19. If left to operate uncotrolled the ED solution will cause the voltage in the feeder to
rise outside of its upper constraint of 1.02p.u. as shown in Fig. 6.21 A the graph Voltage Profile
indicated by the key. The MAS ANM solves this voltage constraint violation that results in the
minimum cost state by altering the load at node 2, increasing it by 0.04p.u shown in Fig. 6.19.
This is shown in the results Fig. 6.21 B, Voltage Profile indicated and the load increase is shown
in Fig. 6.21 B, Real Load Curtailment at Nodes, it is also shown that the result is similar to the
OPF result also indicated on the same set of graphs in blue. Since the load has been increased
this increase will have to paid for by the DSO these curtailment costs are shown in Fig. 6.21 B,
DSO Payment for Power Curtailment at Nodes based on its cost curve shown in Fig. 6.5 this will
be £4.8 £/MWh. By using local load solution the DSO is missing out on exporting the energy
to the external network, this missed opportunity cost is shown at node one in Fig. 6.21 B, DSO
Payment for Power Curtailment at Nodes. In summary what the result has shown is that the
MAS ANM can successfully satisfy the voltage constraint using local controllable demand to allow
for unscheduled generation increases and that solutions it implements are comparable to the OPF
solution as shown in the graphical analysis Fig. 6.21.
6.1.4 Summary
In the scenario in this section a 6 bus network was analysed in order to determine the MAS in
order to alter real power dispatch under a set of varying operational scenarios. What was shown
in both graphical and GUI analysis that the MAS was able to implement its algorithm in order to
determine converge on a minimum cost state that kept the voltage constrains satisfied. It was able
to achieve this during unscheduled load changes using local generation curtailment solutions and
load solutions, in situations when the system violate both its lower and upper voltage constraints.
So far the MAS operation is satisfying the research problems. Its ability to achieve the same
operation on a large network which will be considered in the next section.
6.2 PV penetration and thermal generation on a 9 node network
In the following scenarios in this section how the MAS operates on an expanding electrical network
in order to show that the MAS can converge on a minimum cost state whilst maintaining voltage
constraint and ultimately determining the MAS robustness on larger systems. In the first scenario
the electrical network has been expanded to a 9 node network will be investigated similarly to
the 6 node network in the previous section. The scenarios in these studies will not only focus
on load drops caused by unscheduled load changed but also voltage profile types. It will look at
whether high generation concentrations at mid feeder and end feeder to determine whether this
will affect the outcome of the MAS operation. This will show the systems ability to provide its
system objectives in generation output scenarios that may occur within a distribution network.
The first analysis will take place on a voltage profile similar to that of node 6 where the generation
is concentrated towards the end of the feeder. It could be expected that the MAS ANM will make
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agents will assign similar voltage costs to the node as determined by the artificial voltage cost
function shown in Eq. 6.6
CV
New







6.2.1 End Feeder Generation
Show in Fig. 6.22 is the 9 node network, as in the 6 bus network it is composed of passive loads and
controllable PQ inverter connected to generator sources. MAS operates on the network once more
to maintain voltage constraints and its physical expansion is also shown here, indicated in the key.
Also shown in Fig. 6.22 is the global optimal solution for the equality constraints as calculated
by determining an ED, this determines the generator dispatch and the resultant voltages. This
results in the unconstrained operational point to which MAS will operate around, in the analysis
a high generation output at the end of the feeder is operating. In this analysis there are two
dispatchable generators at node 5, node 7 as well as an non-dispatchable generators at node 3
whose operational state will be determined by DTAD, DTAF and DTAB respectively. All the
generators are PV sources connected to the network via an inverter. Their cost functions are
shown in Eq. 6.7.
C4PGCC (4PG) = −10(PG − PGmax) (6.7)
As in the previous test unscheduled load changes will be implemented on the network to deter-
mine, this will cause the electrical state to change. It is therefore the MAS ability to control and
coordinate the network during these changes to determine voltage constraints are satisfied.
6.2.1.1 Scenario 1: Operational Base Case No Change
In this scenario the analysis the graphs shown in Fig. 6.23 A shows the resulting voltage profile,
generation dispatch and generation operating costs due to the resultant unconstrained ED solution
for satisfying equality constraints. The OPF result and the MAS system operation determine
the same generational dispatch, since no constraint is being violated. The Voltage Profile result
in Fig. 6.23 A is the result of a relatively large generation production at the end of the feeder
(specifically node 7). The following scenarios will determine whether a voltage profile caused by
this dispatch will result in how the MAS or OPF solutions determine their dispatch when voltage
constraint are violated.
6.2.1.2 Scenario 2: Load Drop 0.1 p.u. at node 6
In this scenario an unscheduled load drop of 0.1p.u. takes place at node 6 operated by agent
DTAE the resulting voltage profiles, generation dispatch and costs from the solutions resulting
from this change are shown in Fig. 6.24 A. The ED solution Voltage Profile in Fig. 6.24 A shows
the results of maintaining the generators at their maximum economic output, this operation causes
a voltage constraint violation outside the prescribed 1.02 p.u. limit. The MAS scheme has altered
the dispatch of the generators to maintain these constraints.
The curtailment implemented by the MAS scheme and the OPF solution is shown Fig. 6.24 B,
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due to the curtailment the resultant Voltage Profile shown in Fig. 6.24 B is within constraints,
it can therefore be concluded that the MAS ANM and the OPF has achieved the objective of
maintaining the voltage constraint.
The resulting dispatch for the OPF is different than the MAS ANM in this situation. The
MAS has shared the power curtailment amongst its available dispatchable generators to satisfy the
constraint, by implementing a generation curtailment of 0.03 p.u at generators DTAD and DTAF
as shown in Fig. 6.24 B, Real Power Curtailment at Nodes. This results in a cost of 6 £/MWh to
the DSO as shown in Fig. 6.24 B, DSO Payment for Power Curtailment at Nodes.
The OPF solution has curtailed a single generator to 0.06 p.u to maintain constraints, this
difference in result between the two dispatches are shown in Fig. 6.24, Real Power Curtailment
at Node. The more important result to note here is the “DSO payment for power curtailment
at nodes” shown in Fig. 6.24 B. Since the resultant cost is what the DSO will actually pay and
that the curtailment between the optimal solution OPF and the sub-optimal solution MAS ANM
results in the same, overall system curtailment cost, 6 £/MWh, it can be concluded that the MAS
ANM does provide a correct solution for the minimal generation curtailment cost.
The reason for this difference is to do with the MAS ANM solution. The MAS ANM determines
the curtailment by minimises a cost function to determine the minimum cost state to operate at.
The inequality constraint and curtailment costs are built into this cost function via and artificial
voltage cost and curtailment costs. Since the generators that are supplying the solutions are both
operating at a similar voltage, then in terms of providing a minimum cost state offers no clear
difference in choosing between these solutions. Therefore the MAS ANM converges on solution
that results in the minimal curtailment to be split between the two generators.
The OPF solution is different and provide the full optimal solution via full centralised analysis
of the entire network which has resulted in it preference to choose a single generator. A more in
depth analysis into the OPFs interior point method would need conclude exactly why this is the
case. Which is outside the scope of this research therefore what can be determined is that an MAS
ANM provides a sub optimal solution which does achieve the same minimal generation curtailment
cost, that can be considered acceptable so long as the overall objective of the operation which is
to maintain voltage constraints and minimal generation curtailment cost is achieved. In the next
scenario how MAS ANM operates due to changes in loads under voltage profiles where generation
is greater towards the middle of the feeder will be assessed.
6.2.2 Mid Feeder Generation
In this set of scenario the MAS ANM will be tested during its operation on a network that has
a greater generation output into the network at the middle of the feeder as shown in Fig. 6.25.
The network model presents the load and generation states as well at the nodal voltage states
determined by the global optimal dispatch solution provided by an ED solution to represent the
unconstrained operation point. Similar to the previous section there are the the same amount
of PV DERs connected to the network and once more the dispatchable generators are at node 5
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6.2.2.1 Scenario 1: Operational Base Case No change
In this scenario the voltage profile and generation dispatch and costs are shown in Fig. 6.26 A
for the unconstrained network operation in Fig. 6.22. The ED representing the global optimal
dispatch, the local OPF solution and the MAS ANM operating around this point. The generation
output being greater at the middle of the feeder (node 5) creates the distinctive “voltage profile”
shown in Fig. 6.26 A. In the next scenario how the MAS ANM operates on a network with this
voltage profile will be assessed. This will allow for the determination of the robustness of the MAS
ANM scheme and it ability to deal with varying voltage profiles that could arise in distribution
network. The first scenario will result demand at node 6 in the network Fig. 6.22.
6.2.2.2 Scenario 2: Drop in demand of 0.05p.u. at node 6.
In this scenario a load demand drop of 0.05p.u has occurred at node 6. The results in a alteration
in the network state. If the generators remain in their present dispatch they determined by the
ED solution and shown in Fig. 6.27 A, Real Power Generated at loads it will maximise their
opportunity cost shown in Fig. 6.27 , Revenue for Power Generated at nodes. This results in
the most economically beneficial solution for the network operation. However, this ED solution
will incur a voltage constraint infringement as shown by its resultant Voltage Profile shown in
Fig. 6.27 A and marked on the key. The MAS has been able to maintain the voltage constraints by
agent DTAF determines that its minimum cost state arises from curtailing its generator at node
7 by 0.03p.u as shown in Fig. 6.27 B, Real Power Curtailment at nodes. The cost to the DSO for
implementing this solution therefore is 3 £/MWh as shown in Fig. 6.27 B, DSO Payment for power
curtailment at nodes. In the results the OPF uses the solution of altering the generator power at
node 5 by 0.03 p.u as shown in Fig. 6.27 B, Real Power Curtailment at nodes, this results in the
same cost to the DSO of 3 £/MWh shown in Fig. 6.27 B, DSO Payment for power curtailment at
nodes.
This results in a different Voltage Profile shown in Fig. 6.27, however both the MAS ANM and
the OPF voltage profiles are within constraints and both pay a the same price in terms of the DSO
cost for minimising curtailment costs. Therefore is can still be determined the the MAS ANM is
still fit for purpose.
The MAS ANM system decisions of what should be dispatched was different than when genera-
tion was concentrated at the end of the feeder. As mentioned in the previous analysis the artificial
voltage cost has an influence in the decisions the agents make and this artificial voltage cost is
determined by the cost function Eq. 6.6. Whereas in the solutions where generation was greater
at the end of the feeder in section 6.2.1.2 the generators that could offer curtailment solutions had
a similar artificial voltage cost, since they were operating at similar voltages. In this solution the
downstream generators have a smaller artificial voltage cost since it is operating at a lower voltage,
therefore when the MAS ANM system in converging to a minimum operating state downstream
generation appears to be cheaper in the decision making algorithm of the agent as the artificial
voltage cost is not as high as the upstream scenarios, this therefore determines downstream gen-
eration change to be more beneficial to achieving the minimum cost state. The OPF once again
chooses the single generation to alter due to the nature of its calculation technique, these results
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So far it has been shown that the MAS is able to maintain voltage constraints for minimal gener-
ation curtailment cost in a manner comparable to the OPF and also on an ever growing network.
It is able to do this without any increase in complication to its calculation due to the nature of the
distributed solution and the decentralised decision making technique taking place. However the so-
lutions the MAS is implementing are different depending on the type of voltage profile determined
by the generation on the feeder. As shown in the results in sections 6.2.1 and 6.2.2. When the
mid feeder voltage is high is due to the voltage artificial cost function shown in Eq. 6.6, it places a
higher cost on up streams operational solutions, this makes the downstream operational solution
cheaper to the agent when solving for its minimum cost state, as shown in section 6.2.2. Therefore
when converging to a solution, as shown in the results the agent in the MAS ANM will chose the
downstream solutions. When agents providing solution nodal voltages are more even as shown in
the end feeder results the MAS determines that distributing this curtailment between generators
results in the minimum cost state as shown in section 6.2.1.
In the next scenario an feeder with more nodes will be assessed, to not only confirm the MAS
is ability to meet its system objective but show once again that it can achieve this irrespective of
the growth of the network.
6.3 PV penetration and thermal generation on a 13 node
network
In this final analysis on how the MAS maintain voltage constraint by curtailing real power gener-
ation a 13 node network was analysed to determine the MAS ability to operate on larger feeders.
By successfully maintaining the constraints on this larger system the MAS can be considered fit
for purpose for achieving the research objectives. The 13 bus model is shown in Fig. 6.28. As
in the previous test carried out in this chapter the network shows the unconstrained operation as
determined by the ED. It shows the generator dispatch and load demands and the resultant nodal
voltage from this dispatch. This network will be the operational base case for the MAS system to
operate around, it will now be analysed graphically.
6.3.1 Scenario 1: Operational Base Case No Change
In this scenario the ED dispatch that determine the global optimal dispatch will provide the
operational base case for the scenario. The resultant Voltage Profile shown in Fig. 6.29 A is
determined from the equality constraints which have been solved to meet provide the generator
dispatch shown in Fig. 6.29 A, Real Power Generated at Nodes that results in the most economical
benefit for the generators connected to the network shown in Fig. 6.29 A, Revenue for Power
Generated at Nodes. Since this is the operational base case the OPF solution determines the same
dispatch and the MAS agent determine the minimum cost state is the dispatch that results in the
solution as ED. This can be concluded since their voltage profiles are all equal as well and their is
no curtailment taking place as shown in Fig. 6.29 A. In the next test how the MAS operates under
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6.3.2 Scenario 2: Decrease in 0.09p.u. at Node 9
In the graphical results , it is shown that the MAS is able to maintain the objective function of
maintaining the voltage constraints shown in its Voltage Profile, Fig. 6.30 B. However the MAS
ability to minimise for curtailment costs is no longer comparable to that of the OPF solution this
is shown in Real Power Generated at Nodes, Fig. 6.30 B which will ultimately result is a greater
cost to the DSO shown in Fig. 6.30 B DSO payment for Power Curtailment at Nodes.
The reason for this is once more due to the weight the artificial cost function adds to upstream
and downstream solutions, this conclusion is verified since it the same reason why the agents don’t
split the dispatch amongst the curtailable generators. The agents in this solution, similar the
previous mid-feeder results Fig. 6.2.2, determine in order to operate in the minimum cost state the
generator at the end of feeder should be implemented solution rather than splitting the curtailment
as shown in the results end of feeder results section 6.2.1.
6.3.3 Summary
What has also been shown in these results is the MAS ANM disagreeing with the OPF on which
generator to dispatch, this is once more due to the artificial voltage cost since upstream solutions
that the OPF is implementing appear higher to the agents solution. These show the limits to
the sub optimal solution when using the cost function shown in section 5.3.5.3. Although the
MAS ANM is able to maintain constraints, under certain operational conditions such voltage
profiles such as the mid-feeder profile the MAS ANM can meet its system objective of maintaining
constraints, but its solution start to become more expensive in terms of curtailment to the DSO.
This is the trade off between the optimal centralised solution and the solution presented here,
the artificial voltage cost and determining its voltage state allows for the development of a fully
decentralised solution but due to these approximation technique the solution remain sub-optimal,
although successful in its objective to maintain voltage constraints. This will now be discussed in
greater depth at the end of this chapter.
One solution to improve upon this operational weakness is to use solution that result in no cost
to the DSO. All the previous solutions are based on real power curtailment, this will ultimately
be the most expensive solution for DSO since it deals with altering generation within established
power markets. It is also presently implemented in MAS ANM solutions such as Orkney where
real power is curtailed based on established contracts as discussed in Chapter 1. However this loss
of revenue for operating the system can be removed, if reactive power could be used then it would
be practically free since at present there is no reactive market. In the next analysis how reactive
power could be used as a solution is undertaken.
6.4 PV penetration and thermal generation 9 node network
(Reactive Power Analysis)
In present electrical power systems reactive power is used as a solution in transmission systems
to undertake corrective voltage methods, such as shunt or series reactive solutions or in recent
developments via power electronics solutions such as DVAR, as used in the Orkney Islands case
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generation and absorption of reactive power that would lead to voltage regulation techniques to
be implemented. This can be taken relatively free of charge since there is presently no provision
for charging for reactive power DER provide under the BETTA mechanism definitions in chapter
2, compared to expensive real power curtailment solutions shown in the same chapter. In order to
show the benefits of making reactive solutions available to the agents in order to determine their
minimum cost states the 9 node network Fig. 6.25 developed in section 6.3 is analysed using the
same operational base case. The analysis of the MAS and OPF solutions against the ED during
unscheduled load or generation events will also be implemented for the reactive results.
6.4.1 Q Cost Curve
The MAS solution needs an operational cost for the reactive power (Q). If Q was free then in terms
on the minimum cost state the agents would dispatch all available reactive Q to bring the solution
to 1.p.u, this would be a large impact to the global optimal dispatch. The introduction of Q should
only be implemented as a support solution and should only be used as such. Therefore the cost
curve of Q should have the same linear characteristic as P but with a slightly cheaper marginal
cost. This is an artificial cost and would result in no cost in real terms to the DSO operating
the scheme. Only the agents would use this artificial cost as part of its minimum cost solution.
This would mean that only in situations where voltage violates constraints will reactive solution be
sought as a solution for the agents similar to real power solution. This enables the MAS to chose
reactive solution over real power solution which will bare a real world cost. With this established
the first scenario will be implemented.
6.4.2 Scenario 1:Operational Base Case No Change
As mentioned in the introduction to this section this scenario will operate on the same operational
base case as determined in Fig. 6.26.
In these results, there is no alteration to the generator dispatch from the ED solution. Both
the OPF and MAS scheme determine this is the case and the is verified by their voltage profiles
being equal. This is exactly what you would expect to see in line with the real power results. This
means that when Q is available the MAS ANM will dispatch the generation similarly to when P is
available. When there is no need to implement it it won’t, thus as before this minimise the impact
of the global optimal dispatch. The result therefore is the same as that shown in Fig. 6.26. In the
following scenarios similar changes in load will be operated and this time only Q is available to the
MAS to maintain voltage constraints for the minimum generational curtailment costs.
6.4.3 Scenario 2: Decrease of 0.05 p.u. at Node 6
In this scenario the an unscheduled load change occurs at node 6 decreasing by 0.05 p.u., if the
generators are left to provide the maximum economic output this causes a voltage constraint
violation as shown in Voltage Profile the economic dispatch result Fig. 6.31 A. In the real power
analysis of this example (section 6.3) only the ED solution could maintain the maximum generator
dispatch resulting the maximum revenues to the generators in the network. This was at the cost
of voltage infringements. The MAS ANM was then able to successfully curtail generation in order
to maintain the voltage constraints by curtailing real power at the expense of the DSO.
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In the result presented in Fig. 6.31 A this scenario the generators are able to output to their
maximum state shown in Fig. 6.31 A, Real Power Generated at Nodes. This is is able to be
achieved since the MAS is able to converge on a minimum cost state that only re-dispatches Q
to -0.05 p.u. as shown in Fig. 6.31 A, Reactive Power Generated at Nodes. Therefore if reactive
power is available, as has been assumed here, it can be used to regulate the voltage at no cost to
the DSO as shown in Fig. 6.31 B, DSO Payment for Power Curtailment at Nodes.
Similar to real power curtailment solution, the OPF solution determines that Q generator is
dispatched between the two generators, but only one generator is used in the MAS ANM solution,
this is expected as the same artificial voltage cost is applied to the Q solutions as it was the P
solution, this verifies the MAS ANM actions are consistent regardless the operational solution. In
this case the MAS ANM is able to maintain voltage constraints of +/-2% nominal voltage p.u. as
shown in the Voltage Profile Fig. 6.31 A. Even though is has chosen to increase the reactive power
greater than the OPF solution, the difference isn’t large and as shown in Fig. 6.31 B Reactive
Power Curtailment at Nodes. In real cost terms this still have zero cost to the DSO as shown in
Fig. 6.31 B, DSO Payment for Power Curtailment at Nodes, this would adequately solve the over
curtailment the MAS ANM implements in the real power solutions in situation where the mid
voltage feeder has a greater concentration of generation.
6.4.4 Scenario 3: Load Profile Change
Most of the scenarios that have implemented in this chapter focus around loads changing at the
middle of the feeder or at the top of the feeder, determined by where the feeder connected to the
external network. In this scenario a load change at the end of the feeder will be implemented the
MAS ANM operation during the change in the network. A new operational base case is therefore
determined and shown in Fig. 6.33. The network shows the dispatch of generators due to the load
demand to solve equality constraints as determined by an economic dispatch, also shown in the
resultant nodal voltage as well as the agent system operating upon the network. The network set
up the operational base case is shown in Fig. 6.32.
This new operational base case still has a relatively larger generation at node 5 to cause a mid-
feeder Voltage Profile as in section 6.2.2 this is shown in the graphical analysis Fig. 6.33 A. The
loads demands were altered to highlight that the MAS ANM can be implemented on load changes
at the end of the feeder under this voltage profile, since the previous results focused on load changes
mid feeder, this is to offer completeness to the testing and highlight the robustness of the MAS
ANM system. In Fig. 6.33 the MAS ANM operating on the operational base case and the OPF is
shown to agree with the dispatch of the ED highlighted in graph Real Power Generate at Nodes
and also shown in their comparable Voltage Profile. In this scenario the generator at node 3 (agent
DTAB) is not producing any power leaving two dispatchable generator node 5 (agent DTAD) and
node 7 (agent DTAF) offer reactive solutions. The end feeder unscheduled load change will now
be implemented on the network.
6.4.5 Scenario 4: Drop in demand of 0.05p.u at node 8
The load change implemented at the end of the feeder will cause the voltage profile to violate
constraints if the generators maintain their maximum real power output that reward them with the
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The ED voltage profile indicated in red violates the voltage constraint. The results also show
the MAS is able to maintain voltage constraints in Fig. 6.34 B, Voltage Profile. To achieve this
the agents choose to dispatch a single generator to -0.05p.u. at node 7 in order to converge to a
minimum cost state. The is similar as other results in this chapter where generation is large at the
middle of the feeder, this is highlighted in Fig. 6.34 A, Reactive Power Generated at Nodes. The
OPF has chosen to split the reactive power dispatch in its solution. Once more it is shown also
that the overall reactive power dispatch from both schemes difference is small shown in Fig. 6.34 B,
Reactive Power Curtailment at Nodes. It also offers this solution at no cost to the DSO making it
once more a far more attractive solution than real power curtailment shown in Fig. 6.34 A, DSO
Payment for Power Curtailment at Nodes.
6.4.6 Summary
The MAS has successfully maintained voltage constraints using local reactive power solutions.
It has been able to implement it in such a way that is comparable to the OPF solution, in the
summary to the real power curtailment tests the MAS system was shown to choose options that
cost the DSO more in curtailment costs than the optimal solution. By implementing Q solution
the MAS can achieve maintain the voltage constraint without any real cost to the DSO making the
solution desirable to the DSO. Also shown is that the MAS is able to verify its operational actions
by implementing Q solutions similarly to P solutions on load changes at any point in the feeder.
This allows the robustness of the MAS operation to be confirmed. In the final analysis both P
and Q solutions will be used to determine the operation in situation where network topologies can
influence operational decisions.
6.5 PV penetration and thermal generation (Real and Reactive
Power Analysis)
In this analysis how the MAS system solution operates on a network with an altering topology is
considered. In the previous tests it has been shown how the MAS can use real power curtailment
and reactive power curtail on varying types of voltage profiles on varying types of network size pro-
viding a fully decentralised solution for maintaining voltage constraint in the distribution network.
However there will be limits to both real and reactive curtailments in the real world, as well as
reconfiguring network topology solutions which may render some previously determined minimum
cost state solutions unachievable economical. In this section a new network configuration is tested,
to determine how the MAS operates with both real and reactive power solutions available to it
during these imposed operational limits and topological alterations.
The new network topology is presented in Fig. 6.35. It consist of 6 nodes with load demands
satisfied by the constraint solution provided by the ED, this determined the generator dispatch
which results in the voltages shown at the nodes. The difference in this network is the introduction
of a normally open point. In real distribution networks normal operation points are use re-organise
a network to bring part back online that are lost due to line faults. In this scenario changes in
loads will be undertaken and the MAS will implement both P and Q solution. As well as this
network reconfiguration will take place to determine its affect of the MAS decision making and to
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6.5.1 Scenario 1: Operational Base Case No Change
The first scenario is similar to the other tests in this scenario. more the system begins in its
unconstrained operating state 6.36. The network is in its operational base case as determined
by the ED the network will experience three unscheduled changes. During each change the MAS
be implemented and its result compared to the OPF and the ED this is to determine is ability
to maintain voltage constraints for the minimum generation costs. The results shows that in the
base case the MAS and OPF maintain the ED solution. It is determined by comparing its Voltage
Profile and its Power Generated at Nodes in Fig. 6.36 A. The unscheduled changes to the network
will now be implemented.
6.5.2 Scenario 1: 0.2p.u Real Power Loss at node 3
in this scenario an unscheduled loss of 0.2p.u. occurs at node 3 (DTAB). This causes the voltages
on the feeder to increase as there is a surplus of power on the network. Shown in the result the ED
maintains the dispatch and nothing else. Both the OPF and MAS dispatch available reactive power
at node 5 in order to curb the rising voltages on the feeder. What is shown in the Voltage Profile,
Fig. 6.37 A is that when the electrical network feeder voltages start to rise towards constraint,
but don’t violate a constraint, when free Q is available a reactive solution is implemented that
does improve the system, this is shown in Fig. 6.37 B, Reactive Power Curtailment at Nodes. The
OPF solution also shows in the same graph that is dispatching Q to begin to solve the problem of
voltage rise. Since this reactive solution is considered free it has no effect of the revenue and its
payment is therefore zero as shown in DSO Payment for Power Curtailment at Nodes, Fig. 6.37 B.
6.5.3 Scenario 3: 0.24 p.u MW Real Power Loss at node 3
In the next scenario another loss of 0.24p.u. occurs at node 3 (DTAB) once more, placing the
cumulative losses at 0.44p.u. This time a voltage violation would occur unless re-dispatch occurs by
the MAS as shown by the Voltage Profile in Fig. 6.38 A. Once more both the MAS scheme chooses
to dispatch reactive power to solve the problem and this is the same solution implemented by the
OPF shown in Fig. 6.38 A, Reactive Power Generated at Nodes. It is at this point reactive solution
reaches its limits due to the imposed limits placed on it by the generator. However, at present
operation with the agents determining that to operate in its minimum costs state implementing
the full reactive Q absorption at node 5 will maintain voltage constraints. This results in no cost
to the DSO under this operation as shown in Fig. 6.38 B, DSO Payment for Power Curtailment
at Nodes.
6.5.4 Scenario 3: Network Reconfiguration at Line 3-4
In the final scenario line 3 (DTAC)-4 (DTAB) shown in Fig. 6.35 suffers a fault causing the network
to be reconfigured (this configuration is determined by the DNO). This new network configuration
opens DTAC’s CBB1 and DTAD’s CBA 1 Fig. 6.35 and closes DTAC’s CBB2 and DTAD’s CBB2
plus the NOP to bring the end of the feeder back on line This new network reconfiguration causes,
changes the X/R ratio. In the pre-fault network the ratio of the line that was switch out was 1:1,
but this reconfiguration changes it to 1:2, this diminishes the effect the reactive solution previously
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situation before it can solve the voltage constraint problem. The MAS now has to curtail real
power to bring voltages within constraints this is shown in Fig. 6.39 B, Real Power Curtailment
at Nodes. It is shown that the revenue drops Fig. 6.39 B, DSO payment for Power Curtailment at
Nodes. This drop in revenue is shown in the voltage regulation schemes payment costs since it is
losing 100 kWh and being paid at 10£/MWh it is losing 1£/MWh in revenue. This is the costs
the DSO will have to pay the participants who have been curtailed to make up the shortfall in
measured output revenue and opportunity costs.
6.5.5 Summary
What has been shown in the hybrid solution is that the MAS can maintain voltage constraints due
to operational limit on it solution and during network reconfiguration scenarios. The MAS was
able to hold off using expensive solution until the network reconfiguration forced the minimum
cost state to recalculated results in real power curtailment this is because of the limits to the Q
solution to be reached faster due to the altering X:R ratios that can take place in networks.
In electrical networks ∂V/∂Q changes are very important as they are relatively free compared
to ∂V/∂P changes. In a voltage control situation the MAS would use the reactive compensation
first. This ∂V/∂Q sensitivity like the ∂V/∂P sensitivity is affected by the same physical properties.
Generally or at least for transmission the X:R ratio is so large that ∂V/∂Q changes have a bigger
effect over voltage changes so they are used to solve voltage problems and real power is generally
untouched.
In distribution the X:R ratios are more similar, in the case of an X:R ratio being 2:1 it could
be found that the use of reactive power is still has to most effect on the solution for minimising
curtailment costs but the sources will have var limits and the MAS has to able to operate and
find a solution when this occurs. Depending on the X:R ratio depends on the effect the MAS can
derive from ∂V/∂Q changes, it is able to change the Q dispatch in a network to solve for voltage
constraints but it reaches its upper limit you must then start implementing ∂V/∂P changes instead
to maintain the voltage constraint. If the X:R ratio alters it could result in this “free” Q solution
limit being reached faster for the same amount of Q output since ∂V/∂Q changes quite rapidly
or even in a case of 1:2 the ∂V/∂Q limit is reached so much faster it forces the solution could
be forced to curtail power almost exclusively. Therefore from a distribution network standpoint
it is important for the MAS to be able to implement both solutions since alterations int the
network factor can alter the impact of reactive solutions forcing the implementation expensive
power solutions.
6.6 Conclusion
In this chapter the MAS developed in chapter 4 implemented the fully decentralised control and
coordination technique developed in chapter 5. It was ran on a set of realistic electrical networks
developed in chapter 3 with the use of economic arguments developed in chapter 2. The MAS
system objective was to maintain voltages within a set of constraints set at +/-2% nominal p.u.
voltage whilst minimising generation curtailment costs. By testing the MAS on an array of realistic
distribution networks with varying amount of nodes, generation and loads resulting in varying
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when unscheduled load or generation changes occurred resulting in voltage constraint violations.
It was found that when real power curtailment options were available to the MAS, be it through
generation curtailment of load curtailment the agents in the system could converge upon a minimum
cost state when the voltages where violating constraints, to bring them back within constraints.
Under certain voltage profile conditions it was determined that the agents would always choose
the cheapest curtailment option, but this decision was sometimes influenced by the artificial voltage
cost, that made lower voltage solutions more attractive to agents minimum cost state solution. This
sometimes resulted in a sub-optimal solution that was different from the OPF solution. Although
this was found to be the case the MAS system could still maintain the voltage constraints in the
network and the resultant curtailment costs were not too far removed from the OPF solution. It
also was found to only occur in certain situations such as when generation was concentrated in the
middle of the feeder.
In order to solve this problem the use of a reactive power solution can be implemented since
a reactive solution presently will provide no cost to the DSO that is operating the scheme. The
reactive solutions showed that the MAS was able to meet the system objective of maintain voltage
constraints whilst minimising generation curtailment costs the agents converge on a solution that
successfully re-dispatched the reactive power available at the nodes in order to solve the constraint
problem. Using the reactive power results in no cost to the DSO which is a desirable outcome.
Finally a hybrid analysis of using both real and reactive solution was undertaken to show that
the MAS can meet its system objective by implementing the cheaper reactive solution until is can
no longer be used and then implementing the real solution resulting in minimal curtailment costs.
The MAS was able to successfully achieve this on a network during topology reconfiguration.
In terms of the research problem the MAS technique is a successful since it can meet the objective
of maintaining voltage constraints whilst minimising curtailment costs using fully decentralised
decision making technique. Although this come at a price to the DSO in some cases as the
solution is sub-optimal in terms of the OPF solution, it balances out due benefit this technique
brings to a DSO in reaching its solution.
Through the use of the sensitivity approximation technique the agents were able to determine a
solution for their voltage states that required a reduced amount of information from its environ-
ment. As was shown in the testing this resulted in the approximation of the voltages having an
error associated with them which results in iterations to occur since the agent system could not
determine the exact minimum cost state in one shot. However by implementing such a technique
resulted in an acceptable level of accuracy over time to allow the MAS to converge to a solution
comparable to the OPF with a significantly reduces amount of information being sent around the
network.
Since the MAS is able to achieve it using a fully decentralised technique implementing a local
linear calculation operated over a basic communication network. It is also able to achieve this
solution by operating around the global optimal dispatch and with minimal economic impact.
Overall this would allow the DSO to implement the MAS scheme with relatively little disruption
to its present operational practices. In the next chapter how the system developed here will be
implemented upon a dynamic real-time environment to show how the system needs to be adapted
to provide these operational benefits in a real world environment.
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7 MAS ANM Dynamic Analysis
The static analysis presented in chapter shows the resultant state of the system after actions
implemented by the MAS have settled to a steady state. The steady state analysis was important as
it shows that the MAS can maintain voltage constraints whilst minimising generation curtailment
costs. In order to achieve the research objectives to determine whether the MAS can achieve this
dynamically on a real-time electrical environment a set of tests are undertaken in this chapter. It
will be shown how the system is able to achieve the steady state result in a dynamic environment
and the challenges associated with this operating during network reconfiguration and determining
the correct sequence in which to exact changes over the electrically environment. The first section
will look at the results in the previous section but against time in a dynamic environment. The
system used in this chapter is now the Real-Time ODE model environment. In order to achieve the
research aims this thesis it is required to operate the MAS upon a electrical network representative
of a real world dynamics as possible, without the use of a live network.
7.1 MAS Operating in a Real Time Environment
In chapter 6 it was assumed communication was perfect, immediate and results implemented
synchronously and the system settled to steady state instantly. In the a live operational system
this is almost never the case. Therefore the MAS operating in a real-time environment must be
adapted to deal with dynamics in order to implement and maintain the steady state solution. The
adaption will be implemented on the agent algorithm in Fig. 7.1 that is an abridged version of the
agent algorithm in chapter 5 Fig.5.5, in order to meet the same operational functions as in the
steady state operation but dynamically.
7.1.1 Agent internal operation during dynamic operation
In order to achieve the desired agent behaviour, the agents in this work have been designed to
implement a cyclic behaviour, meaning it will continuously implement the same behaviour over
and over. This is exactly what is needed from the agent in order to make decisions on its operation
to satisfy voltage constraints and maintain them for an indefinite time period. The order in which
it implements this behaviour is determined by the agent algorithm set up as shown in Fig. 5.5.
One thing that has been built into the agent to control its operation in a dynamic environment
is the control of the frequency its operation. Since the agent is controlling a realistic electrical
environment its implementing set points on inverters will alter the electrical network from one
steady state to another, this will not be achieved immediately and transients will arise in the
dynamic environment. This addition to the agent algorithm, Fig. 7.1 (7.1.1) allows the agent
operation to pause for a period of time before its next cycle, to ensure after it has implemented its
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Number of total operations 
Received Information Up to date count (seconds)
Node position to Higher Network Substation
Time to receive information from 
Higher Network Substation (seconds)
Time to receive information from 
End Of Feeder (seconds)
Node position to End Of Feeder
Figure 7.2: The Dynamic GUI Interface
state measurement. In Fig. 7.2 the agents GUI is shown, the agent counts every time it complete
a code execution and a pause. In the case show here its Number of total operations has executed
10 times. Since the operation is asynchronous the agents operate in terms of behaviour executions
rather than seconds to operate its decision by.
7.1.2 Message Propagation
An agent will send information to another agent and this will take time to complete. This is
dependent upon the communication systems being used. In this thesis the agents operate on a
local area network. Although they can operate on separate platforms the research objectives here
are not concerned about the physical communication architecture implementation of the MAS, but
whether it can operate, in its distributed manner, regardless of this architecture.
Message propagation is important as it is used in the decision making technique of the agent,
also since information is brokered the agents want to make decisions on the most recent informa-
tion about the system since using old information can inhibit decisions, since the agent could be
interpreting an environmental state that doesn’t exist. The operations do not over ride the pro-
tection operations and therefore to guarantee security of operation any decision made still has to
oversight from the protection operation to ensure safe operation. If a message propagation delay is
implemented to allow for the agents decisions to be undertaken on the most up to date information
from the environment. This will be analysed using the operational scenario presented in section
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6.4.4. Its network and operational base case in shown in Fig. 7.3.
When the agent sends a message (in the case of Fig. 7.3 agent DSS), it attaches a positional
incrementation to that message. In the case of DSS this will be 0 since it is the substation feeder
and therefore the origin node. When DTAA receives the voltage message it increments this position
by one to determine it is one incrementation away from the substation. From this, the agent DTAA
can determine that it has the most up to date information about the network after it has received
one message. The can be explained further as shown in Fig. 7.2. The agent DTAD, is able to
calculate the amount of nodes on the network and the time delay from the upper most receiving
point to the lowest among the feeder. This is shown in Fig. 7.2 Node Position to Higher (external)
Network Substation and Node Position to End of Feeder.
The GUI, in Fig. 7.2, shows agent DTAD which is at node 5. From the GUI Fig. 7.2 the Received
Information Up to date count is 9 and the agent DTAD has calculated its positional incrementation
from the substation is 5 Node position to Higher Network Substation. This means that the agent
has received 9 messages from DTAC since the system has been running. Since its position is 5
the agent can determine from this that every 5 iterations of its behaviour it will have the most
update information about the network available to it. Presently the agent won’t implement a
change on the environment unless it has the most up to date information, but its possible to relax
this limitation.
The same is true for the downstream power information. Using the same technique the agent
can determine the amount of time taken for the end of the feeders messages to propagate to it
so it can make decision using the most up to date power information as well. This is shown in
Fig. 7.2 Node Position to end of Feeder. This is useful also when dealing with the alteration due
to transients as well. When there is a electrical change in the network the agent doesn’t want a
decision to be made as the system moves from one state to another. Therefore when the electrical
system moves away from a steady state the agent resets its Rec Info counter in Fig. 7.2, this allows
the agent to wait for the electrical system to settle to a new state. Once this has been reset the
agents use this message propagation technique allows for the information about the new state to
be determined before the agents implement any decision that may need to be made. It also ensures
that any implemented solution the agents enact upon the system allow for the electrical system to
settle before determining whether the agent is operating in it minimum cost state. This reduces
hunting and oscillatory states from the agents whilst operating. Both of these implementations
will now be tested to show their importance in allowing the system to function correctly.
7.1.3 Information Send and Receive problems
As well as successfully received messages the agents must determine what to do when it doesn’t
receive a message. Therefore the agents have been constructed in such a way to handle null
messages.
 In Fig. 7.3 when a message is sent from DTAC to DTAD, if data is lost during the communi-
cation procedure, the agent will use the last information prior to operate on, until the next
message is received with the updated data. Information age is important, the agent does not
want to use old information for too long since it needs to make decisions of this information.




























































































































































































































































this is shown in Fig. 7.1 (7.1.3) by incrementing the Voltage Message Receive (VMR) variable
shown. If the message is not received after a certain number of cycles, defined by N, the
agent determines that the connection between itself and that agent has dropped and will no
longer communicate with that agent, if this is a voltage message it means that the agent
algorithm has to reset since a upstream voltage message is vital to its operation. If it is a
power message that is not receive the agent determines that it must be at the end of the
feeder and proceeds with its operation periodically checking to see whether a new message
has been received.
By implementing these changes to the agents algorithm, the agents will be able to interact with
a real-time dynamic of the electrical network shown in Fig. 7.3 in order to maintain system con-
straints. In the next section the updated system will be implemented to show this is true.
7.2 Dynamic Testing of Static Scenarios
The results in chapter 6 will now be analysed, this time using dynamic real-time electrical model
using the updated algorithm. They will be analysed using the same operation base case as the
scenarios that are chosen in Chapter 6. If the MAS can achieve the same steady state results
operating on a dynamic environment, it will meet meet the dynamic aims of the research objectives.
7.2.1 PV penetration and thermal generation on a medium 9 node network
The results being analysed are from section 6.4.4. The important observations here is the ability
of the MAS to reach the steady state solution, not the steady state solution and what this means
to the operation of the MAS, this has already been discussed at length in the static testing section.
This is important since when the MAS is deployed upon a live network, as well as providing a
solution it must hold this solution indefinitely as the live electrical network is a dynamic system
operating indefinitely.
The 9 node network shown in Fig. 7.3 is the same operational base case as in section 6.4.4 the
same load change will be implemented and the same analysis methodology is used to analyse each
step of the test. In the first scenario it is shown how the system operates in the unconstrained
operation. Highlighting the action the MAS system implements on the dynamic environment to
ensure constraint are met.
7.2.1.1 Scenario 1:Unconstrained Network
In the unconstrained operation, the MAS will operate on the real-time dynamic model. Similar
to the steady state test in section 6.4.4 the MAS should implement no change over the electrical
environment. Its agents will operate on the nodes as shown in Fig. 7.3 their output of Voltage, Real
Power and Reactive Power over time are shown in Fig. 7.4, in the legend the agents correspond
to the nodes in Fig. 7.3. The agents will take measurement from the the real-time model every 3
seconds, the time it takes to execute its behaviour and allow for settling as explained in section
7.1.1. These tests show the important implementation of the dynamically running MAS ANM.
Since the dynamic operational optimum is not a research objective this time is adequate in meeting
the research objective of ensuring a steady state is reached within a reasonable period defined in
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this test as 50 seconds and maintains the steady state indefinitely in this test 200 seconds plus. In
Fig. 7.4 the unconstrained system result is shown. Its steady state equivalent is in Fig. 6.33 .
The result shown in Fig. 7.3 shows the recorded Agent output of the real-time systems voltages
versus time. What important information from the graph that can be determined is that the
system is in a steady state, with all the voltages between 1.02 and 0.98 p.u., which agrees with the
steady state results for the same test in section 6.4.4.
7.2.1.2 Scenario 2: Dynamic response to -0.05p.u. at Node 8
The next test will determine the MAS ANM ability to reach and maintain the steady state solution
during dynamic alterations to the network, in this case an unscheduled drop in load. In scenario 2
the power demand at node 8 (DTAG) in Fig.7.5, drops to -0.05p.u, this takes place at t=115s into
the operation this causes the voltages to rise at ever node on the feeder as shown in Nodal Voltage
Vs Time (System), Fig 7.5. The nodal voltages shown in Fig. 7.5, at t=120s are the nodal voltages
that the electrical system would operate at in the economic dispatch situation since the generators
are operating their maximum operational output shown in Fig. 7.5, Nodal Gen Real Power Output.
It is during this time the agents are operating their algorithms and are sending messages to each
other to determine the minimum cost state to converge on a solution, this time the operation is
being undertaken in a real time environment. It takes the agents 50 seconds to reach its new
operating point. The agents have determined that in order to maintain voltage constraints for the
minimum curtailment cost the agent DTAF at node 7 needs to implement a -0.05p.u. reduction in
reactive power to its inverters set point, it implements this change on the environment at t=165s.
This alteration brings all nodal voltage back withing constraints as shown in Fig. 7.5, Nodal
Voltage VS Time. The MAS ANM has determined this is the most desirable operational solution.
This is the steady state solution shown in results section 6.4.4 that solves for the MAS ANM
system objective. The MAS ANM will hold this solution barring any interference from unforeseen
operational problems. In the next scenario how the system reverts back to its operational base
case is explained
7.2.1.3 Scenario 3: Dynamic response to +0.05p.u. at Node 8.
The operational base case is what has been determined as the global optimal dispatch, in this
thesis this is determined by the solution to an economic dispatch in order to represent the external
network determined operation. The proposed system, will operate around the point the cheapest
unconstrained operation, in order to minimally impact the economic arrangements of participants
operating in the electrical network. The curtailment costs (corrective costs) are a reflection of
altering the generator dispatch away from this global operational dispatch in order to solve local
voltage constraint problems. The DNO since it benefits from this operation will pay for this cost.
When a unscheduled load change occur the system is implemented, if the unscheduled change is
resolved then the system can go back to the operational base case without the expense of curtailing
generators, therefore the agent system must be able to achieve this.
When the MAS ANM operates on an unconstrained network its operational objective does not
require it to alter anything unless an unforeseen change occurs that results in a problematic voltage
profile. In this scenario the load at node 8 has returned to its operational base (which was the
original operational scenario) by increasing by 0.05p.u. The MAS in this scenario can resolve some
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Figure 7.4: Scenario 1:Unconstrained Network (Dynamic Analysis)
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Figure 7.5: Scenario 2: Dynamic response to -0.05p.u. at Node 8
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systems voltages by achieve the state before any load changes resulted in feeder voltage violations.
It therefore reverts back to this unconstrained system of scenario 1. However, even though the
option of using reactive power costs the DNO nothing under the assumed market operations, the
MAS ANM operational objective dictates that it should only re-dispatch power during undesirable
voltage constraints are occurring, rather than interfering in the settled market positions of the
generators, this way its minimal interference on the global electrical and economic operations is
assured.
The MAS ANM successfully achieves this operational approach as highlighted in Fig. 7.6. The
result shows the MAS ANM holding the steady state during at the beginning of the operational
period. At 265 seconds the lost load returns, this causes a drop in the nodal voltage at the feeder
Nodal Voltage Vs Time System Fig. 7.6. It could be said the voltage profile is actually improved
under this operation, but this is not the MAS ANM system objective. Over the next period the
agents determine a new dispatch of 0 p.u. is required at node 7 (DTAF) shown in Fig. 7.6, Nodal
Gen Reactive Power Output VS Time (System), it is shown to achieve this over two iterations.
Since there is an associated cost with the reactive power actions as shown Eq. 7.1
C4QGNCC = 1(QG) (7.1)
then in terms of the MAS the operational base case (which happens to be unconstrained) is
always cheaper than any power dispatch, if that action results in the voltages maintaining con-
straints. This is the case here, therefore after another period of 50 seconds the agents determine
this a the dispatch returns to the operation base case and as do the nodal voltages in Fig. 7.6,
Nodal Voltage VS Time System.
7.2.1.4 Scenario 4: Return to Operational Base Case
The system is now running once more at the operational base case after t=400 seconds shown
in Fig. 7.6. This can be verified by comparing the system at t=0 in Fig. 7.4, Nodal Voltage Vs
Time (System), with the Voltage Profile shown in Fig. 7.6. The MAS ANM has successfully
dispatched the generator to successfully meet the voltage constraints for a minimum generation
curtailment cost when an unscheduled change has occurred. The MAS ANM is then able to remove
this dispatch when not needed returning to the operational base case and minimally effecting the
global optimal dispatch. The MAS ANM has achieved this on a dynamic electrical network in a
reasonable operation time and able to indefinitely hold the steady state in relation to the system
objective. An investigation into two other interesting scenarios will be investigated for completeness
of operational verification.
7.2.2 PV penetration and thermal generation on a 6 node network
In order to show the Multi-Agent system operating on the dynamic environment some of the
static analysis results have been chosen. The results chosen give a good cross section of results
undertaken in the static analysis and the purpose is to show the MAS achieving the static results
and maintaining this results in this dynamic environment. The analysis will once more implement
the altered algorithm in section 7.1 to achieve these results. Since the alteration to the algorithm
only affects the decisions and does not affect the outcome it can be said that the results in both
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Figure 7.6: Scenario 3: Dynamic response to +0.05p.u. @ Node 8
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Figure 7.7: Scenario 4: Return to Operational Base Case
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analysis should be comparable. Although the same electrical outputs will be analysed, such as
nodal voltages, real and reactive power generator and load outputs, they will be analysed against
time rather than at a steady state values as in the static analysis.
7.2.2.1 Scenario 1: No Change
As before the operational base case will be the initial operation point of the MAS, only the MAS
results can be analysed here since the ED and OPF solutions are static. The network that is
operating and its base case is shown in chapter 6 Fig. 6.19 and the agents operating on the nodes
shown in Fig. 6.19 are directly comparable to those that appear in the results presented here in
Fig. 7.8. The MAS operating around the operational base case is shown in the dynamic result
Fig. 7.8 marked on the graph as A. These results show the graphs Nodal Voltage, Nodal Generation
Real Power Output and the Nodal Load Real Power Demand vs. time, they are directly comparable
to their steady state representations in the results Voltage Profile, Real Power generated At Node
and Real Power Demanded At Node shown in Fig. 6.20 A, since they achieved the same operational
outputs. Throughout this dynamic analysis the steady state analysis will be referred to in order
to determine the correct operation of the MAS ANM in the dynamic environment As shown in the
results the MAS ANM will continue to operate without altering the network as desired for as long
as there is no unscheduled alterations.
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Figure 7.8: 6 Node Model Load Curtailment Dynamic Analysis: (A) Scenario 1 (B) Scenario 2 (C)
Scenario 3
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7.2.2.2 Scenario 2: Increase of power +0.15 p.u. at node 4
In scenario 2 (marked B shown in Fig. 7.8) an increase in power has occurred at node 4 (DTAD)
at t=110s as shown in Fig. 7.8, Nodal Load Real Power. This will alter the electrical state causing
a voltage constraint violation at node 4 (DTAD) as shown in the figure. This causes the MAS to
begin to determine a new minimum cost state, this will result satisfying this constraint violation.
After the first iteration the agents determine that in order to solve the problem for the minimum
cost the load at node 2 (DTAB) should increase by 0.02.p.u, shown in, Fig. 7.8, Nodal Load
Real Power, this still results in a constraint violation at node 4 (DTAD), therefore in the second
iteration the load increase again by 0.02 p.u., this time the voltage constraint violation at node 4
(DTAD) has been solved as shown in Fig. 7.8. The agents then successfully maintain this solution,
the resulting solution is shown in the steady state analysis that is shown in Fig. 6.21.
7.2.2.3 Scenario 3: Resolution of unscheduled generation increase at node 4
Scenario 3 shows how the agents return to the operational base case after an unscheduled event has
resolved itself, its analysis is marked as C in Fig. 7.8. At t=370s the unscheduled generation returns
back to its dispatch, marked on as determined operational base case as shown in Fig. 7.8, in the
graph Real Generation Power . This causes an new operational voltage state with all the nodes
within constraints, this is shown in the Nodal Voltages, as shown in Fig. 7.8. This results in the
MAS implementing a solution that is no longer needed and is altering the global optimal dispatch
that determines this operational base case. It is therefore desirable for the MAS to return back to
its previous state. The return to this state makes the present operational state more expensive in
terms of the cost associated with the agent minimum cost solution. The agents then converge on
a new solution which is the same as the operational state before the generation change as shown
in the Nodal Voltages shown in Fig. 7.8. The MAS now holds this solution indefinitely. What this
has shown is the MAS ability to undertake its system objective in a dynamic environment for real
power curtailment. In the next section a scenario involving reactive power will be analysed.
7.2.3 PV penetration and cheap thermal generation on a 13 node network
The test in section 6.3 is of a 13 bus model whose operational base case is presented in Fig. 6.28.
In order to determine the systems ability to solve network problems in a dynamic environment for
systems with more nodes the result is presented in Fig. 7.9. Only how the system operated on the
violating voltage is shown, the previous analysis has show how the agent acts during the transition
from the operational base case to the violating voltage constraint case.
7.2.3.1 Scenario 1: Voltage Violation State (A)
Fig. 7.9, shown the resulting nodal voltages Nodal Voltage VS Time after the unscheduled load
change of +0.09p.u at node 9, this is marked as A on the graph. Between the time t=0s and t=75s
the MAS ANM is propagating messages around the system receiving and sending demands and
converging on the minimum cost state that will result in the dispatch that will bring the system
back to within constraints. A point to make here is that during this time the external network is
supplying the power, as shown in Fig. 7.9, Nodal Gen Real Output Power, marked by DSS, to the
network caused by this unscheduled change as explained back in chapter 3 this allows the equality
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constraints to be satisfied at all times, also as discussed this impact is so small as to not require
the global optimal dispatch to re-solved.
7.2.3.2 Scenario 2: Satisfying The Voltage Constraint (B) agent an communication
link failure
In this scenario 2 (marked B in Fig. 7.9), between t=75s and t=125s the MAS has implemented
its decision on the generator dispatch that will bring all the violating nodal voltages back within
constraint. What has also been implemented in this scenario is agent DSS terminates at t=50s,
which determines the time agent DTAA can operate on old information shown in section 7.1.3
has been set to a large number for the duration of this test, the agent then comes back online at
t=100s. This is to show that since the decision making technique is done at each local node it can
still operate a solution during an agent failure. The dynamic result shows the curtailment of the
generator at node 12, shown in, Fig. 6.28 and shown in the dynamic results Nodal Gen Real Power
Output VS System, Fig. 7.9. Also the external network is no longer providing any power to the
network to solve the equality constraints, resulting in the steady state result shown in Fig. 6.30.
Since DTSS terminates at t=50s DTAA still has the upstream information about its voltage
state in order to operate. Since DTSS is not providing any service the system is able to still
converge to a solution since the decisions are made locally. If DSS was the central moderator no
decision would be able to be determined and the system would continue to operate with voltage
violations.
7.2.3.3 Scenario 3: Maintaining the steady state (C)
The MAS now holds this steady steady state indefinitely, between t=125s and t=400s marked as C
in Fig. 7.9. This result confirms the MAS has the ability to achieve the same result in the dynamic
real-time environment as well as the non real time environment by achieving the same steady state
outputs.
7.2.4 Summary
The results presented here have shown that the MAS algorithm has to be updated to handle the
transient dynamics present in the real-time electrical environment. The updates have been applied
and it has been shown through the analysis in this chapter that the MAS is able to now meet
its system objective of maintaining voltage constraints whilst minimising generational curtailment
cost when operating on the real-time environments. The MAS is now in an operational state ready
to be applied to real world situations. However there are two operational challenges that still need
to be overcome to fully achieve this objectives.
7.3 Determining Nodes Network position
These challenges are maintaining the system objective during network reconfiguration in the dy-
namic environment, and to sequence decisions the MAS undertakes in the dynamic environment
as not to needlessly cause constraint violations
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Figure 7.9: 13 Node Model Load Curtailment Dynamic Analysis: (A) Scenario 1 (B) Scenario 2
(C) Scenario 3
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The network topology will not be set as it will alter during faults and maintenance. The MAS
will be running in real-time and have to be able to handle the situations that arise from this. In
section 5.3.3 it was explained how the agent determines the direction of information to allow it to
implement its calculation. This becomes more important in the dynamic set up than in the static
and therefore will be examined in more detail in this section.
7.3.1 Information Measured From the System
The first task of each agent is to acquire the relevant measurements from its node as shown in
Fig.3.6. Agent DTBA has two major lines of communication. All these lines of communication are
sending and receiving messages from one agent (DTBA), physically connected to another agent
(DTBB). A node is electrically connected to other nodes, this connections status is governed by it
circuit breaker. It is assumed that agent knows what it is physically connected to, as determined
by the DNO, and by using the circuit breakers status and the message it receives it can determine
the direction to which the substation lies and can thus calculate the affects changes that it can
undertake and as other nodes to undertake will effect the voltage it its own node. If circuit breaker
A is closed and it is receiving a voltage message the agent knows that is the direction of the the
voltage substation. On a radial feeder voltage messages are only ever received in one direction,
therefore at present this technique would need to be altered to include meshed networks which will
be assessed in future work.
7.3.2 Normal operation
Normal operation is considered by the operational state of the circuit breakers the DNO has deter-
mined. It is during this normal operation that the agents will determine their place in the network.
How it does this is down to the direction it receives voltage messages. From Fig. 7.10, the DSS is
the top node in the hierarchy, it has no circuit breakers connected to the feeder, they are directly
connected. The DSS sends out the stiff voltage, or reference voltage to any physical connected (via
and impedance) nodes (DTBA and DTCA). The nodes are typically transformer chambers con-
sisting of two circuit breakers connected either side of a LV transformer bus. These circuit breakers
at nodes DTBA and DTCA are labeled CBA and CBB, these circuit breakers can be used to de-
termine the direction in which the reference voltage and subsequent power information. As shown
in Fig. 7.10 again if DTBA receives voltage information at circuit breaker A, it can determine that
the reference voltage is coming from the node connected through the impedance connected to A,
this then becomes the direction of information of which the calculation in section 5.2 are based on.
It then can send this information down to DTBB and expects to receive power information from
the circuit break B side and can determine the effect of the power flowing from the physical line
connected between itself and through this line, and use this in its calculations.
7.3.3 Agent Communication following network reconfiguration
Implementing the agents in this fashion means that network changes can be accounted for. If
DTBA in Fig. 7.10 is examined again. If its circuit breaker CBA was opened by the DNO, then
it would no longer receive voltage information from DSS. In order to bring DTBA back on line,







































































































































































































after a period of time DTBA would receive reference voltage information through circuit breaker
CBB from agent DTBB. It will then reorganise itself by rearranging its internal calculation to
take into consideration this new direction of voltage reference. There is also a need to reorganise
the power information used in the calculation to once again determine the correct voltage states.
The downstream R and X values are available to the agent. The important alteration here is
the direction of power flow, since the power flow measurement into the node will now be on the
alternate side of the node after reconfiguration, the power (PN) measurement used in Eq. (7.2)
VLDN ≈ RNPN + XNQN
VN
(7.2)
The alternative power calculations are shown in Eq. 7.3 and Eq. 7.4.
PAltN = −(PMeasuredN − (PMeasuredLN − PMeasuredGN ) (7.3)
QMeasuredN = −(QMeasuredN − (QMeasuredLN −QMeasuredGN ) (7.4)
This can be implemented in Eq. 7.5 to insure the correct voltage solutions the alternative im-
plemented in the dynamic algorithm Fig. 7.1 (7.3) after the reorganisation is shown in Eq. 7.5.
VAltLDN =
RAltN · PAltN + XAltN ·QAltN
VN
. (7.5)
The sensitivities will also update accordingly due to the reorganisation and re-sent. Once it has
reorganised it will work under the same operation technique as before the reorganisation. Once
the agent has determined the direction of the reference voltage it then determines the correct
calculation to use to correctly determine its state.
7.3.4 Network Reconfiguration Empirical Evaluation
The network operational base case in Fig. 7.10 is used in order to test the dynamic response of
the MAS during network reorganisation. The network is composed of two 3 node feeders sharing
a common connection to the distribution substation, this results in two feeders with 4 nodes. In
this test the two feeders are connected via an normally opened point, determined by the DNO.
7.3.4.1 Scenario 1: Operational Base Case No Change
First the steady state scenario will be examined to show what characteristics the MAS has to
achieve dynamically, then the dynamic analysis will be undertaken. The global optimal dispatch
solution achieved by the ED provides the steady state results and are shown in Fig. 7.11 A for feeder
B and Fig. 7.12 B for feeder C. In the figure the voltage profile, generation and costs associated
to the operation are shown. As well as the ED solution, similar to chapter 6 analysis the OPF
solution is also present, also the MAS which is operating on the network. The operational scenario
in this case focuses on a line fault and the reorganisation of the network and how the MAS deals
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7.3.4.2 Scenario 2: Line Fault and network reorganisation
At this point a line fault has occurred between DTBA and DSS, this has caused the line to
switched out. This causes nodes 2, 3 and 4 on feeder B to be disconnected from supply. The
network reorganises in a routine determined by the DNO to solve this. The DNO closes CBB at
node 2 feeder B (DTBC) and CBA at node 4 (DTBA). This brings nodes 2,3,4 back on supply in
a reorganised network. The new resulting network is shown in Fig. 7.13.
The agents DTBA, DTBB, DTBC in Fig. 7.13 which are now receiving their information from
an alternative direction can determine from the updated algorithm the new direction of information
flow. The agents can adjust there voltage state calculations and voltage sensitivity calculations to
once more be able to determine the correct operational states of the network.
In Fig. 7.14 A the Voltage Profile information now shows the voltage profile of the resultant feeder
connection, the graphs represent the resulting state of the network in Fig. 7.13, this shows what
the system state would operate at if the present generation dispatch was maintained, to maximise
the generator profit under this new network reconfiguration. What is shown from the ED dispatch
in the Voltage Profile result Fig. 7.14 A after reconfiguration some nodal voltage are violating
constraints. In this scenario the generator at node 6 (DTBB) is controllable. Therefore the agents
have options available, in this case real power curtailment. The MAS ANM undertakes their system
objective and implement a real power change of -0.02 p.u at node 6 shown in Fig. 7.14 B, Real
Power Curtailment at Nodes which brings the Voltage Profile within limits as shown in Fig. 7.14.
7.3.4.3 Dynamic Result Scenario 1: No Change
The steady state scenarios show the operation steady states of the network. The same operation
will be now presented but from the perspective of the MAS operating on the environment dynamic.
In Fig. 7.15 marked A from t=0 to t=55s the system starts off in the operational base case, with
the network operating in its two feeder set up in Fig. 7.10 when the feeders are still operated apart
from each other. Their Voltage Profile is shown in Fig. 7.11 and Fig. 7.12 the agents operating in
the dynamic environment and the nodes they operate on can be directly compared across the two
analysis. As in the steady state the MAS ANM is operating at this base case without any need to
implement changes on the network.
7.3.4.4 Dynamic Result Scenario 2: Line Fault Reorganisation
After the period between t=55s and t=250s is shown in Fig. 7.15 marked B. During this period
the line fault occurs that causes feeder B to be switched out of the network, this causes a large
over voltage as the section of the network has become islanded from the network and being solely
supplied by the generator and node DTBB, this only happens for a very short amount of time
since the normally open point becomes operated as determined by a procedure predetermined by
the network operator. This causes the network to form a 7 node single feeder shown in Fig. 7.13.
The resulting Nodal Voltage VS Time (System) shows the nodal voltage between t=75s and t=90s
shown in the dynamic results in the steady state this can be directly compared to the ED Voltage
Profile shown in Fig. 7.14 A, which is the economic dispatch result, since the generators are still
operating at their maximum output.






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Between 100 seconds and 180 seconds shown in Fig. 7.15. The agents propagate messages around
the dynamic network and after three iterations converge on a steady state solution, once it has
reached this steady state solution the MAS holds the dispatch here. It has achieved the results
by curtailing the generator at DTBB of of -0.02p.u shown in in Fig. 7.15, Nodal Gen Real Power
Output VS Time, resulting in an voltage profile within the +/-2% nominal shown in Fig. 7.15,
Nodal Voltage VS Time (System), the result is the same as the OPF solution and the MAS result
in steady state analysis for Voltage Profile and Real Power Curtailment shown in Fig. 7.14 B.
7.3.4.5 Dynamic Result Scenario 3: Back to the operational base case
Between t=250 seconds and t=380 the MAS system maintains the steady state solution as shown
in Fig. 7.15 marked as C on the graph. It is between t=380 and t=425 the line fault is cleared
and the system reorganised back into its pre-faulted condition as shown in Fig. 7.15 marked
D. At this point the MAS agents alter the dispatch once more back to pre-fault unconstrained
operation. The MAS has successfully cycled through all these states and the final result at the
end of the period of operation is the exact same as the beginning situation. This demonstrates
the MAS is able to undertake control and coordination on a real-time distribution network which
reconfiguration may occur, since this happens often on distribution networks therefore this is an
important characteristics the MAS to have.
7.4 Agent Sequencing
Agent sequencing is another important issue only present in dynamic operation. Since there is
no central moderator who can dispatch the generators in a sequence as not to invoke a voltage
violation. Since this operation have no moderator a procedure has to be in place so that when
an agent does make its decision to change its nodal generation dispatch it does it in a controlled
fashion that maintains voltages within limits consistently.
The principle used here is based around break before make, make before break found in switch
theory. What this means is the agent determines whether its dispatch implementation will result
in a violation of constraints. How the MAS implements this solution is by using a make or break
strategy. The example uses the network in the 9 bus steady state analysis for reactive power
curtailment in chapter 6 shown in Fig. 6.25. It will be re-examined here dynamically and its base
case is represented in Fig. 6.25.
The same scenario as in section 6.4.3 is implemented and a decrease of 0.05 p.u. at node 6 causes
the voltages to violate constraints. This is shown if Fig. 7.17 marked A. As expected the MAS
finds a solution which as agrees with the steady state solution in section 6.4.3. This time however
a change will come in the form of the solution curtailment cost change.
7.4.1 Upstream Sequencing Solution
So far it has been assumed the curtailment costs for generators won’t change, however this may
not be the case due to market forces or even the generator deciding it no longer wishes to provide
a service. In this scenario the generator at DTAF node 7 decides it no longer wants to provide
its reactive power solution. Therefore its alters its curtailment cost that the agent uses to be very
large. This makes other option in the agent system more attractive. It was concluded in the results
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in section 6.4.3 that generator at DTAD node 5 was not curtailed due to the artificial voltage cost
making its solution less attractive to the agents when converging on a minimum cost state. With
the cost of reactive generation increased greatly this option because cheaper to the agents solution.
When an alternative solution opens up the agent does not want alter its dispatch until the agent
can determine it is safe to do so. Since it is presently providing a solution to maintain constraints
it doesn’t want to end up back in the operational base case state solved by the ED which results
in a voltage profile constraint violation. So a scheduler is ran internally in every agent. This
scheduler determines whether it is safe for the agent to act and as mentioned works on a simple
make before break strategy. When the agent is down stream the solution is simple. The agent




to determine the effect altering its power dispatch on the system. It then uses Eq. (7.7) to cycle






) · (4QN) (7.7)
If the result ends in this voltage rising about the thresh hold it will hold its action until the voltage
upstream has changed thus ensuring safe operation. This is added to the agents operational
algorithm as shown in Fig. 7.1 (7.4).
7.4.2 Downstream Sequencing Solution
Downstream applies the same principle but by using power flow into its node to indicate its
safe operation. If the downstream agent has re dispatched before the agent upstream agents has
implemented its solution it may end up causing the voltage to to violate constraint. This won’t be
able to be determined by using the measured voltage because this will reveal it is okay to act as
it assumes the power has already been dispatched. Therefore by setting the determining what the
present difference between operational power QMeasuredng , and the desired operational power (QNG)
in an altered version of Eq. (7.8)
4Qn = (QMeasuredng −QNG) + QN+1 (7.8)
it can then be determined that if the upstream agent has not dispatched its power before the
downstream agent dispatched theirs, what nodal voltage this will this result in. If it is higher then
the threshold +/-0.02p.u then the upstream agent sends and message downstream that it wants
the downstream agents you to maintain its operational power whilst the upstream agent dispatches
its own solution. Thus ensuring the safe operation during a change in cost circumstances shown
in the result 7.17. An example is now shown to clarify.
7.4.3 No Sequencing
The MAS is operating when a load change occurs causing the voltage to violate constraints this
is shown between t=0s and t=300s marked A in Fig. 7.17, Nodal Voltage VS Time. The MAS
ANM then solve the constraint by dispatching a reactive power generation at node 7 agent DTAF
250
as in the steady state analysis in section 6.4.3. Between t=250s and t=400s Fig. 7.17marked B,
the old algorithm in section 5.2 is operating with no sequencer applied. When the cost of reactive
power changes at node 7 DTAF, the agents determine a new minimum cost state, by constraining
DTAD by -0.05 p.u and altering DTAF to 0 p.u, without the sequencer there is nothing stopping
the agents from applying the minimum cost solution. This is shown in, Nodal Gen Reactive Power
Output, in Fig. 7.17, which needlessly causes a voltage violation as shown in Fig. 7.17, Nodal
Voltage Vs Time (system). The MAS in the next iteration solves this problem as shown resulting
back to a steady state solution. This voltage violation needs to be solved and by implementing
the sequencer to the algorithm it does.
7.4.4 With Sequencer
In Fig. 7.18 marked A, the same scenario as in section 6.4.3 is achieved. This time when the
reactive costs alter the sequencer implementing the update to the algorithm explained in section
7.4.2 operates. Between t=250s and t=400s Fig. 7.18 marked B the sequencer is determines
that DTAF acts before DTAD it will cause a violation, so it sends a message downstream for
all agents to hold their present operation while it changes, this is shown in Nodal Gen Reactive
Output in Fig. 7.18. This time the dispatch of generator at DTAD is implemented first. Once it
has changed the sequencer no longer flags the downstream power change to be problematic and so
DTAF implements its actions as shown. In the Nodal Voltage Vs Time (System) result in Fig. 7.18,
this shows that there is no voltage constraint violates. Then once again this results in a desirable
steady state as before but without an unnecessary voltage violate.
7.5 MAS ANM Dynamic Analysis Summary
The MAS is now able to operate in a real-time dynamic environment. As shown in this chapter
if the MAS is able to successfully implement solutions determined by its operational objectives
of maintaining voltage constraints while minimising corrective costs in a dynamic environment.
It is able to achieve these states during unscheduled load and generation changes and it able to
return back to the operational base case in order to effectively minimise its impact on the global
optimal dispatch and the economic operation of the generators or loads. The MAS ANM is able to
handle the transient problems associated with implementing changes on the system and message
propagation, as well as being able to make decision during the fault of an agent. The MAS is able
to handle the reorganisation of the network due to faults and also schedule its solutions without
needless creating undesirable profile states all the while maintaining its operational objectives.
There are much more dynamic situations that could be analysed, such as communication failure
and software failures, however in order to analyse this the MAS ANM was needed to be developed
into its existing state which allows the MAS to achieve the research problem formed in Chapter 1.
The dynamic testing and the empirical evaluation is now complete on the MAS ANM the thesis
will now draw its conclusions.
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Figure 7.17: Agent Sequencing Result: No Sequencer
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Figure 7.18: Agent Sequencing Result: Sequencer
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8 Conclusions and Future Work
The work presented in this thesis shows the construction and implementation of a fully decentralised
MAS.The system operational objective of the developed ANM scheme, implemented by a MAS,
was to maintain voltage constraints for a minimum generation curtailment cost. The MAS was
able to achieve this task by implementing local solutions in the form of dispatching DERs.
Through the use of a sensitivity approximation technique, agents in the system were able to
determine the operational voltage states based on local power states, upstream voltage states and
downstream power states. Then via a decentralised decision making technique the agents could
apply costs to these states and through propagation of these states, were able to converge on a
minimum cost state that satisfied the system objective.
It was determined that the effect of unscheduled changes to load and generators in the distri-
bution network had minimal impact on the global operating point of the external network, this
would allow for a voltage regulation scheme to be operated at a local feeder.
A practical economic objective is achieved by determining how DERs, operating under the
present market rules, determine their operational revenues. How these revenues can be maintained
through curtailment payments, if unscheduled operations within the network cause local voltage
problems requiring DER curtailment.
The approach that was implemented is a departure from present methods of voltage regulation
used by MAS, which use centralised decision techniques. The algorithm the agents use can deter-
mine locally a set of operational voltage states using an adaptive voltage sensitivity approximation
technique. It can then apply a cost to these operational states through the use of a cost function.
This cost function is composed of generation curtailment costs and an artificial voltage cost
based on the voltage constraint limits applied to the node. For the agent to achieve the system
objective a DYDOP technique was used so that an agent could communicate with its immediate
neighbours to expand the agent’s range of options to minimise the cost of controlling its own node
voltage. The DYDOP technique was adapted to allow for decisions to be made at each node rather
than at the top of the feeder, this allowed for the full decentralisation of the technique. Since all the
agents are trying to achieve this minimum state this results in the agents arriving at a convergence
over time. This causes the overall network voltage profile to improve and ultimately, if that state
exists, bringing the feeder within the constraints defined by the DNO whilst achieving the lowest
generation curtailment cost.
The system developed was tested both statically and dynamically. The static testing focused
on how the MAS could implement its system objective on distribution network emulation with
realistic electrical parameters connected to an external network. This was undertaken in order for
the MAS to operate on an accurate representation of an electrical environment and make decisions
based upon the effect these decisions would have on the electrical environment in order to maintain
voltage constraints.
An ED determined the operational base case for the networks used in order to show the global
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optimal dispatch for an unconstrained operation. Unscheduled changes to the network were imple-
mented to show how the MAS could operate around this operational base case to show the benefits
of curtailment in order to maintain voltage constraints, and the real cost to the DNO if the scheme
was implemented. An OPF solution using the objective function of minimising generation curtail-
ment costs was used in order to determine the MAS success in maintaining the voltage inequality
constraints whilst minimising generation costs.
In the dynamic analysis the operational robustness was analysed to test the MAS ability to
achieve its system objective in a real-time environment. This was achieved through the creation of
a laboratory test system with a real-time electrical network emulation. This allowed for the MAS
algorithm to be adapted to achieve the same system objective whilst handling the issues that are
caused by operating in such an environment. Such as timing constraints, network reconfiguration,
data losses, communication and agent failures and correct sequencing of dispatch solutions were
all considered. The dynamic results were cross compared with the static MAS and OPF results to
ensure the same steady state solution was achieved.
The MAS voltage regulation scheme was tested under common operational scenarios that may
occur in a distribution network. These were different types of voltage profiles, generator operation,
load changes and impedance changes. The voltage constraints were maintained via an array of P,
Q and PQ solutions.
Under the test scenarios that were undertaken, the scheme was a success. During periods of
unscheduled load or generation change the MAS was able to control and coordinate the network
to maintain voltage constraints. It was able to do this in an economic manner comparable to the
voltage profile and generation curtailment calculated by the OPF.
Just as in the case of non-convergent OPF solution there may be system operational conditions
that haven’t been considered here that the MAS may not be able to solve. The determination
of the unsolvable states could be achieved by exhaustive testing which will be considered in the
future work.
Using the sensitivity approximation technique it was shown that the agents were able to de-
termine within an acceptable error (against the centralised sensitivity calculations) the correct
operational voltage state. It was determined that the adaptive sensitivity technique that was
chosen from the three presented sensitivities allowed for the agents to achieve this determination
through local measurements and limited upstream and downstream communications. The results
in chapter 6 show this implementation was adequate in meeting the system objective by maintain
voltage constraints whilst minimising curtailment cost (by comparing against an OPF).
The MAS presented demonstrated a number of benefits over previous ANM and MAS schemes.
Such small amounts of information were required for the agents to determine the minimum cost
state that this kept the complexity of the solution low whilst not requiring much information in
terms of data sent over the communication system. This would limit the effect of system growth
of the ability of such a MAS to calculate the required system states.
It was discovered is that the MAS did not always agree with the OPF solution in terms of which
generators were altered, this was due to the influence that the artificial voltage cost had on the
agent’s cost function. What was concluded however is that the real implementation costs in terms
of what the DSO would have to pay to maintain voltage constraints, were comparable to the OPF
solution. In order to improve this it was suggested in chapter 6 that the artificial voltage cost
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could be altered to allow the agents to converge on a solution closer to the optimal. It was also
concluded that the benefits provided by implementing the solution using the fully decentralised
technique outweigh the limitations of its sub-optimal solution.
The operational testing in a real-time dynamic environment showed that the agent algorithm
had to be adapted to handle the asynchronous nature of its operation and the transient nature
of the electrical environment. This allowed for the system to be able to determine the correct
information to use for its algorithm after disturbances in the network, the time taken to receive
the most update information due to message propagation delays and the ability to handle dropped
data. It was also shown the MAS ability to return to the operational base case after unscheduled
operations had been resolved.
The importance of the agent to make local solutions was highlighted as it was determined that
the failure of a central moderator, in MAS that use one, could result in the system operating
without solving voltage violations. The MAS presented here allowed for decisions to continue to
be implemented on the system regardless of this agent drop out. It was also shown how the agent
algorithm was constructed in order to deal with any communication system that was implemented
due to the use of a brokering technique to pass information around the system, the alternative
MAS even though implemented locally still requires a communication link between every agent to
operate its algorithm.
The agents within the system were able to determine the correct sequence in which to operate
implementations that would allow the system achieve its operational benefits without causing
unnecessary voltage violations. It was shown how the agent, through message propagation could
determine the electrical effect its operation would have on the network, if it was found to violate
constraints it would wait for other agents to operate before itself until it could safely determine
that its own operation would not violate the constraints.
The dynamic operation analysis also allowed the agent algorithm to be adapted to handle network
reconfiguration of the electrical network applied by the DNO. The MAS was able to achieve the
system objective during reconfiguration, solving for problem in the system with results comparable
to the OPF in the same aspects as the steady state results. It was also able to return to the
operational base case when the system was adjusted once more to its original state.
8.1 Contributions
The work presented in this thesis achieved:
 A decentralised communication technique (DYDOP) was adapted in order to implement a
sensitivity approximation technique, allowing the agents to determine their voltage operating
states. These states were determined at the node without the use of a central model. This
approximation technique was found to be an acceptable method of determining nodal voltages
due to its ability to iterate to a more optimal solution over time. The MAS using this fully
decentralised decision making technique was shown to successfully maintain constraints for
a minimum generation curtailment cost, during unscheduled changes in the network with
results comparable to an OPF solution. It was shown that the system was able to return to
the global optimal equality constraint solution after these unscheduled changes were removed;
this made the system even less intrusive on the operation of the power system. The system
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was able to achieve this operation by ensuring the following features that are required to
determine the MAS success.
1. The agents in the system have the ability to make decisions by themselves rather than
receiving instructions on which state to operate in by a central moderator determining the
networks set points. This fully decentralised the technique, will limit the effect of single point
failures that affect centralised ANM schemes and some other MAS schemes that still have
some central control on their decision making, which could result in operational problems to
their operation if a key agent fails.
2. The agents are able to handle transients in the system caused by implementing changes and
delays in message propagation throughout the system.
3. During situations where the voltage regulation scheme is curtailing generation to maintain
constraints, it may have to alter its solution if a cheaper option has become available, e.g. a
generator’s operating cost has dropped. It was shown that the sequencing of these changes
is important and that the MAS can successfully alter its solution without causing a needless
voltage infringement.
4. The MAS was able to achieve these results during times of network uncertainty such as topol-
ogy reconfiguration. It was shown that the MAS system can reorganise itself to determine
its new position in the reorganised electrical network.
 The MAS was able to be integrated into the emulation of the electrical network for both
the static and real time set up. Protocols were written to allow the agents to interact with
the static model via a constructed S-Function. This enabled the MAS to successfully control
and coordinate the electrical network. This set up would provide both static (steady state)
results, which could be compared with an OPF solution. A laboratory test system with
real-time simulation was created in order to provide a realistic operational environment. The
MAS via a constructed JAVA object interface allowed for the MAS to be adapted in order
to operate in a real world setting. This allowed for the production of dynamic results, to
determine the MAS ability to achieve and maintain steady state results in a dynamic setting.
 It was shown that altering the dispatch of DER in the distribution network has no effect on the
transmission networks operation around a predetermined global optimal dispatch, resulting
in no re-dispatch of large generators. By implementing the curtailment costs and recognising
the DNO as the entity who pays these costs, the system was able to minimise its impact on
the global optimal dispatch problem and the economic stipulations under BETTA. Hence
such a regulation scheme could be layered onto the present UK electrical network system set
up with minimum disruption to its present operation.
 The extent of present decentralisation within the current research area of MAS ANM was
achieved by investigating the current proposals within the body of academic research. The
work in the thesis identified that it was possible to develop the known ideas of decentralisa-
tion, in regards to present MAS ANM proposals further, by removal of all centralised decision
making components. Additionally the thesis also highlights that although the decentralised
operational approach does improve upon previous work, all operational approaches are still
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limited by the physical communication architecture, which ultimately determines the ability
of any proposal to implement fully decentralised MAS ANM schemes.
8.2 Future Work
The research of MAS systems in electrical engineering has been steadily advancing over the last
ten years. This thesis is another step in that advancement. However there is still much to be done,
mainly in terms of implementation of MAS in the real world. In chapter 7 this thesis tried to open
the door to this development by implementing its theoretical ideas and how it can be achieved in
a dynamic environment. How this can be taken further will be discussed in this section.
8.2.1 Future improvement to the MAS voltage regulation scheme
With the advent of electric cars and customer involvement with demand side management, altering
these loads for the provision of voltage regulation services is achievable. As well as the electrical
implications there is also the economic case. Therefore a future development would be based upon
how to realistically integrate these controlled loads in the system. Although a provision was made
to have control on loads in this thesis and results were obtained, the cost was based on a linear
cost of a fuel burning generator. This is probably not comparable to how the economic set up of
these controllable loads will be implemented and therefore research must be undertaken to develop
a load curtailment cost similar to the generation curtailment cost presented in this thesis.
The options available to solve the problems in this work omitted an obvious candidate, the
on-load tap changer (OLTC). The reason for this omission was because of its global impact over
decisions for all the feeders and the desire for this thesis to a produce local decision making solution
that best integrate the DERs into that solution. An MAS solution to the voltage regulation
operation using OLTC has been presented in [36] and shows it as a viable solution for solving
constraints, as it has always been in existing voltage regulation schemes. The objectives of this
thesis have been achieved without the need for a global actor however the introduction of the
OLTC could be included for operational completeness.
The decentralised decision making technique was adapted from the DYDOP technique in the
literature. The technique used in this thesis adapted the DYDOP technique in order to allow
for its operation on a realistic electrical network, the adapted technique did not formulate a full
mathematical proof using the same mathematical techniques as determined in the DYDOP work
and its success was determined on its operational results.
Furthermore it was shown in some operational circumstances the MAS didn’t fully agree with
the OPF solution, this was due to the use of an artificial voltage cost. It should be analysed how
this artificial voltage cost can be adapted in order to allow the agent solution to converge on a
solution closer to that of the optimal.
Now that it has been determined to be successful from a realistic electrical standpoint the
mathematics should be revisited to try and determine a formal proof for the schemes operation.
8.2.2 Live Network Implementation
One of the most pressing issue for the future is how DNOs develop their system operation. DNOs

























Figure 8.1: Proposed Lab Set Up
this level of operation a laboratory implementation needs to be constructed. A proposed imple-
mentation is shown in Fig. 8.1.
The inverters would be controlled using a Voltage/Frequency (VF) control technique developed
by Dr. Jeff Bloemink and a Real and Reactive power (PQ) controller developed by Dr. Nathaniel
Bottrell. This would allows the lab to be set up in a manner that emulates a live distribution
network connected the transmission network. The 90kVA inverter would operate under VF con-
trol and set the laboratory’s network frequency and node voltage. By implementing this control
technique the 90kVA would provide the balance of power required by the distribution network.This
would be representative way in which the transmission network operates in Chapter 3 to maintain
equality constraints but in a live environment. The 10 kVA inverter would operate the same control
principle as in Chapter 3.
These control points would be directly controlled by the agents. The 6 bus operation results
in Chapter 6 could then be compared against the laboratory results to determine its successful
operation. Since it has been determined that the work has reached a readiness level to start
implementing these system in realistic and live environments, this experiment will be the next




As shown, the communication network is based on an Ethernet local area network (LAN). Once the
laboratory experiment has been set up an analysis on communication options can be carried out.
This would allow the actual operational limitations imposed by theses schemes to be determined.
The selection of a physical communication system could then be implemented in the real world to
achieve the results in the thesis. This would allow for the already developed control procedures to
be tested in the live network environment.
Although this proves the MAS presented here is robust to some extent further examination of
its operational limitations due to agent and communications failure is needed. However, the only
adaptations required of the MAS system presented in this thesis are how it obtains the correct
information to implement its algorithm during these failures. This could be achieved through
reorganising how the agent system sends and receives information which is not fundamental to its
decision making operation and ultimately its ability to achieve the system objective. The MAS
with a central moderator, since its decisions are made centrally, would have to fundamentally
change its present operation in order to achieve its system objective if the resulting failure was the
loss of its moderator.
8.2.2.2 Alternative network operations
Distribution network operators are starting to consider active network components which will
provide further options in the distribution network for the agent to control. A soft open point
[113] could provide even more support to the distribution network. This would provide to the
MAS the operational benefits of power sharing between feeders whilst maintaining the operational
assumptions that enable the used decentralised decision making technique developed in this thesis.
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